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Abstract
One of the ultimate goals of open ended learning systems is to take advantage of experience

to get a future benefit. We can identify two levels in learning. One builds directly over the

data : it captures the pattern and regularities which allow for reliable predictions on new

samples. The other starts from such an obtained source knowledge and focuses on how to

generalize it to new target concepts : this is also known as learning to learn. Most of the existing

machine learning methods stop at the first level and are able of reliable future decisions only

if a large amount of training samples is available. This work is devoted to the second level of

learning and focuses on how to transfer information from prior knowledge, exploiting it on a

new learning problem with possibly scarce labeled data.

We propose several algorithmic solutions by leveraging over prior models or features. One

possibility is to constrain any target learning model to be close to the linear combination

of several source models. Alternatively the prior knowledge can be used as an expert which

judges over the target samples and considers the obtained output as an extra feature descriptor.

All the proposed approaches evaluate automatically the relevance of prior knowledge and

decide from where and how much to transfer without any need of external supervision or

heuristically hand tuned parameters. A thorough experimental analysis shows the effectiveness

of the defined methods both in case of interclass transfer and for adaptation across different

domains.

The last part of this work is dedicated to moving forward knowledge transfer towards life

long learning. We show how to combine transfer and online learning to obtain a method

which processes continuously new data guided by information acquired in the past. We also

present an approach to exploit the large variety of existing visual data resources every time it

is necessary to solve a new situated learning problem. We propose an image representation

that decomposes orthogonally into a specific and a generic part. The last one can be used as

an un-biased reference knowledge for future learning tasks.

Keywords : transfer learning, visual object recognition, multiclass classification, regression,

domain adaptation, multi-kernel learning, online learning, multi-task learning.
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Résumé

Un des objectifs des systèmes d’apprentissage est d’utiliser l’expérience passée pour obtenir

un bénéfice futur. Nous pouvons identifier deux niveaux d’apprentissage. L’un se construit

directement sur les données : il capture les motifs et régularités qui permettent d’effectuer des

prédictions fiables sur de nouveaux échantillons. L’autre niveau d’apprentissage part d’une

telle connaissance (source) apprise et essaye de la généraliser à de nouveaux concepts (cible) :

on appelle cela apprendre à apprendre. La plupart des méthodes existantes d’apprentissage

automatique s’arrêtent au premier niveau et ne permettent des décisions futures fiables que

si l’on a accès à un jeu d’apprentissage conséquent. Ces travaux abordent le deuxième niveau

d’apprentissage et se concentrent sur la manière de transférer de l’information depuis un

savoir pré-existant, l’exploitant pour de nouveaux problèmes d’apprentissage, notamment

dans le cas de manque de données étiquetées.

Nous proposons plusieurs solutions algorithmiques en se basant sur des modèles ou des

descripteurs existant. Une façon possible de le faire est de contraindre tout modèle d’appren-

tissage cible à être proche d’une combinaison linéaire des modèles source. Une alternative

consiste à utiliser une connaissance a priori comme un expert qui juge les échantillons cibles

et considérer la sortie de ce processus comme un nouveau descripteur. Toutes les méthodes

proposées évaluent automatiquement la pertinence de la connaissance a priori et décident

d’où et à quel point transférer sans utiliser de supervision extérieure ou de paramètres réglés

de manière heuristique. Une analyse expérimentale approfondie montre l’efficacité des méth-

odes définies à la fois en termes de transfert inter-classes et d’adaptation entre différents

domaines.

La dernière partie de ce travail est dédiée à pousser plus loin le transfert de connaissance vers

l’apprentissage à long terme. Nous montrons comment combiner le transfert et l’apprentissage

en ligne pour obtenir une méthode capable de traiter en continu des nouvelles données qui

arrivent en se basant sur l’information acquise dans le passé. Nous présentons également une

approche pour exploiter la grande variété de ressources à chaque fois que ce la est nécessaire

pour résoudre un nouveau problème d’apprentissage. Nous proposons représentation de

l’image qui se décompose de manière orthogonale entre une partie spécifique et une partie

générique. Cette dernière peut être utilisée comme un savoir de référence non biaisé pour des

tâches d’apprentissage futures.
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Sommario
Uno degli scopi finali di ogni sistema di apprendimento é di trarre vantaggio dall’esperienza

per ottenere un beneficio in futuro. É possibile identificare due livelli di apprendimento. Uno

si basa direttamente sui dati disponibili e consiste nel catturare la struttura e le regolarità

presenti per assicurare delle predizioni affidabili su nuovi campioni. Il secondo livello parte

dalla conoscenza cosí definita e focalizza su come generalizzarla per nuovi concetti: questo

processo é anche noto come apprendere ad apprendere. La maggior parte dei sistemi di

apprendimento artificiale si fermano al primo livello e risultano affidabili solo in caso di

una grande quantità di dati di addestramento. Questo lavoro é dedicato al secondo livello

di apprendimento e si incentra su come trasferire informazioni dalla conoscenza pregressa

quando si affronta un nuovo problema nel caso di pochi dati utili.

Proponiamo diversi algoritmi in grado di sfruttare l’esperienza acquisita sotto forma di modelli

o di descrittori. Una possibilità consiste nell’imporre che il modello che descrive il nuovo

problema sia vicino ad una combinazione lineare dei modelli noti. Alternativamente, la

conoscenza a priori puó essere utilizzata come un esperto il cui giudizio sui nuovi dati viene

usato come un descrittore. Tutti i metodi proposti valutano automaticamente la rilevanza

della conoscenza a priori senza la necessità di supervisione esterna o di parametri scelti in

modo euristico.

L’ultima parte di questo lavoro é dedicata a come passare dal trasferimento di conoscenza a

un apprendimento continuo a lungo termine. Mostriamo come combinare il trasferimento

con l’apprendimento sequenziale e otteniamo un metodo che processa continuamente nuovi

dati guidato dalle informazioni giá acquisite in passato. Presentiamo inoltre un approccio che

sfrutta la grande varietá di risorse visive esistenti ogni qual volta sia necessario risolvere un

nuovo problema. Proponiamo una rappresentazione dei dati che si decompone ortogonal-

mente in una parte specifica ed una generica. Quest’ ultima puó essere usata come riferimento

per ogni nuovo compito di apprendimento.

Parole chiave: trasferimento di conoscenza pregressa, riconoscimento visivo di oggetti, clas-

sificazione, regressione, adattamento, apprendimento di Kernels multipli, apprendimento

continuo, apprendimento simultaneo su molteplici compiti.
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1 Introduction

As human beings, our learning capacity develops progressively in time as we grow. At the age

of six, we recognize around 104 object categories and we keep learning more throughout our

life [16]. Moreover we tend to organize all our knowledge into useful taxonomies: concepts

and categories are grouped on the basis of the common properties acquired through our

five senses. This intrinsically means that any new concept is not learned in isolation, but

considering connections to what is already known, which makes analogical reasoning (the

skill of building analogies) one of the cores of human intelligence [68]. This results in practical

advantages: it might be easier to learn French if one already knows Italian and English and it

might be easier to learn playing chess if one already knows draughts. Even focusing only on

visual tasks, we can give several examples of this cognitive ability: have you ever seen a guava

or a serval? The guava is a fruit that can be easily recognized if apples and limes are known,

and a serval can be described as an animal similar to a leopard with longer legs and lighter

body (see Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 – If we already know the appearance of several objects we can use it as reference
information when learning something new. Here we give an example considering source
knowledge on fruits and animals while guava and serval are used as target tasks. The first is a
fruit which externally looks like a lime, while its inner part is similar to an apple. The second is
an African animal, with long legs and a small head in relation to the body. The pattern of its
fur is similar to that of a leopard.

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

In psychology this specific analogical capacity is also known as transfer learning and encom-

passes phenomena ranging from simple (e.g. generalization of conditioned response between

familiar and novel stimuli) to extremely complex (e.g. carrying over a solution to a problem in

arithmetics to a novel class of problems) behaviors [70]. The degree of generalization between

stimuli is governed by their perceptual similarity, while it is hypothesized that more complex

processes are mediated by specific cognitive structures. In general this ability makes learning

further concepts extremely efficient, allows us to evaluate many kinds of recurrent patterns

and regularities, giving us the possibility to make inductive inferences on a new task even with

only a small amount of data.

When the learning problem was formalized for artificial intelligent systems, a computer

program was said to learn if its performance at a given task was improving with experience

[115]. For example, supervised learning addresses the task of approximating an unknown

function f with experience in the form of training examples, and the performance is measured

by the ratio of correct to incorrect classification. This definition does not consider at all neither

the possibility to encounter more than one task, nor their eventual relation or how to induce

functions that generalize over all of them. Learning in this more natural scenario, with an

improvement in performance both with experience and with the number of tasks has been

studied only more recently under the name of learning to learn [160]. Towards this goal an

artificial learning system should be able to reproduce the human knowledge transfer skills.

This implies to define methods able to answer autonomously to questions like how to formalize

pre-existent source knowledge and how to evaluate in practice the relation among different

tasks.

This work is devoted to the above issues. We propose several algorithmic solutions and we

evaluate them considering different applications which ranges from visual object classification

to adaptive learning for hand prosthetics. Finally we analyze how to apply knowledge transfer

in the more general context of life long learning.

In the following section we describe the main features of the proposed methods and we discuss

the contributions of this work. We conclude the chapter with a short outline of the thesis.

1.1 Contribution of this work

The main contribution of this work is the introduction of transfer learning algorithms which

exploit automatically prior knowledge. When more than one auxiliary source of information is

available, the proposed methods choose which are the most useful for the new task and the

degree of adaptation. At the same time they guarantee a performance at least equal to what

obtained by learning from scratch on the novel target task in case of unrelated sources.

Specifically we present

a discriminative knowledge transfer method that leverages over prior models [161, 165];

2



1.2. Outline

It is based on Least-Square Support Vector Machines [156]; it focuses on binary problems and

learns any new class through adaptation by imposing closeness between the target classifier w

and a linear combination of the corresponding w ′
j already learned on the j = 1, . . . , J sources.

The weights assigned to each prior knowledge in the linear combination are defined by solving

a convex optimization problem which minimizes the leave-one-out error on the training set.

This is an almost unbiased estimator of the generalization error for a classifier, and minimizing

it provides us with a principled solution to choose from where to transfer and how much to

rely on each known source.

a discriminative knowledge transfer method that leverages over features [104].

The closeness constraint between the sources and target classifier used in the described adap-

tive learning method can also be interpreted differently in mathematical terms. Considering

each source knowledge as an expert which judges on the new target samples, it assesses the

obtained confidence output as extra features. Starting from this view it is possible to enlarge

the original method to multiclass problems. We propose to cast this idea in the multi-kernel

learning framework, obtaining a final algorithm that solves at the same time the learning

problem on the new task and defines from where and how much to transfer with a principled

multiclass formulation. This approach also allows us to consider unconstrained prior sources,

meaning that they could be originally defined with any learning method and any features.

Moreover, we show

that the proposed methods are largely applicable in several settings [166];

Transfer learning covers the exchange of information across different categories or concepts,

while more in general this exchange can happen even between the same entities that has

been already learned in the past but under different conditions. This is generally known as

domain adaptation. Examples of domain mismatch are the variability in the posture (recorded

in terms of biological signals) across multiple subjects performing the same actions, or the

difference in point of view, resolution and lighting conditions of object images recorded with

different devices and in different environments.

how to move from knowledge transfer to life long learning [167, 168].

In particular we consider two different directions, proposing (1) a method to combine transfer

with online learning, limiting the computational burden of the transfer process; (2) a method to

integrate transfer, domain adaptation and multi-task learning with the aim to take advantage

of several existing visual resources to obtain cross-dataset generalization.

1.2 Outline

The rest of the thesis is organized in three main parts. We start with an overview on the general

problem of learning efficiently on a target task by exploiting prior knowledge: chapter 2 reviews

existing techniques to overcome the distribution mismatch between different domains and to

exploit available sources of information.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Then, in part 1 we introduce a transfer learning algorithm that leverages over prior known

models. We describe its theoretical derivation and properties, reporting on several experi-

mental results. More precisely chapter 3 presents the knowledge transfer method for binary

problems, while chapter 4 describes its extension to multiclass domain adaptation.

Part 2 (chapter 5) focuses on a feature transfer approach. Its basic structure can be derived

directly from the previously defined method, but it presents much more freedom in terms of

possible form of source knowledge (feature used and learning method considered) and target

tasks (multiclass problems). Thorough experiments show the performance of the proposed

approach in different settings.

Finally, part 3 introduces two steps to move forward transfer learning. Chapter 6 shows that

it is possible to initialize online learning with knowledge transfer: this helps in identifying

in which part of the learning space the correct solution (the best in terms of generalization

capacity) should be sought. Chapter 7 focuses on the possibility to have direct access to

several pre-collected visual datasets and proposes an image representation that decomposes

orthogonally in two subspaces: a part specific to each dataset and a part shared by all of them.

This last generic representation can then be used as unbiased reference knowledge for any

novel classification task.

The thesis concludes with a summary discussion and possible future direction of research in

chapter 8

4



2 Several Landmarks and Prior Work

In this chapter we review the problem of learning on a target set and exploiting auxiliary sources

of information. This can be extremely useful when the training set has few labeled data, but

in general, to get this help it is necessary to overcome the distribution mismatch between the

source and the target. We describe different aspects of this problem and we give an overview of

the related work with particular focus on transfer learning, its advantages and challenges.

2.1 Exploiting the Distribution Mismatch

The main assumption in theoretical models of learning, such as the standard PAC (Probably

Approximately Correct [175]) model, is that training instances are drawn according to the same

probability distribution as the unseen test examples. This hypothesis permits the estimation of

the generalization error and the uniform convergence theory [176] provides basic guarantees

on the correctness of future decisions.

However in many real world applications, this assumption does not hold. It often happens

that the training data is different from that available for testing, as the two sets are actually

drawn from different distributions. This problem arises because labeled data are difficult

and expensive to obtain and some times they depend on dynamic factors including time,

acquisition device and space, which make them easily outdated.

There are several practical examples of what described untill here. In wifi localization the signal

strength depends on many fast evolving parameters. In face recognition systems, training

images are often obtained under some set of lighting or occlusion conditions that may change

in the test phase. In speech recognition, acoustic models trained on one speaker may be used

by another. In natural language processing, part-of-speech taggers, parsers, and documents

classifiers are trained on carefully annotated training sets, but then applied on text from

different genders or styles.

In general terms, we can have a lot of labeled data on a source problem and the need to solve

a different target problem with few or no labeled data, where source and target present a
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Chapter 2. Several Landmarks and Prior Work

distribution mismatch. In this case to reduce the effort of collecting new samples, and at the

same time to reduce the lack of robustness issue (risk of overfitting) we can leverage over the

existing source knowledge. How to do it and up to which extent it can be useful depends on the

relation between source and target. This relation can be empirically evaluated either directly

through the performance of a source model on the target, or according to some similarity

metrics between the respective probability distributions.

We want to focus on the general problem of exploiting prior knowledge gathered on one or

multiple sources when facing a new target despite the distribution mismatch. To formalize it,

let’s indicate with X ∈X the input variable to a learning system (i.e. an observation) and with

Y ∈Y the output variable (i.e. label), where X and Y specify respectively the feature and the

label space. We use lowercase x and y to denote a specific value of X ,Y (i.e. a sample and its

label). Furthermore we call domain D = {X ,P (X )} the pair of feature space and marginal

distribution on the data, while a task T = {Y , f (X )} is the pair of label space and prediction

function, where the last one can be written in probabilistic terms as P (Y |X ). Depending on (a)

what gives rise to the distribution mismatch in terms of domain and task relations, and (b)

if the learning process is symmetric (symultaneous over many tasks) or asymmetric (starts

from a source task and then uses the obtained knowledge on a target task), it is possible to

consider different aspects of the problem with their respective solutions. We describe them in

the following sections and two general schemes with examples are presented in Figures 2.1

and 2.2.

2.1.1 Domain Adaptation

Domain adaptation [73] aims at solving the learning problem on a target domain D t exploit-

ing information from a source domain D s , when both the domains and the corresponding

tasks T s ,T t are not the same. In particular, the tasks have identical label sets Y s =Y t but

with slightly different conditional distributions P s(Y |X ) ∼ P t (Y |X ) . The domains are different

in terms of marginal data distribution P s(X ) 6= P t (X ) , and/or in feature spaces X s 6=X t .

Domain adaptation has been studied in two main settings: one is the semi-supervised case,

where the target presents few labeled data, while the other is the unsupervised case that

considers only unlabeled examples for the target. In both cases, the source set is generally rich

in labeled samples.

Many techniques for the semi-supervised domain adaptation problem have been developed

for text classification. A common approach is to treat the source domain as prior knowledge

and to estimate the target domain model parameters under such prior distribution. This solu-

tion was developed within the context of generative classifiers (maximum entropy models [31],

estimate of the Bayesian divergence [97]), but the idea is more general and was also extended

to discriminative methods. By modifying the regularization term it is possible to drive the

model trained on the target to prefer parameters similar to that already defined for the source

[181]. Other techniques aim at bridging the gap between the source and target distribution by
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2.1. Exploiting the Distribution Mismatch

Figure 2.1 – This scheme presents the problem of distribution mismatch and the main tech-
niques to overcome it. They are all based on exploiting the available source knowledge when
solving a target learning problem. Multi-task learning: a practical example is that of male/fe-
male face classification when each task contains images of a different pair of subjects [150].
Transfer learning: learning wildcats leveraging over prior knowledge of butterflies, chairs and
leopards [135]. Domain adaptation: there is a clear domain shift between images of cups
downloaded from the web and images of cups acquired with a personal camera [143]. Sample
selection bias is a specific case of domain adaptation, while covariate shift is actually originated
by a different task condition, however they result in similar practical problems. In case of
different features, it is possible to consider a heterogeneous transfer, e.g. from text to images
[182].

changing the data representation or re-weighting the patterns. In this context, an interesting

approach has been proposed in [43]: the domain adaptation problem is transformed into a

standard supervised learning problem by augmenting the size of the feature space of both

source and target data by replication. Cross-Domain SVM (CD-SVM) proposed by Jiang et al.

[75] uses K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) from the target domain to define a weight for each auxil-

iary source pattern and then trains SVM on the combined set of target and source reweighted

samples. Apart from the few labeled data, there are always many unlabeled samples in the

target set and they may also be used to improve the classification performance [74].

In the unsupervised case most of the adaptation approaches rely on defining new features to

capture the correspondence between the domains. Blitzer et al. propose in [18] the Structural

Correspondence Learning (SCL) method which models heuristically the relation among the

domains through some pivot features: they are supposed to behave in the same way for

discriminative learning on the source and on the target problem. In [14] Ben-David et al. try to

learn directly a new representation which minimizes a bound on the target generalization error.

Specifically the algorithm jointly minimizes a trade-off between source-target similarity and
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Figure 2.2 – This figure shows different possible conditions of learning over two domains. In the
depicted hierarchy, the two final external leaves correspond to cases with no domain mismatch.
In classical multi-view learning (left) the feature heterogeneity is not a problem because the
instance alignment makes clear the correspondence among the cues. In traditional machine
learning (right) the data distribution is the same among source and target. The central leaves
are instead the two cases with a difference in train and testing domains: if the mismatch is
caused by different features we have the heterogeneous transfer, while if it is caused by a
difference in data distribution we can have domain adaptation or transfer learning depending
if the labels across the domains are the same or not [182].

source domain training error. Transfer Component Analysis (TCA) [122] uses the maximum

mean discrepancy [19] to identify the main components of a space where the data properties

are preserved and the distribution of the samples from the two domains are close to each

other. Approaches based on combining the reweighted source and target samples are also

common in this setting [40, 23].

When more than one source set is available [51] proposes a domain dependent regularizer:

it enforces that the target classifier produces decision values similar to those of the source

classifiers on the unlabeled instances.

In the computer vision research area, [143] proposed a method to adapt object models across

different visual domains. It learns a transformation that minimizes the effect of domain-

induced changes in the feature distribution. Recently [65] focused on the unsupervised case

presenting a technique inspired by incremental learning. It creates intermediate representa-

tions of data between the source and the target domain as points on a manifold. This approach

has been casted into an efficient kernel-based method in [64].

Apart from practical solutions to specific problems, there exist also many theoretical studies
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2.1. Exploiting the Distribution Mismatch

on domain adaptation. Mansour et al. [107] extended the domain-adaptation-distance already

used in [14], introducing a discrepancy distance to measure the mismatch of data distributions.

The same authors considered also the case of multiple available sources. They demonstrated

in [106] that for any fixed target function, there exists a distribution weighted combining rule

that has a loss of at most ε with respect to any target mixture of the source distributions.

2.1.2 Sample Selection Bias

The difference between the source and the target may be intrinsically caused by the fact that

we do not have full control on the data gathering process. Medical diagnosis screen tests are

often based on training data collected on subjects with a different risk level then the final

target population. In econometrics, this happens whenever data are collected through surveys

and the people are in some way self-selected so they do not constitute a random sample of

the underlying distribution on which in practice we would like to predict accurately. This

condition is recognized under the name of sample selection bias: the training points are drawn

according to the test distribution but not all of them are made available to the learner.

Several recent machine learning publications have dealt with this problem: the main correc-

tion technique used consists in scaling the cost of training point errors to more closely reflect

the test distribution [185, 148]. A detailed theoretical study on sample selection bias has been

presented in [33].

2.1.3 Covariate Shift

Untill here we have considered domain adaptation problems where the mismatch between the

source and the target set was due both to a difference in the domains and in the tasks. However,

it can happen that the two tasks are exactly the same, namely Y s = Y t and P s(Y |X ) =
P t (Y |X ) , but still for the marginal distributions it holds P s(X ) 6= P t (X ) . This is known as

covariate shift. For classification we are interested only in the conditional distribution, thus it

may appear that the covariate shift is not a problem, once P s(Y |X ) is known [73]. However, if

we consider a parametric model family P (Y |X ,θ)θ∈Θ and we select a model P (Y |X ,θ∗) to

minimize the expected classification error, it can happen that there does not exist any θ ∈Θ
such that P (Y |X = x,θ) = P (Y |X = x) for all x ∈ X . It means that we have a mis-specified

model family and the optimal model on the source depends on P s(X ) which is different from

P t (X ) .

To address this problem, similar approaches as the one described for sample selection bias

are adopted. Sugiyama et al. [154] proposed a reweighting algorithm known as Kullback–

Leibler Importance Estimation Procedure (KLIEP), which is integrated with cross validation to

perform model selection automatically. Bickel et al. [15] suggested to integrate the distribution

correcting process into a kernelized logistic regression. Kanamori et al. [77] proposed a method

called unconstrained Least-Squares Importance Fitting (uLSIF) to estimate the importance
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efficiently by formulating a least-squares function fitting problem.

2.1.4 Transfer Learning

Transfer learning [123] focuses on the possibility to pass useful knowledge from a source task

to a target task with different label sets Y s 6=Y t , when the corresponding domains are not

the same but the marginal distributions of data are related P s(X ) ∼ P t (X ) . Differently from

domain adaptation, now the classes contained in the source and target set are not the same.

Thus it is always necessary to evaluate in practice how much the tasks are related and whether

it is really worth to rely on the source knowledge when solving a new learning problem.

Multiple transfer learning methods have been developed under specific names depending on

the availability of labeled samples in the source (s) and in the target (t). Let’s indicate with +
and − the availability of labeled and unlabeled data and with n the number of samples.

s+t+. This corresponds to the supervised condition with labeled samples both in the source

and in the target. Knowledge transfer results particularly useful to avoid overfitting when

nt+ ¿ ns+ . In particular the case with nt+ = 1 is also known as one-shot learning [59].

Several generative techniques based on Bayesian learning [59] and Gaussian Process [135]

have been developed for this problem with applications both in classification and detection.

More recently some approaches have been proposed in the discriminative framework [41].

s+t-. When no labeled samples are available in the target set, we have the so called transductive

transfer learning [5, 10]. In this setting also the zero-shot learning is recently emerged [90]: the

idea is to leverage not only the source knowledge but also some extra information about the

relation between the source and the target such as textual attributes. For visual problems, this

approach allows the identification of object categories never seen before, only through their

description [89, 137].

s-t+. This particular condition is named self-taught learning [134] and is based on the possi-

bility to extract some useful information from the source, even if its label set it is not known.

Source knowledge can be formalized as a high level representation through unsupervised

feature construction.

s-t-. This is a completely unsupervised case and the methods proposed in this setting are

clustering, dimensionality reduction and density estimation [42, 178].

Transfer learning has been applied in all these different settings for wifi localization [124],

natural language processing [49], sentiment classification [24] and visual problems both for

still images [152] and videos [100]. More in general, knowledge transfer techniques has been

widely studied in binary classification settings across pairs of categories both with a single and

multiple sources available [161, 165]; only recently it has been applied to multiclass problems

[136, 138, 104].
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2.1.5 Heterogeneous Transfer

The case in which the source and the target set present different features is known as heteroge-

neous transfer and it covers both the conditions of fixed and changing label sets across the

tasks. This is different from the classical multi-view learning where the data present multiple

features but there is a sample alignment, meaning that it is known from which sample the

features are extracted, and it is possible to define a correspondence between the cues (see

Figure 2.2).

Different examples of heterogeneous transfer are in cross language classification, [38, 12].

Recently several methods have been presented for text-to-images classification eventually

using social media (e.g. flickr) to bridge the gap [182, 190].

2.1.6 Multi Task Learning

Multi-task learning focuses on the particular case in which N undersampled sets of data

are available at the same time. In this condition it is not possible to specify one source and

one target problem, the goal is to learn over all the sets at the same time by exploiting a

symmetric share of information. This framework supposes that all the sets have the same

feature space X i = X j but present slightly different domains P i (X ) ∼ P j (X ) for i , j ∈
{1, . . . , N } . Traditionally, one either assume that the set of labels for all the tasks are the same

( Y i =Y j ) or that it is possible to access an oracle mapping function Y i 7→Y j that aligns

the labels.

Theoretical and empirical evaluations have shown that the learning performance has a sig-

nificant improvement when multiple related task are considered simultaneously. In practice

each task is used as bias for the others and has a positive generalization effect: the multi-task

bias causes the inductive learner to prefer hypotheses that explain more than one task [25]. An

extension of the VC-dimension notion has been developed for multi-task learning in [11], and

it was used to derive generalization bounds on the average error of N tasks, which it is shown

to decrease at best as one single task.

Different solutions have been proposed to evaluate task relatedness. If each task is associated

to a model, one possibility is to measure their closeness [55, 99, 187, 125]. It might happen

that the available tasks are not all equally related, thus it is important to choose with whom to

share knowledge [78]. Finally [139] shows that it is possible to take advantage also from the

knowledge of unrelatedness among the tasks.

Some multi-task approaches are Bayesian [44], other techniques are based on discriminative

learning methods [54]. Multi-task solutions have been proposed also in terms of latent features:

[4] introduced a low dimensional representation shared across multiple related tasks.

In general, many multi-task methods have been published in machine learning, some in

computer vision [170, 101, 133], natural language processing [3], and genomics [116]. Most
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Figure 2.3 – Three ways in which transfer might improve learning and the effect of negative
transfer [172].

of the works suppose multiple binary tasks and only few attempts have been done in the

multiclass case without label correspondences [132, 125]. The effectiveness of multi-task has

been shown in different practical situations. In finance and economics, predicting the value of

many possibly related indicators simultaneously is often required [66]; in marketing modeling

the preferences of many individuals simultaneously is common practice [2]; in bioinformatics,

we may want to study tumor prediction from multiple micro–array data sets or analyze data

from many related diseases.

2.2 Transfer Learning: Advantages and Challenges

As already mentioned, the goal of transfer learning is to improve the learning process in the

target task by leveraging knowledge from the source task when the label set in source and

target is different. It is possible to define three measures by which transfer might improve the

effectiveness of learning, we list them below referring to Figure 2.3.

Higher start: the initial performance achievable in the target task is much better compared to

that of an ignorant agent [172]. This is true even using only the source transferred knowledge,

before any further learning on the specific problem.

Higher slope: this indicates a shorter amount of time needed to fully learn the target task,

given the transferred knowledge, compared to that necessary in case of learning from scratch

[172].

Higher asymptote: in the long run, the final performance level achievable over the target task

can be higher compared to the final level without transfer [172].

To get all these advantages, is however necessary to properly answer to three questions:

what to transfer, how to transfer and when to transfer. In particular, the last question is about

whether transferring is worthwhile or not and, in case the transferring process is computational

expensive, it would be also useful to consider when to stop it. In the more general framework

of life long learning, knowledge transfer may encounter some specific issues in terms of
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scalability with respect to the number of new target classes and possible number of sources.

We dedicate the following sections to each of the described challenges with detailed references

to the literature.

2.2.1 What to Transfer

What to transfer addresses which knowledge can be used to transfer across domains or tasks.

Some knowledge is specific for individual domains, and some knowledge may be common

between different domains such that it helps improving performance for the target task.

Depending on which is the problem to solve, the transferred knowledge can be in the form of

instances, feature representation, or model parameters [123].

The main idea at the basis of instance transfer approaches is that, although the source data can-

not be reused directly, there are certain parts of them that can still be sampled and considered

together with the few available labeled data in the target problem. In [41] Dai et al. proposed

a boosting algorithm that uses both the source and the target samples to solve visual object

classification problems. Lim et al. [98] have shown that it is possible to borrow and transform

examples across different visual object classes, demonstrating a performance improvement in

detection problems.

The second case can be referred to as feature transfer approach. The intuition behind it is

to learn a good representation for the target domain encoding in it some useful knowledge

extracted from the source. By exploiting the few available labeled target samples, together

with the abundant set of source data, it is possible to apply feature learning as in the multi-

task learning framework [4]. An alternative solution is to consider directly a metric learning

approach [60] or more in general suitable kernels for the target data in SVM-based methods

[142].

Finally the third case can be referred to as parameter or model transfer approach, which

assumes that the source tasks and the target tasks share some parameters or prior distributions

for the hyperparameters of the models. Fei-Fei et al. [59] proposed to transfer information via

a Bayesian prior on object class models, using knowledge from known classes as a generic

reference for newly learned models. Marx et al. [141] used a Bayesian transfer method for tasks

solved by a logistic regression classifier. Stark et al. [152] defined a technique to transfer shape

information across object classes.

2.2.2 How to Transfer

After discovering which knowledge can be transferred, learning algorithms need to be devel-

oped to properly pass information: this corresponds to the how to transfer issue. There is a big

variety of methods in this sense: boosting approaches [41, 183], KNN [188], Markov logic [45],

graphical models [39]. Most of the work has however been done in the generative probabilistic

setting. Given the data, the target model makes predictions by combining them with the prior
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source distribution to produce a posterior distribution. A strong prior can significantly affect

these results. This serves as a natural way for Bayesian learning methods to incorporate prior

knowledge in the case of transfer learning. Some discriminative (maximum margin) methods

are presented in [60] by learning a distance metric, and in [8] where a template learned previ-

ously for some object categories is used to regularize the training of a new target category for

detection.

2.2.3 When to Transfer

By evaluating when to transfer we question the relatedness of the source and the target task.

Rosenstain et al. [29] empirically showed that if two tasks are dissimilar, brute force transfer

hurts the performance producing the so called negative transfer (see Figure 2.3). Ideally, a

transfer method would produce positive transfer between appropriately related tasks while

avoiding negative transfer when the tasks are not a good match. In practice, these goals

are difficult to achieve simultaneously. Approaches that have safeguards to avoid negative

transfer often produce a smaller effect from positive transfer due to their caution. Conversely,

approaches that transfer aggressively and produce large positive-transfer effects often have no

protection against negative transfer.

In general we can identify two main strategies to decide when to transfer and to avoid any

negative effect. One consists in rejecting bad information or at least making sure that its

impact is minimized so that the transfer performance is at least no worse than what obtained

by learning only on the target task. This means that it is always necessary to choose how much

to transfer, rejecting some selected part of information and keep others, while in the extreme

case, an agent might disregard the transferred knowledge completely. A different strategy can

be applied in case there are more than one source task. In this condition the problem becomes

choosing the best source and transfer methods without much protection against negative

transfer may still be effective in this scenario, as long as the best source task is at least a decent

match.

Taylor et al. [157] proposed a transfer hierarchy, ordering tasks by difficulty. Appropriate source

tasks are usually less difficult than the target task. Given a task ordering, it may be possible to

locate the position of the target task in the hierarchy and select the most useful source task. In

[105] the authors used conditional Kolmogorov complexity to measure relatedness between

tasks and transfer the right amount of information. Ruckert and Kramer [142] proposed to

learn a meta-kernel that serves as a similarity function between tasks, together with a set of

specific kernels for each source.

2.2.4 Life Long Learning

The fundamental motivation for knowledge transfer in the field of machine learning was

discussed in the NIPS-95 workshop on Learning to Learn. Apart from the already discussed
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questions, when thinking to an continuous learner able to exploit prior knowledge, there are

two main problems to tackle: computational efficiency and novelty evaluation.

The computational efficiency issue arises both from the fact that the number of stored prior

knowledge models may increase with time and also from the progressively growing number of

samples with experience. Whenever a transfer learning approach is applied, the usefulness

of the source models should be checked. On one side, the higher is the number of sources,

the higher is the probability to find a reliable knowledge to leverage. On the other side the

computational burden needed by the source evaluation progressively increases. Even if not

directly facing the described issue in this perspective, some transfer learning techniques for

visual object classification make use of a hierarchical ontology on the sources [191, 137, 145].

A practical solution is to exploit the higher levels of these hierarchies, going into more details

only for the most useful nodes. In case of discriminative approaches a good regularizer that

take care of a specific structure in the sources might also make the trick.

We have mentioned the asymptotic advantage that transfer learning should give in case of

an increasing number of training samples. However, for an efficient learning agent, when

a sufficiently good performance is reached on the target problem, it may be appropriate

to stop the transferring process. Online transfer learning approaches have been proposed

recently to take advantage of prior knowledge when considering a sequential input of new

samples [189, 167]. Some active learning technique suggest instead a way to transfer online by

estimating the confidence of the actual target model and possibly ask an oracle based on prior

knowledge to label new samples [149, 84]. Both these solutions help in reducing the complexity

with respect to batch transfer approaches and may progressively give less importance to prior

knowledge. A particular mention is needed for all the literature on knowledge transfer for

reinforcement learning based robot navigation problems [91, 151]. Here prior knowledge is

properly used in a sequential control environment, to speed up the definition of a reliable

policy function and balancing exploration and exploitation.

The basic intuition that explains the value of transfer learning in an open ended scenario is

that, if a system has already learned N categories, learning the (N +1)th should be easier,

even from one or few training samples [159]. This implies a focus on approaching something

new, while the problem reduces to more classical incremental learning otherwise. Most of the

existing transfer approaches supposes that an external teacher provides the system with the

novelty flag on the incoming samples, however this is not always feasible. An autonomous

learning agent should be able to discern automatically if it is the case to assign or not one of

the known labels. We are not aware of published works explicitly tackling this problem, but

combining standard novelty detection approaches [108] with knowledge transfer methods

could be a first step in this direction.

Finally, there is a last point that connects both the scalability problem in terms of increasing

source models and the novelty detection. Once a new category has been learned even thanks

to a knowledge transfer technique, it should be possible to automatically introduce it in the
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source set such that it could help in a successive round of learning for a new target problem.

Moreover it can happen that the target problem presents not only new categories but a random

combination of old and new. As already mentioned, only few attempts of multiclass transfer

learning have been published, but the prior and the new knowledge category sets are always

kept disjoint, not considering the possibility in the test phase to distinguish a new class from

one already known or eventually showing a dramatic drop in performance in this condition

[138].
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3 Transfer Learning Across Categories

In this chapter we present our knowledge transfer approach for binary problems. We start by

introducing the mathematical notation and then we define the formulation of the transfer

learning algorithm. We specify the strategy used to evaluate when and how much to transfer

and we discuss the main properties of the full method. The chapter ends presenting an extensive

theoretical and experimental benchmark to other existing knowledge transfer techniques.

3.1 The Intuition

Consider the following situation. Suppose to be given the task to learn from few examples

the class motorbike having already a model for the categories bicycle, car, dog and cat. On the

basis of the visual similarity we can guess that the final model for motorbike will be close to

that of car and bicycle. Thus in the learning process we would like to transfer information

from these two categories. We would expect the model obtained in this way to produce better

classification results with respect to (1) just considering car or bicycle as reference and (2)

relying over all the prior knowledge in a flat way, as cat and dog might induce negative transfer.

This kind of reasoning motivate us to design a knowledge transfer algorithm able to find

autonomously the best subset of known models from where to transfer and weight properly

the relevant information.

3.2 Mathematical Framework

We introduce here the formal notation that will be used in this chapter. Specifically we present

all the mathematical tools and concepts necessary to define our transfer learning approach.

In the following we denote with small and capital bold letters respectively column vectors and

matrices, e.g. a = [a1, a2, . . . , aN ]T ∈RN and A ∈RM×N with A j i corresponding to the ( j , i )

element.

Let us assume x i ∈X to be an input vector to a learning system and yi ∈Y its associated
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output. Given a set of data D = {x i , yi }N
i=1 drawn from an unknown probability distribution

P , we want to find a function f : X →Y such that it determines the best corresponding y

for any future sample x . In general X ⊆Rd , moreover if Y :=R , then yi is a real-valued

random variable and we have a regression problem, while if yi takes values from an unordered

finite set we have pattern classification.

The described learning process can be formalized as an optimization problem which aims at

finding f in the hypothesis space of functions H , which minimizes the structural risk

Ω( f )+C
N∑

i=1
`( f (x i ), yi ) , (3.1)

here Ω( f ) is a regularizer which encodes some notion of smoothness for f , and guarantees

good generalization performance avoiding overfitting. In the second term, ` is some convex

non-negative loss function which assesses the quality of the function f on the instance and

label pair {x i , yi } . In practice it expresses the price we pay by predicting f (x i ) in place of yi .

The predictivity is a trade-off between the information provided by the training data and the

complexity of the solution we are looking for, controlled by the parameter C > 0 .

By choosing the form of the loss function and the space H a number of different classification

and regression schemes can be derived. Moreover it is possible to give a general probabilistic

interpretation to the problem formulated in (3.1). Consider

P ( f ) ∝ exp

{
−1

2
‖ f ‖2

H

}
(3.2)

P (D| f ) ∝ exp

{
−C

N∑
i=1

`( f (x i ), yi )

}
(3.3)

here P ( f ) denotes the prior probability and is obtained by supposing Ω( f ) = 1
2‖ f ‖2

H
: it

indicates that the functions with small norm are more likely than the functions with a larger

norm. P (D| f ) denotes the likelihood of the data. Thus the learning problem consists in

finding the mode of the posterior P ( f |D) ∝ P (D| f )P ( f ) and the solution can be obtained

with a maximum a posteriori technique.

3.2.1 Adaptive Regularization

Let us consider a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) for H and constrain the function

f to the form of linear models

f (x) = w ·φ(x) , (3.4)

here φ(x) is a feature mapping that maps the samples into a high, possible infinite dimen-

sional space, where the dot product is expressed with a functional form K (x , x ′) =φ(x)·φ(x ′)
named kernel. With these assumptions, the regularizer in the learning problem (3.1) can be
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3.2. Mathematical Framework

Figure 3.1 – Visualization of the projection of the vector w onto ŵ and onto the separating
hyperplane orthogonal to ŵ (when using the hinge loss) [8].

written as Ω( f ) = 1
2‖w‖2 and interpreted as choosing a zero mean Gaussian distribution on

the parameter w as prior for the function f : P ( f ) ∝ {
exp−1

2‖w‖2
}

. Whatever is the specific

form of the loss function, we get the following optimization problem

min
w

1

2
‖w‖2 +C

N∑
i=1

`(w ·φ(x i ), yi ) . (3.5)

In this classical scheme for inductive learning, the knowledge eventually gained on the data

D̂ = {x̂ i , ŷi }N̂
i=1 , extracted from a different joint distribution P̂ with respect to the target one P ,

is not taken into consideration. However, if N̂ À N with a small number of available samples

N (∼ 10) and if the two distributions P , P̂ are somehow related, the auxiliary knowledge can

be helpful in guiding the learning process.

Let us suppose that the optimal ŵ has been already found by minimizing (3.5) for some

source problem. When facing a new target task, we can use ŵ as mean in the Gaussian prior

distribution of w i.e. P ( f ) ∝ exp
{−1

2‖w − ŵ‖2
}

, such that the learning problem results

min
w

1

2
‖w − ŵ‖2 +C

N∑
i=1

`(w ·φ(x i ), yi ) . (3.6)

A detailed analysis of this formulation can be done by expanding the regularization term:

‖w − ŵ‖2 = ‖w‖2 +‖ŵ‖2 − 2‖w‖‖ŵ‖cosθ , where θ is the angle between w and ŵ as

shown in Figure 3.1. Thus apart from minimizing the original term ‖w‖2 , the optimization

problem aims now at obtaining a vector w close to the source model ŵ by maximizing the

projection of the first on the second. To properly scale the importance of this projection in

the optimization problem, it is possible to add a weighting factor β such that the regularizer

becomes ‖w −βŵ‖2 .
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3.3 Learning to Transfer

All the transfer learning methods based on the adaptive regularization described above answer

to the question what to transfer in terms of model parameters by passing the known ŵ to the

new target problem.

Several generative transfer approaches in the literature are based on the probabilistic inter-

pretation of the defined learning problem with various techniques to evaluate the relation

between P and P̂ [122, 40]. On the other hand, all the existent discriminative solutions

do not pay too much attention on when and how much to transfer. The discussed weight

factor β in the regularizer is usually considered equal to 1 with the hypothesis that the

known models are useful and related to the target problem [181]. In other cases β is treated

as a learning parameter and is chosen by cross validation supposing the availability of extra

training samples [8]. Both these choices present some issues: the first case does not consider

the danger of negative transfer when only unrelated prior information is available, while in

the second, the existence of extra data for cross validation is incoherent with the small sample

scenario of transfer learning.

Here we propose instead an adaptive learning approach that decides autonomously and in a

principled way how much each prior knowledge model is reliable for the new target task. This

is done by tuning automatically the value of the β weight by just using the few available target

training data. In the following subsections we present the basic elements of this approach.

3.3.1 Adaptive Least-Square Support Vector Machine

The first step towards our goal consists in choosing the square loss

`S( f (x), y) = ( f (x)− y)2 . (3.7)

This cost function is commonly used in ridge regression, regularized least square classification

and gaussian process regression [17]. The optimization problem reads now like this [161]:

min
w ,b

1

2
‖w −βŵ‖2 + C

2

N∑
i=1

ξ2
i

subject to yi = w ·φ(x i )+b +ξi for i = 1, . . . , N (3.8)

where we have also generalized the linear model adding a bias term f (x) = w ·φ(x)+b , and

we have introduced the slack variables ξi which measure the degree of misclassification

on the data x i . Due to the similarity with the soft margin version of the classical Support

Vector Machine formulation [37], we use here the name Adaptive Least-Square Support Vector

Machine (following the Least-Square SVM in [156]). The objective function in 3.8 seeks to

reduce the distance between w and ŵ while minimizing the error measured by the square

loss.
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3.3. Learning to Transfer

The corresponding Lagrangian problem is:

L = 1

2
‖w −βŵ‖2 + C

2

N∑
i=1

ξ2
i −

N∑
i=1

ai {w ·φ(x i )+b +ξi − yi } , (3.9)

where a ∈RN is the vector of Lagrange multipliers. The optimality conditions can be expressed

as:

∂L

∂w
= 0 =⇒ w =βŵ +

N∑
i=1

aiφ(x i ) , (3.10)

∂L

∂b
= 0 =⇒

N∑
i=1

ai = 0 , (3.11)

∂L

∂ξi
= 0 =⇒ ai =Cξi , (3.12)

∂L

∂ai
= 0 =⇒ w ·φ(x i )+b +ξi − yi = 0 . (3.13)

From (3.10) it is clear that the adapted model is given by the sum of the pre-trained source

model ŵ (weighted by β ) and a linear combination of the target samples. Note that when

β is 0 we recover the original LS-SVM formulation without any adaptation to previous

knowledge. By using (3.10) and (3.12) to eliminate w and ξ from (3.13) we find that:

N∑
j=1

a j φ(x j ) ·φ(x i )+b + ai

C
= yi −βŵ ·φ(x i ) . (3.14)

Denoting with K the kernel matrix, i.e. K j i = K (x j , x i ) =φ(x j ) ·φ(x i ) , the obtained system

of linear equations can be written more concisely in matrix form as:[
K+ 1

C I 1

1T 0

][
a

b

]
=

[
y −βŷ

0

]
, (3.15)

where y and ŷ are the vectors containing respectively the label samples and the prediction

of the previous model i.e. y = [y1, . . . , yN ]T , ŷ = [ŵ ·φ(x1), . . . , ŵ ·φ(x N )]T . Thus the model

parameters can be calculated simply by matrix inversion:[
a

b

]
= P

[
y −βŷ

0

]
, (3.16)

where P = M−1 and M is the first matrix on the left in (3.15). We underline that the pre-trained

model ŵ can be obtained by any training algorithm, as far as it can be expressed as a weighted

sum of kernel functions, the framework is therefore very general.
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3.3.2 Leave-One-Out Predictions

Let us denote by ỹi , i = 1, . . . , N , the prediction on sample i when it is removed from the

training set. LS-SVM in its original formulation makes it possible to write these leave-one-out

predictions in closed form and with a negligible additional computational cost [29]. We show

below that the same property extends to the modified problem in (3.8).

Proposition 1. Let [a ′T ,b′]T = P [y T ,0]T and [a ′′T ,b′′]T = P [ŷ T ,0]T with a = a ′−βa ′′. The

prediction ỹi , obtained on sample i when it is removed from the training set, is equal to

yi −
a′

i

Pi i
+β a′′

i

Pi i
. (3.17)

Proof. We start from

M

[
a

b

]
=

[
y −βŷ

0

]
. (3.18)

and we decompose M into block representation isolating the first row and column as follows:

M =
[

K+ 1
C I 1

1T 0

]
=

[
m11 mT

1

m1 M(−1)

]
. (3.19)

Let a(−i ) and b(−i ) represent the model parameters during the i -th iteration of the leave-

one-out cross validation procedure. In the first iteration, where the first training sample is

excluded we have[
a(−1)

b(−1)

]
= P(−1)(y (−1) −βŷ (−1)) , (3.20)

where P(−1) = M−1
(−1) , y (−1) = [y2, . . . , yN ,0]T and ŷ (−1) = [ŵ ·φ(x2), . . . , ŵ ·φ(x N ),0]T . The

leave-one-out prediction for the first training sample is then given by

ỹ1 = mT
1

[
a(−1)

b(−1)

]
+βŵ ·φ(x1) (3.21)

= mT
1 P(−1)(y (−1) −βŷ (−1))+βŵ ·φ(x1) .

Considering the last N equations in the system in (3.18), it is clear that [m1 M(−1)][aT ,b]T =
(y (−1) −βŷ (−1)) , and so

ỹ1 = mT
1 P(−1)[m1M(−1)][a1, . . . , aN ,b]T +βŵ ·φ(x1)

= mT
1 P(−1)m1a1 +mT

1 [a2, . . . , aN ,b]T +βŵ ·φ(x1) . (3.22)

Noting from the first equation in the system in (3.18) that y1−βŵ ·φ(x1) = m11a1+mT
1 [a2, . . . , aN ,b]T ,
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3.3. Learning to Transfer

we have

ỹ1 = y1 −a1(m11 −mT
1 P(−1)m1) . (3.23)

Finally, by using P = M−1 and applying the block matrix inversion lemma we get,

P =
[

µ−1 −µ−1m1P(−1)

P(−1) +µ−1P(−1)mT
1 m1P(−1) −µ−1P(−1)mT

1

]
,

where µ= m11 −mT
1 P(−1)m1 . The system of linear equations (3.18) is insensitive to permuta-

tions of the ordering of the equations and of the unknowns, thus we have

ỹi = yi − ai

Pi i
. (3.24)

By considering a = a ′−βa ′′, [a ′T ,b′]T = P [y T ,0]T and [a ′′T ,b′′]T = P [ŷ T ,0]T , from the

equation above we get :

ỹi = yi −
a′

i

Pi i
+β a′′

i

Pi i
. (3.25)

Notice that a depends linearly on β , thus it is straightforward to define the learning model

once β has been chosen.

3.3.3 Multiple Sources

The introduction of the transfer learning method up to here has been done supposing the

presence of a unique known model ŵ as source of prior information. However, as discussed

in section 2.2.3, relying on more than one source may be very helpful to avoid negative

transfer. To this goal, we present below how to enlarge the learning method considering a

linear combination of j = 1, . . . , J known models [165]:

min
w ,b

1

2

∥∥∥∥∥w −
J∑

j=1
β j ŵ j

∥∥∥∥∥
2

+ C

2

N∑
i=1

ξ2
i

subject to yi = w ·φ(x i )+b +ξi for i = 1, . . . , N . (3.26)

The original single coefficient β has been substituted with a vector β containing as many

elements as the number of prior models, J . For this formulation the optimal solution is:

w =
J∑

j=1
β j ŵ j +

N∑
i=1

aiφ(x i ) . (3.27)

Here w is expressed as a weighted sum of the pre-trained models scaled by the parameters

β j , plus the new model built on the incoming training data. The leave-one-out prediction of
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each sample i can again be written in closed form, similarly to (3.25), as

ỹi = yi −
a′

i

Pi i
+

J∑
j=1

β j

a′′
i j

Pi i
, (3.28)

where [a ′′T
j ,b′′

j ]T = P [ŷ T
j ,0]T and ŷ j is the vector which contains the predictions of the j -th

previous model [ŵ j ·φ(x1), . . . , ŵ j ·φ(x N )] .

3.3.4 When and How Much to Transfer

Evaluating the elements of the weight vector β corresponds to ranking the prior knowledge

sources and decide from where and how much to transfer. We can exploit the availability of a

closed form for the leave-one-out predictions and derive the leave-one-out error which is an

almost unbiased estimator of the generalization error [29]. By multiplying the correct label yi

to (3.28) we get

yi ỹi = 1− yi

(
a′

i

Pi i
−

J∑
j=1

β j

a′′
i j

Pi i

)
, (3.29)

thus the best values for β j are those producing positive values for yi ỹi , for each i . However

focusing only on the sign of those quantities would result in a non-convex formulation with

many local minima. We propose instead the following loss function [165]:

`(ỹi , yi ) = max{0,1− yi ỹi }

= max

{
0, yi

(
a′

i

Pi i
−

J∑
j=1

β j

a′′
i j

Pi i

)}
. (3.30)

This loss function is similar to the hinge loss

`H ( f (x), y) = max{0,1− y f (x)} . (3.31)

It is a convex upper bound to the leave-one-out misclassification loss and it favors solutions

in which ỹi has a value of 1, beside having the same sign of yi . Finally, the objective function

is:

min
β

N∑
i=1

`(yi , ỹi ) subject to ‖β‖ ≤ 1 , β j ≥ 0 . (3.32)

The constraint of having β in the intersection of the unitary ball and the positive semi-plane,

can be seen as a form of regularization. It is necessary to avoid overfitting problems which can

happen when the number of known models J is large compared to the number of training

samples N . Notice that this formulation is equivalent to the more common optimization

problem (1/2)‖βββ‖2 +C J for a proper choice of C [37]. By solving (3.32) we can find the best

values of β j for j = 1, . . . , J to weight the known prior models in transfer learning.
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The optimization process can be implemented by using a simple projected sub-gradient

descent algorithm, where at each iteration β is projected onto the L2-sphere ‖β‖ ≤ 1 , and

then on the positive semi-plane. The pseudo-code is in Appendix in Algorithm 4.

3.3.5 Sample Unbalance

When focusing on binary classification, e.g. in the case of object-vs-background, the problem

of scarcity in labeled samples is generally related to the positive (object) class. This means that

the training data present a strong unbalance with few positive and many negative samples

while it is possible that the test set has a more balanced distribution among the two classes. To

take care of this in the learning process, we can reweight each sample by using

ζi =
{

N
2N+ if yi =+1

N
2N− if yi =−1 .

(3.33)

Here N+ and N− represent the number of positive and negative examples respectively. We can

introduce the weights in (3.26) obtaining

min
w ,b

1

2

∥∥∥∥∥w −
J∑

j=1
β j ŵ j

∥∥∥∥∥
2

+ C

2

N∑
i=1

ζiξ
2
i

subject to yi = w ·φ(x i )+b +ξi for i = 1, . . . , N . (3.34)

In this way the weighting factors ζi help to balance the contribution of the sets of positive

and negative examples to the data misfit term [161, 165]. This takes also into account that

the proportion of positive and negative examples in the training data are known to be not

representative of the operational class frequencies. The corresponding matricial form now is[
K+ 1

C Z 1

1T 0

][
a

b

]
=

[
y −βŷ

0

]
, (3.35)

where Z = di ag {ζ−1
1 ,ζ−1

2 , . . . ,ζ−1
N } replaces the identity matrix I . Still the procedure to solve

the optimization problem is analogous to the one already described in section 3.3.1.

The reweighting procedure can also be beneficial when evaluating the relevance of each

prior knowledge model to the target task [161, 165]. Hence we may also modify the function

proposed in (3.30) as

`(ỹi , yi ) = ζi max{0,1− yi ỹi } . (3.36)

3.4 Properties

The combination of the adaptive learning process defined according to (3.34) and the choice

of prior knowledge weights on the basis of (3.32) and (3.36) define our Knowledge Transfer
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(KT) approach. In this section we discuss both theoretically and empirically some of its

properties. With this aim we ran proof of concept experiments on a subset of the Caltech-

256 dataset [67] which has a specific clutter category that can be used as negative class in

object-vs-background problems. Moreover, this dataset is associated to a hierarchical graph

that describes the ontology over the 256 covered object classes. This makes it easy to select

related and unrelated categories.

3.4.1 Computational Complexity

From a computational point of view the runtime of the KT algorithm is O (N 3 + J N 2) , with N

the number of training samples, and J the number of prior knowledge models. The first term

is related to the evaluation of the matrix P , which must anyway occur while training, while the

second term is the computational complexity of (3.28) which results negligible, if compared to

the complexity of training. Thus we match the complexity of a plain SVM, which in the worst

case is known to be O (N 3) [69], and is the standard out-of-the-shelf classification method

commonly used on datasets with more than 103 images. The computational complexity

of each step of the projected sub-gradient descent to optimize (3.30) is O (J N ) and results

extremely fast (the MATLAB implementation takes just half a second with N = 12 and J = 3

on current hardware).

3.4.2 Setting the Constraints

The optimization problem defined to choose from where and how much to transfer considers

a constraint on the Euclidean norm of the weight vector β (see equation (3.32)). However it is

even possible to use other regularization conditions that give a different flavour to the final

choice over the prior knowledge models.

Let’s define with

‖x‖p :=
(

d∑
i=1

|xi |p
)1/p

(3.37)

the p-norm of a vector x ∈Rd . For different values of p we get

L2 norm when p = 2 . This is the well known Euclidean norm indicated by ‖·‖2 or simply

‖·‖ . A regularization based on it generally induces numerical stability and might produce a

balancing effect with the vector elements forced to be more similar to each other.

L1 norm when p = 1 . This is simply the sum of the absolute values of the vector elements.

By minimizing it for regularization we get a sparsity condition i.e. only some vector elements

remain different from zero. Applied on prior knowledge regularization, the condition ‖β‖1 ≤ 1

can be easily implemented on the basis of the algorithm proposed in [52], and gives rise to an

automatic source selection technique.
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Figure 3.2 – Performance of the proposed Knowledge Transfer (KT) method with various
settings for the constraint on the prior knowledge weights. The results correspond to average
recognition rate over the categories, considering each class-out experiment repeated ten times.
From left to right the title of each plot indicates the different level of relatedness between the
source models and the target task.

L∞ norm is a particular case defined as

‖x‖∞ := max{|x1|, . . . , |xd |} . (3.38)

In practice, by using ‖β‖∞ ≤ 1 as regularizer we are imposing that all the vector elements

assume separately an absolute value not bigger than one. This can be simply obtained by

truncation.

We compare the results obtained by KT with these different conditions for β , over three groups

of data that differ in the level of relatedness among source and target knowledge. Specifically

we extracted 6 unrelated classes (harp, microwave, fire-truck, cowboy-hat, snake, bonsai), 6

related classes (all vehicles: bulldozer, fire-truck, motorbikes, school-bus, snowmobile, car-

side) and 10 mixed classes (motorbikes, dog, cactus, helicopter, fighter-jet, car-side, dolphin,

zebra, horse, goose) from Caltech-256. We refer to a class as the combination of 80 object

and 80 background images. We perform the experiments in a leave-one-class-out approach,

considering in turn each class as target and all the others as sources. When a specific class

is used as target, we extract randomly from its set 20 training and 100 testing samples with

half positive and half negative data. We also consider different steps in training by adding

one positive sample at the time while keeping fixed the number of negative samples to 10.

The random extraction is repeated 10 times, for an equal number of experimental runs. We

suppose that each prior knowledge model is built with classical LS-SVM, and we use the

Gaussian kernel for all the experiments K (x , x ′) = exp(−γ‖x −x ′‖2) .

We used the pre-computed features of [61] which the authors made available on their website 1.

Specifically, we selected four different image descriptors: PHOG Shape Descriptors [20], SIFT

Appearance Descriptors [103], Region Covariance [174] and Local Binary Patterns [117]. They

were all computed in a spatial pyramid [92], we considered just the first level (i.e. information

extracted from the whole image) and combined the features using the average kernel. We also

1. http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/~pgehler/projects/iccv09/
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benchmark all the results against no transfer: this corresponds to learning from scratch using

weighted-LS-SVM, i.e. solving the optimization problem in equation (3.34) with β= 0 .

Regarding the parameters, a unique common value for γ is chosen for all the kernels by cross

validation on the source sets. In particular, we trained a model for each class in the source set

and we used it to classify on the remaining source classes. Finally we selected the γ value

which produced on average the best recognition rate. The value of C is instead determined

as the one producing the best result on the target when learning from scratch. There is no

guarantee that the obtained C value is the best for the transfer approaches, but in this way

we get the comparison with the best performance that can be obtained by learning only on

the available training samples without exploiting prior knowledge. We used this setup for the

learning parameters in all the experiments of this chapter, specific differences are otherwise

mentioned.

The results in Figure 3.2 show the clear gain obtained by using KT with respect to learning

from scratch. The advantage is maximum in case of related classes (the difference between

KT L2 and no transfer is 39% in recognition rate for 1 positive sample), it is just a little bit

smaller for mixed classes ( 34%) and drops more in case of sources unrelated to the target

task ( 29%). However, regardless of the level of relatedness, the choice of the constraint for the

prior knowledge weight β does not produce significantly different results 2, apart for a slightly

lower performance of the L1 case with respect to the others. In the following we will keep the

L2 norm constraint.

As a final remark we comment on the second condition that limits the weights for the prior

knowledge models to be positive: β j ≥ 0 . All the considered source and target sets have the

background category as common negative class, thus it is reasonable to expect that the angle

between w and any ŵ j is always acute. The projection of the first vector on the second

is already a positive value, by using a positive weight we indicate how much the source is

relevant for the target problem. We exclude the condition of w closer to −ŵ j than to ŵ j by

imposing β j = 0 for j = 1, . . . , J in this case.

3.4.3 Setting Prior Knowledge

The proposed KT method is based on the hypothesis of pushing the target model w close to a

linear combination of prior known sources
∑J

j=1β j ŵ j . However, to impose this closeness, all

the vectors should live in a single space, this means that the kernel used in learning over all

the sources and on the new target must be the same. This is quite a strict condition because

it does not give the freedom to build prior knowledge over different feature descriptors and

imposes a unique metric to evaluate the sample similarity.

We show here that this limit may be easily overcome by enlarging the space in which we seek

2. We used the sign test [62] to evaluate the statistical significance of the results for all the experiments in this
chapter.
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Figure 3.3 – This scheme shows the difference between KT and multiK-KT. For the first the
source and target models must live in the same space identified by the kernel K . For MultiK-KT
all the sources can be defined independently in their own space and the target solution lives
in the space obtained by orthogonal combination. We show also a geometrical interpretation
of the kernel combination.

the final learning function on the target, by a multi-kernel approach. We call this variant

multiK-KT.

Let us assume to have j = 1, . . . , J mappings, each to a different space, where the image of a

vector x is φ j (x) . We can always compose all of them orthogonally (see Figure 3.3) obtaining

the mapping to the final space by concatenation: φ′(x) = [φ1(x),φ2(x), . . . ,φJ (x)]T . The dot

product in this new space is expressed by the kernel K ′

φ′(x)·φ′(z) =
J∑

j=1
φ j (x)·φ j (z)

=
J∑

j=1
K j (x , z) = K ′(x , z) , (3.39)

where K j (x , z) is the kernel function in the j -th space.

Now let us consider the transfer learning problem with j = 1, . . . , J known object classes and

suppose to solve the binary classification object-vs-background for each of them in a specific

space, i.e. choosing different feature descriptors, different kernel functions, and/or different

kernel parameters. The obtained model vectors are

ŵ j =
N̂ j∑

i=1
âi jφ j (x i ) (3.40)

and can always be mapped in the composed new space using zero padding. Since φ j (x) →
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φ′
j (x) = [0, . . . ,φ j (x), . . . ,0]T , we have

ŵ j → ŵ ′
j = [0, . . . , ŵ j , . . . ,0]T

= [0, . . . ,
N̂ j∑

i=1
âi jφ j (x i ), . . . ,0]T . (3.41)

Hence, in the new space, a vector obtained as linear combination of all the known models

results:

J∑
j=1

β j ŵ ′
j = [β1ŵ 1, . . . ,βJ ŵ J ]T

= [β1

N̂1∑
i=1

âi 1φ1(x i ), . . . ,βJ

N̂J∑
i=1

âi JφJ (x i )]T . (3.42)

By supposing that the target problem lives in the new composed space, we can apply the KT

algorithm there. Hence the original optimization problem in equation (3.34) becomes:

min
w ′,b

1

2

∥∥∥∥∥w ′−
J∑

j=1
β j ŵ ′

j

∥∥∥∥∥
2

+ C

2

N∑
i=1

ζi (yi −w ′ ·φ′(x i )−b)2 . (3.43)

The solving procedure is the same described in section 3.3.1 and the optimal solution is:

w ′ =
J∑

j=1
β j ŵ ′

j +
N∑

i=1
aiφ

′(x i ) . (3.44)

When we use it for classification we get

w ′ ·φ′(z) =
J∑

j=1
β j ŵ ′

j ·φ′(z)+
N∑

i=1
aiφ

′(x i ) ·φ′(z) (3.45)

=
J∑

j=1
β j ŵ j ·φ j (z)+

N∑
i=1

ai

(
J∑

j=1
φ j (x i ) ·φ j (z)

)
, (3.46)

that is exactly the same that would be obtained from (3.27) supposing to use K ′(x , z) as kernel.

In practice we could rewrite the transfer learning problem using the classical multi-kernel

learning formulation [9]:

min
w j ,b

1

2

(
J∑

j=1

∥∥w j −β j ŵ j
∥∥)2

+ C

2

N∑
i=1

ζi

(
yi −

J∑
j=1

w j ·φ j (x i )−b

)2

. (3.47)

This is equivalent to (3.43) since in our setting all the w j (and ŵ j ) for j = 1, . . . , J are

mutually orthogonal.
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Figure 3.4 – Performance of the multiK-KT method in comparison with the single kernel
KT formulation. The curves identified by no transfer and no transfer multiK corresponds
respectively to learning from scratch by using only the Gaussian kernel or the combination
of generalized Gaussian kernels. The results correspond to average recognition rate over the
categories, considering each class-out experiment repeated ten times. From left to right the
title of each plot describes the different level of relatedness between the source models and
the target task.
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Figure 3.5 – Output of the bidimensional scaling applied on the β vector values. The plots
indicate that the transfer learning weights are actually related to the semantic similarity among
the objects.

Even the procedure to define the best β can be easily enlarged to the case of linearly combined

orthogonal spaces. The vector ŷ ′
j containing the predictions of the j−th known model is:

ŷ ′
j = [ŵ ′

j ·φ′(x1), . . . , ŵ ′
j ·φ′(x N ))]

= [ŵ j ·φ j (x1), . . . , ŵ j ·φ j (x N ))]

= ŷ j , (3.48)

indeed there is no real changing and it is possible to choose from where and how much to

transfer proceeding exactly as in the original formulation once chosen the kernel as in (3.39).

The presented space enlarging trick not only allows us to overcome the problem raised by the

existence of a variability in the prior knowledge sources, but also, by exploiting this higher

level of freedom, produces better performance than the single space case. We show it with

experiments on the same data sets used in the previous section. Here we considered SIFT as
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unique descriptor together with the generalized Gaussian kernel: K (x , z) = exp(−γ‖xρ−zρ‖δ) .

Each source knowledge is defined considering the best set {γ,ρ,δ} obtained by cross validation

on the corresponding class, while we learn on the target task considering the sum over the

kernels. We name no transfer multiK the baseline corresponding to learning from scratch in

this combined space. Figure 3.4 presents the obtained results in comparison with the case of

using a single standard Gaussian kernel with fixed γ for sources and target tasks (no transfer

and KT curves in the plot). We can state that multiK-KT performs significantly better than KT

( p ≤ 0.002 ) regardless of the level of relatedness between the source and the target classes.

3.4.4 Transfer Weights and Semantic Similarity

The presented KT algorithm defines automatically the relevance of each source model to

the current target task on the basis of the descriptors extracted from the images. We want to

analyze the β vector obtained as a byproduct of the transfer process to verify if its elements

have a correspondence with the real visual and semantic relation among the tasks.

We start from the results obtained in section 3.4.2 with the L2 norm constraint and we consider

the intermediate training step with 5 positive samples. We average the β vectors obtained

over the 10 runs defining a matrix of weights with one row for each class used as target. By

simple algebra we can transform it to a fully symmetric matrix containing measures of class

dissimilarities evaluated as (1−β j ) and apply multidimensional scaling on it [34]. To have

an immediate visualization we considered only two dimensions and we obtain plots where

each point represents a class, and the distance among the points is directly proportional to

the input dissimilarities.

Figure 3.5 shows the obtained results. It can be seen that in the case of unrelated classes

the corresponding points tend to be far from each other. On the other hand, among the

related classes extracted from the general category motorized-ground-vehicles the four wheels

vehicles (fire-truck, school-bus and car-side) form a cluster, leaving aside motorbikes (two

wheels), snowmobile (skis) and bulldozer (tracks). Finally among the mixed classes, helicopter

and fighter-jet results close to each other and to dolphin. Probably this is due to the shape

appearance of these object classes and to the common uniformity of the sky and water

background. Moreover all the four legged animals (zebra, horse and dog) appear on the right

side of the plot while the vehicles (car-side and motorbikes) are in the left bottom corner.

Globally all the results indicate that the β vectors actually contain meaningful values in terms

of semantic relation between the object classes.

3.5 Comparison and Evaluation

In this section we analyze the connections of our KT algorithm to related work. This, on

one side, indicates what are the common elements that define a successful transfer learning
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method, and on the other, allows us to show the differences in the theoretical assumptions

and problem setting of KT with respect to other existing approaches.

3.5.1 Ensemble Learning

We start with a remark regarding the comparison of our KT algorithm with classical machine

learning approaches adopted for ensemble learning. The formulation of our KT method brings

to the solution

w =
J∑

j=1
β j ŵ j +

N∑
i=1

aiφ(x i ) , (3.49)

which indicates that the final decision function has the same form of an ensemble method

that combines J +1 classifiers. However, this is different from a genuine ensemble technique

that puts together multiple classifiers trained independently because the Lagrange multipliers

ai are estimated under the influence of ŵ j for j = 1, . . . , J and their values are not the same

as those estimated uniquely from the target training samples. Moreover, this solution is also

different from that obtained by learning on all the source and target samples mixed together:

this would require to keep always all the source data and to estimate the corresponding

multipliers âi j for all the samples of each source i = 1, . . . , N̂ j , which are instead constant in

our KT method.

3.5.2 Single Source Transfer

We describe in the following different transfer learning techniques that supposes the existence

of a single source knowledge. The first two are based on transferring model parameters as

our KT, while the last one is an instance transfer approach and exploits directly the prior

knowledge samples.

Adaptive SVM (A-SVM). This method has been originally presented in [180] and is based on

substituting the usual regularizer of the SVM formulation with the adaptive version

min
w

‖w −βŵ‖2 +C
N∑

i=1
`H (w ·φ(x i ), yi ) . (3.50)

Although this approach is strictly related to our KT, it uses the hinge loss and does not get an

automatic way to estimate the best β value. The focus of [180] was on domain adaptation

with source and target task containing the same categories but with shifted distributions.

Hence the weight given to prior knowledge was always fixed to β= 1 and a selective sampling

strategy was applied to identify the complementary information necessary to adapt the source

to the target task. The same problem formulation was used in [8] for cross category transfer in

detection problems and the weight β applied to the prior knowledge model was obtained via
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cross validation exploiting extra available target samples.

Projective Model Transfer SVM (PMT-SVM). As already mentioned in section 3.2.1 the adap-

tive regularizer can always be expanded as ‖w −βŵ‖2 = ‖w‖2 +β2‖ŵ‖2 −2β‖w‖‖ŵ‖cosθ .

To minimize the term −2‖w‖‖ŵ‖cosθ we induce the transfer by maximizing cosθ , but at

the same time ‖w‖ is encouraged to be large. This means that β , which should define the

amount of transfer regularization, is actually a trade-off parameter between margin maximiza-

tion and knowledge transfer. A different formulation for the same problem can be defined by

considering the projection of w onto the prior knowledge separating hyperplane (see Figure

3.1) and minimizing consequently a term proportional to β‖w‖sinθ . In this way augmenting

the amount of transferring with a higher β would not penalize margin maximization. A

complete formulation for this alternative approach has been presented in [8] and is named

Projective Model Transfer SVM (PMT-SVM). Its objective function is

min
w

‖w‖2 +β‖Rw‖2 +C
N∑

i=1
`H (w ·φ(x i ), yi )

subject to w T ŵ ≥ 0 . (3.51)

where R is the projection matrix

R = I− ŵ ŵ T

ŵ T ŵ
, (3.52)

β controls the amount of transfer regularization and C controls the relative importance of

the hinge loss with respect to the regularizers. ‖Rw‖2 = ‖w‖2 sin2θ is the squared norm of

the projection of the vector w onto the source hyperplane ŵ , and w T ŵ ≥ 0 constrains

w to the positive halfspace defined by ŵ . Although the formulation is convex and can be

minimized using quadratic optimization [8], this approach does not provide a proper way to

define the value of the weight β which is chosen by cross validation, again relying on extra

available target samples.

TrAdaBoost: boosting for Transfer Learning. An alternative way to exploit prior knowledge

is to keep all the source samples and use them when learning on the target task. It is possible

to do it by extending the AdaBoost learning framework which aims to boost the accuracy of a

weak learner by carefully adjusting the weight for each training instance. A linear combination

of weak classifiers is then used to build the final decision function. Specifically TrAdaBoost

[41] considers a mix of source and target data in training and is based on a mechanism which

decreases the weights of the source instances in order to weaken their impact. In each iteration

round, a source training instance which is mistakenly predicted may likely conflict with the

target data. Thus its training weight is reduced such that in the next round it will affect the

learning process less than the current round. Finally the instances with large training weights

help the learning algorithm to train better classifiers. For a formal description of the method,
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Figure 3.6 – Left and middle: recognition rate as a function of the number of positive training
samples. Each experiment is defined by considering in turn one of the classes as target and the
other as source and extracting randomly the training samples ten times. The final results are
obtained as average over all these runs. The title of each plot indicate which classes have been
used. Right: the histogram bars represent the recall produced by the model of the source class
(indicated on the x-axis) when used to classify directly on the other class considered as target.

we refer to the Algorithm 1 in the Appendix (considering J = 1 ).

Experiments. We present here an experimental benchmark for our KT algorithm against the

described A-SVM, PMT-SVM and TrAdaBoost. Since these baseline methods were defined in

the hypothesis of a single available source set, we considered two cases: a pair of unrelated

and a pair of related classes. Both the pairs were extracted from Caltech-256 and each of the

classes is considered in turn as target while the other represents the source task.

We used the MATLAB code of A-SVM and PMT-SVM provided by their authors 3 slightly

modifying it to introduce the weights ζi for i = 1, . . . , N in the corresponding loss function,

so to have a fair comparison with our KT. The original implementation considered the linear

kernel, thus we chose K (x , z) = x · z for all the experiments together with the SIFT feature

descriptors. For TrAdaBoost we set the number of boosting iterations to M = 20 4. Since

A-SVM and PMT-SVM do not provide a specific technique to define automatically the β value

when no extra validation target samples are available, we decided to simply tune it on the test

set, showing the best result that can be obtained 5.

The results are shown in Figure 3.6. In the related (left plot) case all the transfer learning

methods show better performance than learning from scratch with different extent.

The results of our KT are significantly better than those of no transfer and PMT-SVM ( p ≤ 0.01 ).

Only for 10 positive training samples PMT-SVM and KT produce comparable results. KT also

outperforms TrAdaBoost for all the training steps ( p ≤ 0.01 ) except the first one, where they are

statistically equivalent. Finally, the difference between KT and A-SVM is not significant: since

3. http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/software/tabularasa/
4. We tried M = {10,20,50} iterations and we report here only the best results.
5. We varied β in the set {0.01,0.1,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1,10,100,1000} giving to the methods the maximum freedom

also allowing values bigger than 1.
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the β parameter for A-SVM is tuned on the test set, this indicates that KT is autonomously

able to identify the optimal weight to assign to prior knowledge. The bias of A-SVM towards the

best possible recognition rate is evident in the case of unrelated classes (middle plot) where it

is the only method to outperform no transfer along all the steps. The other knowledge transfer

approaches show better results than no transfer only for less than three positive training

samples (p ≤ 0.05), becoming then statistically equivalent to learning from scratch.

The histogram bars on the right in Figure 3.6 show the recall produced by each source model

when used directly to classify on the target task. This indicates the prior knowledge capability

in recognizing the new object without adaptation and it is clearly lower for unrelated than for

related classes.

3.5.3 Multiple Sources Transfer.

When more than one source knowledge is available, there are three main strategies that a

transfer learning method can consider. Two extreme solutions consist in either selecting

only one source, evaluated as the best for the target problem, or averaging over all of them

supposing that they are all equally useful. The third strategy considers the intermediate case

where only some of the source knowledge are helpful for the target task and consists in

selecting them by assigning to each a proper weight. In the following we present existing

approaches that adopt one of the first two strategies: up to our knowledge, only our KT method

is based on the third selective technique.

MultiSourceTrAdaBoost: boosting by transferring samples. An extension to the TrAdaBoost

approach in the case of multiple available sources has been presented in [183]. The method

MultiSourceTrAdaBoost considers one source set at the time, combining it with the target

set and defining a candidate weak classifier. The final classifier is then chosen as the one

producing the smallest training target classification error by automatically selecting the corre-

sponding best source. Here the weighting update of the source training instances is the same

as TrAdaBoost, and the weighting update of the target training instances is the same as in the

original AdaBoost. Finally the method reduces to TrAdaBoost in case of a single source set. A

formal description of this framework is given in the Appendix in Algorithm 1.

TaskTrAdaBoost: boosting by transferring models. The previous method corresponds to

an instance transfer approach and its authors proposed also a parameter transfer variant.

TaskTrAdaBoost [183] consists of two steps. Phase I deploys traditional AdaBoost separately on

each source task to get a collection of candidate weak classifiers. Only the most discriminative

are stored by asking that the weight assigned by the boosting process to each classifier is

greater than a certain threshold τ : this guarantees to avoid overfitting. Phase II is again

an AdaBoost loop over the target training data where at each iteration the weak classifier is

extracted from the set produced in the previous phase. The choice is done on the basis of
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the minimal classification error produced on the target training set. Finally the update of the

target training instances drives the search of the next most useful source knowledge to transfer.

The two phases are formally described in the Appendix respectively in Algorithm 2 and 3.

Single KT. Our KT algorithm chooses the best set of weights for all the prior knowledge

models at once on the basis of the loss function defined in (3.30) and weighted according to

(3.36). An alternative approach can be defined adopting a logistic loss function [161]:

`(ỹi , yi ) = ζi
1

1+exp{−10(ỹi − yi )}
. (3.53)

If we consider one single source knowledge j at the time, the corresponding loss ` j (ỹi , yi )

will depend on the difference (ỹi − yi ) =
(

a′
i

Pi i
−β j

a′′
i j

Pi i

)
for all i = 1, . . . , N . Although this

formulation results in a non convex objective function with respect to β j , it is always possible

to evaluate (3.53) for a finite set S of weights 6. We can store for each source the value

minS {
∑

i ` j (ỹi , yi )} , and then compare all the results to identify the best prior knowledge

model and the best weight value to assign. We call this variant of our method Single-KT.

Average Prior Knowledge. The first knowledge transfer approach able to perform one-shot

learning on computer vision problems was presented in [59]. The proposed method is defined

in the Bayesian setting by extracting general knowledge from previously learned categories

and representing it in the form of a prior probability density function in the space of model

parameters. Given a new target training set, no matter how small, the source knowledge is

updated and the produced posterior density is then used for classification. This approach does

not make any assumption on the reliability of the prior knowledge, which is always considered

as an average over all the known classes. The algorithm structure is strictly related to the

part-based model descriptors and neither the code nor the feature used for the experiments in

[59] have ever been publicly released. However, following the proposed main idea, any transfer

learning method that originally considers the existence of a single source task can be extended

to the case of multiple sources by relying on the average of all the prior known models.

Experiments. Here we show a benchmark evaluation of our KT algorithm against its Single-

KT version, MultiSourceTrAdaBoost and TaskTrAdaBoost. Following the basic idea of [59] we

also use A-SVM as baseline supposing to consider the average of all the prior models as source

knowledge, thus ŵ = 1
J

∑J
j=1 ŵ j and β= 1 .

We used the same setting adopted for the experiments with a single source, considering the

linear kernel, SIFT features and two randomly extracted sets of 10 and 20 classes from Caltech-

256. In particular the second set is obtained by adding an extra group of 10 classes to the

6. We considered a fine tuning varying β in {0.01,1} with step of 0.01.
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Figure 3.7 – Left and middle: recognition rate as a function of the number of positive training
samples. Each experiment is defined by considering in turn one of the classes as target and
the others as sources and extracting randomly the training samples ten times. The final results
are obtained as average over all these runs. The title of each plot indicate which classes have
been used. Right: average norm of the difference between two β vectors obtained for a pair of
subsequent training steps.

first one 7. For the boosting approaches we fixed the number of iterations to M = 20 and in

Phase I of TaskTrAdaBoost we chose the threshold τ= 0.6 8. The results are shown in Figure

3.7. In both the experiments our KT approach clearly outperforms Single-KT and the two

boosting methods (p ≤ 0.01), besides producing better results than learning from scratch

(p ≤ 0.01). Moreover, for very few samples, properly weighting each prior knowledge source

with KT is better (p ≤ 0.05) than averaging over all the known models as done by A-SVM: the

two approaches are equivalent only after five positive training samples with 10 classes and

respectively three positive training samples for 20 classes.

For any method that chooses only one source model in transferring, each time there is a

change in the selected source, the behavior of the algorithm might change. This indicates

low stability. A recent work has shown that the more stable is an algorithm, the better is its

generalization ability [22]. The plot on the right in Figure 3.7 shows the comparison of KT

with its Single-KT version in terms of stability. The best β j value chosen by Single-KT can

be considered as an element of the full β vector where all the remaining elements are zero.

For each pair of subsequent steps in time, corresponding to a new added positive training

sample, we calculate the difference between the obtained β both for KT and Single-KT. From

the average norm of these differences it is evident that choosing a combination of the prior

known models for transfer learning is more stable than relying on just a single source (lower

average variation in the vector β ).

7. First group of classes: kayak, hot-air-balloon, blimp, golf-ball, fighter-jet, rotary-phone, mandolin, computer-
monitor, microwave, yarmulke. The second group is: rainbow, horse, radio-telescope, cormorant, boom-box,
cereal-box, fire-hydrant, toaster, fern, starfish.

8. We run experiments with τ= {0.4,0.6,0.8} . We report here the best obtained results.
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Figure 3.8 – Left and middle: recognition rate as a function of the number of positive training
samples. Each experiment is defined by considering in turn one of the classes as target and the
others as sources and extracting randomly the training samples ten times. The final results are
obtained as average over all these runs. The title of each plot indicate which classes have been
used. Right: one shot learning performance of KT and no transfer when varying the number of
prior known object categories.

3.5.4 Increasing Prior Knowledge

For any open-ended learning agent the number of known object categories is expected to

grow in time. This on one side is an advantage because a large variety in prior knowledge helps

when learning something new. On the other side, a high number of sources gives rise to a

scalability problem for any transfer learning method due to the necessity of checking each of

them to evaluate the reliability for the new task. Specifically, for 102 source sets the boosting

methods described in the previous section becomes extremely expensive in computational

terms, considering the multiple iterations to run for each source 9.

We performed experiments with 100 and 256 object classes 10 considering the full Caltech-256

dataset reporting the result of KT, no transfer and A-SVM with average prior knowledge in

Figure 3.8. In both cases, properly choosing the weights to assign to each source pays off with

respect to average over all the sources only for very few available positive training samples. In

particular for 100 classes, after an initial phase where KT is better than A-SVM (p ≤ 0.05), they

perform equally with more than five positive samples. Instead, using the average knowledge

is the best choice for 256 classes with more than three positive samples (p ≤ 0.05). We can

conclude that with enough training samples, and a rich prior knowledge set, the best choice is

to not neglect any source information.

9. Indeed the paper which presented these methods considered a maximum of 5 sources [183].
10. To get the set of 100 classes we added another group of 80 random selected categories to the 20 used in

the previous experiment: house-fly, computer-mouse, snail, snake, bonsai, pci-card, roulette-wheel, palm-tree,
bowling-ball, cowboy-hat, spoon, scorpion, people, tower-pisa, lathe, dice, mattress, eiffel-tower, covered-wagon,
bear, human-skeleton, basketball-hoop, toad, vcr, frog, tomato, teddy-bear, buddha, hourglass, conch, windmill,
hot-dog, frisbee, tennis-shoes, faces-easy, harmonica, fireworks, duck, football-helmet, breadmaker, lightning,
self-propelled-lawn-mower, sextant, ladder, mailbox, camel, hamburger, bulldozer, bathtub, dumb-bell, ipod,
unicorn, chess-board, traffic-light, galaxy, menorah, screwdriver, spider, tweezer, head-phones, car-tire, goose,
praying-mantis, necktie, car-side, sushi, calculator, umbrella, american-flag, mars, kangaroo, golden-gate-bridge,
iris, horseshoe-crab, soda-can, helicopter, bowling-pin, watermelon, soccer-ball, backpack.
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Chapter 3. Transfer Learning Across Categories

We can expect that with a growing prior knowledge set, also the probability to find a useful

source for the target task increases. To verify this behavior we focus on the KT results obtained

with a single positive image. The one-shot performance obtained in the previous experiments

for 2 unrelated classes, 2 related classes, random sets of 10, 20, 100 classes plus the final full

set of 256 objects are summarized in Figure 3.8 (right). Although some small oscillation due to

the specific group of classes considered, it is clear that by increasing the number of available

sources of one order of magnitude the one-shot recognition rate obtained with KT grows.

After an evident gain obtained by passing from 100 to 101 classes, the difference becomes less

evident from 101 to 102 classes.

3.5.5 Heterogeneous Sources

Any parameter transfer learning method supposes that, when the learning process on the

target task starts, the corresponding one on the sources has already ended with the definition of

a model for each of them. Hence unless the learning space has been fixed from the beginning,

there is no direct control on the source learning approach. This means that the sources may be

heterogeneous in feature descriptors and models, adding an extra challenge for a knowledge

transfer approach. Among the methods that we considered in the previous sections, the only

one that allows the use of heterogeneous sources is TaskTrAdaBoost. In practice, each source

weak classifier could have been learned with a different method since in the transfer process

only the prediction on the target training samples is used. The multiK-KT version of our

transfer learning method presented in section 3.4.3 can also tackle this heterogeneity. We

benchmark here their performance.

We consider the random set of ten classes already used in the previous section and we run

one-class-out experiments with each time one of the classes as target and the remaining nine

as sources. For each source we suppose to have already learned an SVM model with SIFT

descriptors and Gaussian kernel where the γ parameter is set to the mean of the pairwise

distances among the samples. This means that each source model lives in its own specific

feature space. TaskTrAdaboost in each boosting iteration simply chooses one of the source

models, while multiK-KT learns the target task in the composed space defined by all the sources

and obtained on the basis of the sum kernel. Figure 3.9 shows that multiK-KT outperforms

TaskTrAdaBoost (p ≤ 0.01) besides obtaining better results than learning from scratch.

3.5.6 Increasing Number of Samples

Transfer learning has its maximum effectiveness in the small sample scenario in comparison

to learning from scratch. However, it is also interesting to evaluate the performance of a

knowledge transfer approach when the number of available training instances increases, thus

checking its asymptotic behavior (see Figure 2.3).

We repeated the experiments on the full Caltech-256 dataset considering the four features
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Figure 3.9 – Recognition rate as a function of the number of positive training samples. Each
source model is defined by using a Gaussian kernel with a different γ parameter. In turn every
class is considered as target and the remaining nine as sources. The presented results are the
average over all these runs repeated ten times with random extraction of the training samples.

already used in section 3.4.2 and {1,5,10,30,50} positive training samples with a fixed set of

50 negative training samples and 60 (30 positive and 30 negative) test instances. We also run

analogous experiments on the Animals with Attributes (AwA) [89] and IRMA [163] dataset with

several descriptors. For all the experiments we used the average Gaussian kernel. This setting

allows us to show the effectiveness of our KT method independently of the dataset used, while

considering different features.

The AwA dataset contains 50 animal classes and has been released with several pre-extracted

feature representations for each image 11. From the full set of categories we extracted the

six sea mammals (killer whale, blue whale, humpback whale, seal, walrus and dolphin) and

used them to define the background class. We used three of the precomputed descriptors for

our experiments: color histogram, PHOG and SIFT. We considered sets of {1,5,10,30,50,60}

positive training samples with a fixed set of 60 negative training samples and 60 (30 positive

and 30 negative) test instances.

The IRMA database 12 is a collection of x-ray images presenting a large number of rich classes

defined according to a four-axis hierarchical code [94]. We decided to work on the 2008 IRMA

database version [48], just considering the third axis of the code: it describes the anatomy,

namely which part of the body is depicted, independently to the used acquisition technique or

direction. A total of 23 classes with more than 100 images were selected from various sub-levels

of the third axis, 3 of them were used to define the background class 13. We considered set of

11. http://attributes.kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de/
12. http://phobos.imib.rwth-aachen.de/irma/datasets_en.php
13. 213-nose area (242 images), 230-neuro area (365 images), 310-cervical spine (508 images), 320-thoracic spine

(279 images), 330-lumbar spine (540 images), 411-hand finger (325 images), 414- left hand (541 images), 415-right
hand (176 images), 421-left carpal joint (124 images), 441-left elbow (114 images), 442-right elbow (105 images),
463-right humero-scapular joint (146 images), 610-right breast (144 images), 620-left breast (155 images), 914-left
foot(146 images), 915-right foot (139 images), 921-left ankle joint (192 images), 922-right ankle joint (229 images),
942-left knee (231 images), 943-right knee (222 images). Three classes used for background: 700-abdomen (219
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Figure 3.10 – Recognition rate as a function of the number of positive training samples. Each
experiment is defined by considering in turn one of the classes as target and the others as
sources and extracting randomly the training samples ten times. The final results are obtained
as average over all these runs. The title of each plot indicate which dataset have been used.
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Figure 3.11 – Maximum value over the elements of the β vector averaged over the classes and
the splits correspondent to the experiments reported in Figure 3.10.

{1,5,10,30,50,70} positive training samples with a fixed set of 70 negative training samples

and 60 (30 positive and 30 negative) test instances. As features we used the global pixel-based

and local SIFT-based descriptors following the experimental setup in [164].

The results for all these experiments are reported in Figure 3.10. Although it is clear the gain of

KT with respect to learning from scratch for limited available data, in general this advantage

disappears when the number of positive training samples reaches 50. Figure 3.11 indicates

that the weights associated to prior knolwdege decrease, but there is always at least one β j

value different from zero. The absence of the asymptotic advantage was to be expected for KT

and can be justified in theoretical terms: when the number of training samples increases, the

adaptive regularization loses its relevance and the problem reduces to learning from scratch.

images), 800-pelvis (263 images), 500-chest (4611 images).
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3.6 Discussion

A learning system able to exploit prior knowledge when learning something new should rely

only on the available target information for choosing from where and how much to transfer.

To be autonomous it should not need an external teacher providing either information on

which is the best source to use, or extra training samples.

In this chapter we presented our KT method: it is a LS-SVM-based approach with a principled

technique to weight source models, selecting a subset of them as the most useful when facing

a novel target task. We discussed the properties of this approach: we showed its flexibility

in terms of the specific form of the known sources and we noticed its stability with respect

to approaches able to rely only on a single source. Moreover the weights assigned to the

prior knowledge set proved to be meaningful in terms of the semantic relation among the

considered classes. The results of extensive experiments demonstrated the effectiveness of KT

for object categorization problems with respect to other existing transfer learning methods.

Finally, we analyzed the behaviour of KT both when the number of source sets and available

training samples increases: the obtained performance is always better or equal than learning

from scratch independently to the relatedness among the classes, the features and the dataset

used.

If we think of scaling up the learning problem, there are three issues that may arise.

When increasing the number of prior known models, the linear dependence of the KT com-

putational complexity with respect to the dimensionality of the source set can be eventually

reduced. One possible solution is to organize the sources in a hierarchy such that the transfer

process can focus only on few general nodes at the beginning, investigating the specific classes

inside each of them only in a second stage.

KT is defined as a batch approach and the learning process restarts every time a new sample

is added to the training set. The corresponding scalability problem that arises due to the

increasing number of training samples can be overcome by casting KT in an online learning

framework (see chapter 6).

Finally KT has been specifically defined for binary problems. Increasing the number of classes

to be distinguished means passing to the multiclass setting. A possible extension for multiclass

problems for domain adaptation is presented in the next chapter.
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4 Extension to Domain Adaptation

In real learning scenarios it is common to encounter regression and multiclass classification

problems where the training and the test set differ due to a domain shift. This chapter presents

how to enlarge the KT algorithm for domain adaptation purposes and shows the effectiveness

of the obtained approach on two practical applications. One focuses on biomedical signals

recorded on different subjects for the classification of hand movements and the prediction of the

applied force in grasping. The second considers visual object recognition for images downloaded

from the web and acquired with different cameras, where the main causes of domain shift are

image resolution, lighting conditions, background and viewpoint.

4.1 Domain Adaptation Problems

It can happen that the effort in learning how to solve a task results vain when facing the same

task during deployment. The reason in most of the cases is the existence of a domain shift

between the source problem considered in training and the actual target test. For example,

learning morphological, syntactic and semantic information on text resources mostly based on

newspapers results in a poor performance when annotating biomedical texts or transcription

of conversations. Similarly, a robot trained to move in outdoor settings may fail to reach its

target in indoor conditions.

As already discussed in section 2.1.1, domain adaptation aims at adjusting a classifier or a

regression model trained on a source domain for use in a target domain. Despite the difference

with transfer learning where the source and the target do not share the same label set, it is still

necessary to evaluate which part of the previous knowledge should be kept and which should

be updated.

The adaptive method presented in the previous chapter was used to transfer information

across visual objects with a specific binary focus for object-vs-background problems. Nev-

ertheless KT is not constrained to this specific scenario and can be used easily for domain

adaptation in semi-supervised settings. Generally more than two classes are involved in re-
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alistic annotation and classification tasks presenting a domain shift. For this reason in this

chapter we present an extension of our KT algorithm to multiclass problems and regression

modeling.

4.2 KT Algorithm Extensions

We use here the mathematical framework already introduced in the previous chapter: we

denote with x i an input vector and yi its associated output. For simplicity we report below

the KT binary learning problem from which we start:

min
w ,b

1

2

∥∥∥∥∥w −
J∑

j=1
β j ŵ j

∥∥∥∥∥
2

+ C

2

N∑
i=1

ξ2
i

subject to yi = w ·φ(x i )+b +ξi for i = 1, . . . , N , (4.1)

considering N target training samples and j = 1, . . . , J source models. As before, small and

capital bold letters indicate respectively column vectors and matrices. Moreover, we use here

a subscript to indicate a specific column of a matrix: e.g. Ai is the i -th column of the matrix

A .

4.2.1 Multiclass Classification

The KT algorithm can be easily generalized to multiclass classification problems in the hypoth-

esis of a set of g = 1, . . . ,G classes, fixed for both sources and target task. Consider the model

(w g ,bg ) that discriminates class g considered as positive, from all the others considered

negative, and repeat it for each class (1-vs-All). The predicted class for sample i is then

obtained by argmaxg {w g ·φ(x i )+bg } .

We define the matrix Y ∈RG×N composed by the columns Y i , where for each sample i the

vector Y i has all the components equal to −1 except for the yi -th that is equal to 1 . In

the same way, the matrix Ŷ
j

is composed by the columns Ŷ
j
i that contain the predictions

generated by a known multiclass source j on the sample i . For each sample i we also obtain

a vector of G leave-one-out predictions, we indicate it with Ỹ i and, on the basis of (3.28), it

is easy to show that

Ỹ i = Y i −
A′

i

Pi i
+β j

A′′ j
i

Pi i
, (4.2)

where

[A′,b′] = [Y ,0]P T , (4.3)

[A′′ j ,b′′ j ] = [Ŷ
j
,0]P T . (4.4)
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4.2. KT Algorithm Extensions

Figure 4.1 – Three versions of the KT multiclass extension for domain adaptation problems.
Left: choose only the best known source and use its reweighted models as starting point for
learning. Center: consider a linear combination of all the known sources with equal weight
for all the classes of each source. Right: consider again a linear combination of all the sources
but assign a different weight for each class. The figure presents the specific application to
surface electromyography signals recorded from multiple subjects while performing three
grasp movements and in the rest condition [166]. See section 4.3 for details on this application.

Here A′, A′′ j ∈RG×N and b, 0 ∈RG . In case of multiple sources combined linearly, we get

Ỹ i = Y i −
A′

i

Pi i
+

J∑
j=1

β j
A′′ j

i

Pi i
. (4.5)

There are three possible solutions to weight prior knowledge multiclass models and rely on

them for the new learning problem. We describe them below and report a general scheme in

Figure 4.1.

Best Source. Following the strategy used for Single-KT described in section 3.5.3, a first

solution could be to consider the logistic loss

`(Y i , Ỹ i ) = 1

1+exp(−10(maxg 6=yi {Ỹg i }− Ỹyi i ))
, (4.6)

and to evaluate it separately for each of the j = 1, . . . , J pre-trained models on the basis of (4.2),

varying β j with small steps in [0,1] . The minimal result identifies both the best known source

for adaptation and the corresponding weight. Still, we already know that this approach is non-

convex thus reaching the global optimum is not computationally efficient. This technique

is schematically depicted in Figure 4.1 (left) and we name the final corresponding domain

adaptation approach Best-Adapt.

Multiple Sources. To consider multiple prior knowledge sources we propose to use (4.5) in
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the convex multiclass loss [36]:

`(Y i , Ỹ i ) = max

{
0,1− Ỹyi i +max

g 6=yi

{Ỹg i }

}
, (4.7)

with the final objective function

min
β

N∑
i=1

`(Y i , Ỹ i ) subject to ‖β‖2 ≤ 1, β j ≥ 0 . (4.8)

The optimization process can be implemented simply by using a projected sub-gradient

descendent algorithm (similarly to what presented in section 3.3.4) , where at each iteration

β is first projected onto the L2-sphere, ‖β‖2 ≤ 1 and then onto the positive semi-plane [166].

The pseudo-code is in the Appendix in Algorithm 5. Figure 4.1 (center) describes this solution

and the corresponding domain adaptation approach is named Multi-Adapt.

Different Weights for Different Classes. Until now we considered techniques which assign a

unique weight to each known source. This means that, the whole set of 1-vs-All pre-trained

models of a source are equally weighted. However, in case of two sources, when learning the

model for one target class, it may be useful to give more weight in adaptation to the first source

than to the second, while it could be the opposite when learning the model for a different class.

Hence, to have one more degree of freedom and decide the adaptation specifically for each

class, we enlarge the set of weight parameters introducing the matrix B ∈RJ×G where each

row j contains the vector βT
j with G elements, one for each class [166]. This approach is

described in Figure 4.1 (right) and we name the corresponding domain adaptation method

Multi-perclass-Adapt.

The optimization problem is analogous to the one described in (4.8), with a change in the

constraints. Each class problem is now considered separately, so we have G conditions, one

for each of the columns Bg of the B matrix, we impose ‖Bg‖2 ≤ 1 and B j i ≥ 0 .

4.2.2 Regression

The KT method, by exploiting the square loss function, aims at minimizing the mean square

error between the predicted output for x i and the real yi . Thus the square loss, apart from

providing the possibility to estimate easily the relevance of pre-existent source knowledge,

makes KT directly suitable for transfer learning and domain adaptation regression problems.

Best Source. By using (3.28) we can always evaluate the square difference between the leave-

one-out prediction produced by relying on the source j and the correct yi of each sample:

(yi − ỹi )2 =
(

a′
i

Pi i
+β j

a′′
i j

Pi i

)2

.

By summing over all the samples, we get a quadratic function in β j and the minimum is
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obtained for:

β j =
∑N

i=1
a′

i
Pi i

a′′
i j

Pi i∑N
i=1

(
a′′

i j

Pi i

)2 . (4.9)

We can impose the constraint β j ≥ 0 by just enforcing β j = 0 whenever it is negative. Hence

in this case we do not need any optimization procedure, the best weight to assign to each

prior knowledge is obtained by a closed formula. Once computed the β j for j = 1, . . . , J , by

comparing all of them we can identify the best known source j∗ to use for adaptation and

impose β{ j 6= j∗} = 0 when learning the regression model on the target.

Multiple Sources. To take advantage from all the available pre-trained models at once, we

can consider their linear combination. The square difference between the leave-one-out

prediction ỹi and the correct yi is

(yi − ỹi )2 =
(

a′
i

Pi i
+

J∑
j=1

β j

a′′
i j

Pi i

)2

. (4.10)

Adding also the condition ‖β‖2 ≤ 1, we can find the best β vector which minimizes (4.10) with

a standard Quadratically Constrained Quadratic Program (QCQP) solver.

Following the same naming policy used in the previous section, we indicate the described

regression approaches respectively as Best-Adapt and Multi-Adapt [166].

4.3 Application to Biological Signals for Hand Prosthetics

Domain adaptation problems are often related to personalization of pre-existent standard

tools. A typical example is that of spam filters that might be different for two different users

[73]. In this section we focus on the practical problem of hand prosthetics with the final aim to

exploit the experience gained on several known subjects to pre-train a robotic hand prosthesis

before shipping it to a patient.

In the prosthetics/rehabilitation robotics community it is generally understood nowadays

[186, 113, 127] that advanced hand prostheses are in dire need of accurate and reliable control

schema to make them easy to use. Together with excessive weight and low reliability, lack of

control is the main reason why 30% to 50% of upper-limb amputees do not use their prosthesis

regularly [6].

The prosthesis is generally controlled by using two surface electromyography (sEMG) elec-

trodes and complex sequences of muscle contraction impulses [21, 32, 130]. The patient

must get acquainted and proficient with this “language” if (s)he wants to achieve a minimum

control over the prosthesis. In the last years, the use of more electrodes (typically more than

five) and the application of machine learning techniques on the recorded signals have shown
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promising results in detecting what the patient wants to do and to enforce it in a more natural

way [126, 113, 127, 110, 111, 112, 102]. The word “natural” here is still quite a misnomer, as it

refers to the choice among a finite number of predefined hand configurations; but this kind

of control is still much more natural than before, as each posture is achieved by configuring

one’s muscle remnants as they would be if the missing limb were still there. Recent results on

amputees indicate that even long-term patients can generate rather precise residual activ-

ity: there is essentially no statistically significant difference in the performance attained by

learning on signals recorded from trans-radial amputees and intact subjects [27, 158].

Researchers have mainly concentrated so far on increasing the accuracy of sEMG classification

and/or regression, but in general, a finer control implies a longer training period. A desirable

characteristic would be to shorten the training time.

Anatomical similarity among humans intuitively suggests that good statistical models built

in the past might be proficiently reused when training a prosthesis for a new patient. This

idea cannot be naïvely enforced with standard learning techniques, as shown at least in [26],

where cross-subject analysis (i.e., using a model trained on a subject to do prediction on a

new subject) shows poor performance. Hence, more refined adaptive methods are necessary.

One possible approach consists in combining the target samples with the source samples

properly reweighted on the basis of the domain relatedness. This solution is adopted in [155]

and the sensibility of the method to the weighting parameter is evaluated empirically, but how

to choose it is left as an open problem.

4.3.1 Experiments

We run several set of experiments to evaluate the proposed model adaptation technique

for regression and classification. We present below the experimental setting, followed by a

description of the two databases used and the obtained results on each of them.

Our working assumption is to have J −1 pre-trained models stored in memory and trained

off-line on data acquired on J −1 different subjects. When the prosthetic hand starts to be

used by subject J the system begins to acquire new data. Given the differences among the

subject’s arms and as well in the placement of the electrodes, these new data will belong to

a new probability distribution, in general different from the J −1 previously modeled and

stored. Still all the subjects perform the same grasp types, thus it is reasonable to expect that

the new distribution will be close to at least one of those already modeled.

To simulate this scenario, we applied a leave-one-subject out strategy: in turn one of the

subjects for which we have data recordings is used as target, while the model learned on the

others are used as sources. This procedure is repeated J times. We consider three baseline

approaches as reference

No-Adapt: it is plain LS-SVM using only the new data for training, as it would be in the

standard scenario without adaption.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.2 – The three different grasp types recorded in the hand posture and force signal
dataset [26]: (a) index precision grip; (b) other fingers precision grip; (c) power grasp. Repro-
duced from [26].

Prior Average: consists in using only the pre-trained models without updating them with the

new training data. We evaluate their average performance.

Prior Start: this corresponds to the performance of the best model chosen by Best-Adapt at

the first training step.

Prior Test: this is the result that can be obtained a posteriori comparing all the prior knowledge

models on the test set and choosing the best one.

As a measure of performance, for classification we use the standard classification rate. For

regression, the performance index is the correlation coefficient evaluated between the pre-

dicted force signal and the real one. Although we minimized the mean square error in the

regression learning process, the choice of the correlation coefficient is suggested by a practical

consideration. When driving a prosthesis, or even a non-prosthetic mechanical hand, we are

not interested in the absolute force values desired by the subject. Mechanical hands usually

cannot apply as much force as human hands do (for obvious safety reasons), or they could be

able to apply much more force than a human hand can (e.g. in teleoperation scenarios). As

already done, e.g. in [28, 27, 26], we are rather concerned with getting a signal which is strongly

correlated with the subject’s will. The significance of the comparisons between the methods is

evaluated through the sign test.

To build the pre-trained models we used the standard SVM algorithm. All the parameters to

be set during training ( C and γ of the Gaussian kernel) were chosen by cross-validation.

Specifically when the subject j∗ is the new target problem, this is excluded form the dataset

and the parameters are chosen over the remaining source set J = {1, . . . , J\ j∗} looking for the

values that produce on average the best recognition rate or correlation coefficient by learning

on each subject j in J and testing on J \{ j∗, j } .

Hand posture and force signals [26]

This database of sEMG hand posture and force signals was presented and used in [26]. The

signals are collected from 10 intact subjects (2 women, 8 men) using 7 sEMG electrodes (Aurion
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Figure 4.3 – Hand posture and force signals dataset [26]. Classification rate obtained averaging
over all the subjects as a function of the number of samples in the training set. The title of
each figure specifies if the data used as source and target are registered in Still-Arm (SA) or
Free-Arm (FA) setting.
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Figure 4.4 – Hand posture and force signals dataset [26]. Correlation coefficient obtained
averaging over all the subjects as a function of the number of samples in the training set. The
title of each figure specifies if the data used as source and target are registered in Still-Arm (SA)
or Free-Arm (FA) setting.

ZeroWire wireless) placed on the dominant forearm according to the medical literature [79]. A

FUTEK LMD500 force sensor is used to measure the force applied by the subject’s hand during

the recording. Data are originally sampled at 2 kHz. Each subject starts from a rest condition

(sEMG baseline activity) then repeatedly grasps the force sensor using in turn three different

grips, visible in Figure 4.2. The subject either remains seated and relaxed while performing the

grasps, or is free to move (walk around, sit down stand up, etc.). These phases are referred to

as Still-Arm (SA) and Free-Arm (FA) respectively. Each grasping action is repeated along 100

seconds of activity. The whole procedure is repeated twice. The root mean square of the signals

along 1 second (for classification) and 0.2 seconds (for regression) is evaluated; subsampling

at 25 Hz follows. Samples for which the applied force is lower than 20% of the average force

value obtained for each subject are labeled as “rest” class. After this pre-processing we got

around 15000 samples per subject, each sample consists of a 7 elements sEMG signal vector

and one force value.

For our experiments on this dataset, the training sequences were random subsets from the

entire dataset of the new subject, i.e. they are taken without considering the order in which they

were acquired. We considered 24 successive learning steps, for each of them the number of
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Figure 4.5 – Hand posture and force signals dataset [26]. Classification and Regression in
the SA-SA setting for the best and worst subjects. With best and worst we mean the subjects
for which the difference in performance between learning with adaption and learning from
scratch is respectively maximum and minimum.
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Figure 4.6 – Hand posture and force signals dataset [26]. Maps of the beta values for the three
adaptive methods in classification, SA-SA, obtained for 210 training samples. The title of
each figure indicates the adaptive method that produced the corresponding beta weights, in
particular for Multi-perclass-Adapt we are showing the average values over the four classes (3
grasp postures plus rest). The rows 1 and 9 in all the matrices correspond respectively to the
best and worst subject in classification considered in Figure 4.5, first and second plots from
the left.

available training samples increases by 30 elements reaching a maximum of 720 samples. The

test runs over all the remaining samples. We conducted three sets of experiments considering

different prior knowledge-new problem pairs: SA-SA, FA-FA and SA-FA. In the first two cases

we have consistent recording conditions among the source and the new target problem. The

last case reproduces the more realistic scenario where the prior knowledge is built on data

recorded on subjects in laboratory controlled conditions while the new subject moves freely.

We both classify the grasp type and predict the force measured by the force sensor.

Figure 4.3 (left) reports the obtained classification rate at each step when using SA-SA data.

The plot shows that Multi-perclass-Adapt outperforms both the baselines No-Adapt, Priors,

and all the other adaptive learning methods. The difference between Multi-perclass-Adapt

and Best-Adapt shows an average advantage in recognition rate of around 2% (p < 0.03). The

gain obtained by Multi-perclass-Adapt with respect to No-Adapt (p < 0.003) stabilizes around

5% for 500-720 training samples.

Analogous results are obtained when considering FA-FA data: Figure 4.3 (center) reports the

classification rate results in this setting. Multi-perclass-Adapt shows again the best perfor-
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mance, but now the advantage with respect to Best-Adapt is significant (p < 0.03) only for less

than 100 training samples. Multi-perclass-Adapt outperforms No-Adapt (p < 0.03) with a gain

of 4% in recognition rate for 500-720 samples.

Finally, Figure 4.3 (right) shows the SA-FA results. Here the statistical comparison among

Multi-perclass-Adapt, Best-Adapt and No-Adapt is the same as in the FA-FA case.

Analyzing Figure 4.3 as a whole, we can state that all the proposed adaptive methods outper-

form learning from scratch with the best results obtained when exploiting a linear combination

of pre-trained models with a different weight for each known subject and each class (Multi-

perclass-Adapt). Moreover, we notice that learning with adaption with 30 training samples

performs almost as No-Adapt with around 300 samples. Considering the acquisition time, this

means that the adaptive methods are almost ten time faster than learning from scratch. Using

the prior knowledge by itself appears as a good choice if only very few training samples are

available but looses its advantage when the dimension of the training set increases. Passing

from SA-SA and FA-FA to SA-FA we can also notice that the results for Prior Average show a

small drop (46.3%, 45.5%, 44.3%) related to the change in domain between the data used for

pre-trained model and the one used for the new subject. The increasing difficulty of the task

can be also evaluated by the progressive decrease in performance of Multi-perclass-Adapt at

the very first step in the three cases: SA-SA 63.6%, FA-FA 62.7%, SA-FA 60.0%.

The corresponding regression results are reported in Figure 4.4. From the plot on the left we

can notice that, in the SA-SA case, both the adaptive learning methods outperform No-Adapt

(p < 0.03). However here Multi-Adapt and Best-Adapt performs almost equally (no statistical

significant difference).

Figure 4.4 (center) shows that Best-Adapt is slightly worse than Multi-Adapt when passing to

the FA-FA setting. Still the two methods are statistically equivalent and they show a significant

gain with respect to No-Adapt only for more than 200 training samples (p < 0.03).

The problem becomes even harder in the SA-FA case (Figure 4.4 right), here Multi-Adapt

outperforms No-Adapt only for more than 500 training samples (p < 0.03).

Globally the increasing difficulty of the three regression task passing from left to right in Figure

4.4 is demonstrated by the general drop in performance. Although we decided to show the

correlation coefficient results, the corresponding mean square error would lead to the same

conclusions.

Ninapro [7]

This database was presented in [7] and already used in [88]. It contains kinematic and sEMG

data from the upper limbs of 27 intact subjects (7 women, 20 men) while performing 12 finger,

9 wrist, 23 grasping and functional movements, plus 8 isometric, isotonic hand configurations.

Data are collected using 10 surface sEMG electrodes (double-differential OttoBock MyoBock
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) ( f )

Figure 4.7 – The six different grasp types extracted from the Ninapro dataset [7]: (a) tip pinch
grasp; (b) prismatic four fingers grasp; (c) power grasp; (d) parallel extension grasp; (e) lateral
grasp; ( f ) open a bottle with a tripod grasp. Reproduced from [7].
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Figure 4.8 – Ninapro dataset [7]. Classification rate obtained averaging over all the subjects as
a function of the number of samples in the training set. The title of each figure indicates the
the number of subjects and hand postures considered.

13E200), 8 placed just beneath the elbow at fixed distance from the radio-humeral joint, while

2 are on the flextor and extensor muscles. Each subject sits comfortably on an adjustable chair

in front of a table and is instructed to perform ten repetitions of each movement by imitating

a video, alternated with a rest phase. The sEMG electrodes are connected to a standard DAQ

card sampling the signals at 100 Hz and provide an RMS rectified version of the raw sEMG

signal. We focused only on the grasp and functional movements extracting 6 actions: tip pinch,

prismatic four fingers, power, parallel extension, lateral and open a bottle with a tripod grasp

(see Figure 4.7). Each of them belongs to a different branch of a hierarchy containing all the

dataset hand postures and the first three grasps are the most similar to the ones considered in

[26]. We randomly extracted two sets of 10 and 20 subjects from the dataset and performed

classification experiments on the described 7 class (6 grasps plus rest) problem considering

the Mean Absolute Value (MAV) of the sEMG signal as time domain features [88]. We repeated

the preprocessing and data split procedure described in [88] with an extra subsampling of the

“rest” data to get a class-balanced setting.

For the experiments on this dataset, we shuffled randomly the training set and we considered

36 learning steps each with 30 samples reaching a maximum of 1080 training data.
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Figure 4.8 (left) reports the obtained classification rate at each step when considering 10

subjects for the 6 grasp postures plus rest. The plot shows that all the adaptive methods

performs almost as No-Adapt, in particular for less than 200 samples there is no statistical

difference among learning from scratch, learning with adaptation or using directly the prior

knowledge (the fair comparison is with Prior Average and Prior Start). It is important to

remark that the “few sample” range grows together with the number of considered classes: the

samples are selected randomly and it is necessary a minimum amount of samples per class

to get meaningful classification results. Only Multi-perclass-Adapt outperforms No-Adapt

(p < 0.05) with an average advantage of 2.5% in recognition rate for more than 200 samples.

Figure 4.8 (right) shows the corresponding results in case of 20 subjects. On average No-Adapt

and Prior Average perform almost equally to the previous case (with 10 subjects), showing

that the average learning capability per subject is almost stable in a fixed range. On the other

hand Prior Test and Prior Start present an increase in performance: the higher is the number

of available prior models, the higher is the probability to find useful information for the new

problem. Moreover, here Multi-perclass-Adapt outperforms both Best-Adapt and No-Adapt

(p < 0.001) with an average gain of 6% with respect to learning from scratch.

4.3.2 Conclusion

On the basis of the presented results we can state that the three proposed adaptive methods

(Multi-perclass-adapt, Multi-Adapt and Best-Adapt) are able to properly leverage over source

knowledge across different subjects.

In the considered setting the prior knowledge models by themselves are only partially helpful

on a new target subject. Prior Test performance shows that, even supposing to know which

is the best source, by using it directly we get an advantage that becomes negligible in case of

many available training samples. On the other hand, the Prior Average line corresponds to an

attempt to use a flat combination of all the pre-trained models on a new subject: the obtained

results indicates that this is not a good solution.

In comparison with all the defined baselines, combining source and target knowledge with

our domain adaptation approaches improve the learning performance to different extents

if prior knowledge contains useful information and never harm if any good match between

source and target is found.

Figure 4.5 shows the classification and regression results on SA-SA data respectively for the

subject that have the maximum (best) and the minimum (worst) difference in recognition

and regression performance with adaptation compared to No-Adapt. The worse-case subject

represents the paradigmatic case of no previous models matching the current distribution; as

a consequence the parameter β (β) is set automatically to a small value (to a vector of small

norm). In this case there is essentially no transfer of prior knowledge.

More insight on this point is given by Figure 4.6. Here we are mapping the beta values for each
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adaptive model. Best-Adapt chooses only one prior model as reference, while Multi-Adapt can

rely on more than one known subject. The results are consistent to each other: e.g. for subject

1 (1st row in the matrices), all the adaptive methods choose subject 8 as the most relevant,

Multi-Adapt gives credit also to subject 2 and the same happens for Multi-perclass-Adapt

which has more freedom in weighting each class and finds also subject 9 a bit useful.

Finally, if confirmed on data acquired from amputees, the current results could pave the way

to a significantly higher acceptance of myoprostheses in the clinical setting.

4.4 Application to Visual Categories

In object recognition problems, many factors such as pose, illumination or image quality can

produce a significant mismatch between two domains: images of the same object category

may appear dramatically different and any standard classification model would degrade

significantly when passing from one set to the other. Considering the vast amount of visual

information available online nowadays, not being able to use it in situated environments (e.g.

object recognition for images captured with a mobile phone camera) due to a possible domain

shift constitutes a frustratingly strict limit.

To overcome this issue, some recent work focused on adapting visual category models to new

domains. In [143, 87] the authors propose to learn a regularized non-linear transformation

that compensate for the domain-induced changes. This method relies on the possibility to

define similarity and dissimilarity constraints among the samples of two domains. Instead

of assuming the availability of explicit information on the domain shift, [65] introduces a

data-driven unsupervised approach. Here the source and the target domains are considered as

points on a Grassmann manifold and intermediate subspace representations are obtained by

sampling along the geodesic connecting them. Such subspaces are then combined and used

to learn a discriminative classifier to predict on the target. This approach has been translated

into an efficient kernel-based method in [64].

In the following we evaluate the performance of our Multi-Adapt and Multi-perclass-Adapt on

visual object categorization, using the described state-of-the art methods as baselines.

4.4.1 Experiments

We considered the dataset presented in [143] which contains 31 different object categories

collected under three domain settings: amazon, dslr and webcam (see Figure 4.9). The first

consists of images from the web downloaded from the online merchant Amazon. The second

corresponds to images captured with a digital SLR camera in realistic environments with

natural lighting conditions. Finally the third consists of low resolution images recorded with a

simple webcam. The amazon set has an average of 90 instances for each category, whereas

dslr and webcam have roughly around 30 instances per category.
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Figure 4.9 – Image dataset for investigating domain shift in visual category recognition tasks
(reproduced from [143]).

We followed the experimental protocol proposed in previous work [143, 65, 64]. Briefly, we

used SURF features encoded in a bag of words histogram, with an 800 elements codebook

generated by k-means clustering on a random subset of amazon 1. In the target, 3 samples per

class are used as training and all the remaining images define the test set. In the source domain,

8 samples per class are used for webcam and dslr, while 20 for amazon; the multiclass models

are learned with LS-SVM. For each set considered as target, we repeated the experiments on

10 random trials. For all the experiments we used the Gaussian kernel and we fixed γ= 1 as in

[143], while C = 100 was chosen on the source sets and kept also when learning on the target.

We benchmark our domain adaptation approaches with

Metric: the metric learning method proposed in [143].

SGF: the method based on subsampling the geodesic flow between two domains proposed in

[65].

GFK: the geodesic flow kernel method proposed in [64].

No-Adapt: it is plain LS-SVM using only the new data for training, as it would be in the

standard scenario without adaptation.

The authors of [64] re-implemented the methods Metric and SGF and reported better perfor-

mance for these two approaches with respect to that presented in the original papers. Where

possible we use the results in [64] for comparison.

The upper part of Table 4.1 presents the results in case of a single source set. By comparing

them we can state that both Multi-Adapt and Multi-perclass-adapt outperform Metric and

1. We downloaded these features directly from http://www1.icsi.berkeley.edu/~saenko/projects.html
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s t Metric [64] SGF [64] GFK [64] No Adapt Multi-Adapt Multi-perclass-Adapt
W D 48.1 ± 0.6 61.0 ± 0.5 66.3 ± 0.4 50.5 ± 2.6 59.8 ± 3.5 57.6 ± 4.1
D W 36.9 ± 0.8 55.2 ± 0.6 61.3 ± 0.4 49.7 ± 1.4 58.7 ± 1.7 54.9 ± 1.4
A W 34.5 ± 0.7 37.4 ± 0.5 46.4 ± 0.5 49.8 ± 2.5 52.9 ± 1.6 50.9 ± 2.5

s t SGF [65] No Adapt Multi-Adapt Multi-perclass-Adapt
A, D W 52 ± 2.5 48.1 ± 1.7 59.1 ± 1.4 54.1 ± 1.6
A, W D 39 ± 1.1 49.6 ± 3.2 57.3 ± 2.9 55.5 ± 2.6
D, W A 28 ± 0.8 21.1 ± 1.1 22.8 ± 1.2 22.2 ± 1.3

Table 4.1 – Recognition rate results (%) on the target domain with semi-supervised adaptation.
In the first row of the table, s and t indicate respectively source and target, while in the first
two columns W, D and A are used to indicate the domains webcam, dslr and amazon. All the
baseline results are obtained with 1-nearest-neighbor.

are better or equal than SGF. With respect to GFK, Multi-Adapt produces analogous or better

recognition rate results when the target is webcam, while the results are worse for dslr as target.

Multi-perclass-adapt is instead not as good as GFK in two cases out of three. Considered the

known relation in terms of similarity across the three domains, we can state that both our

domain adaptation approaches appear more able than GFK to manage the case of weakly

related domains.

The bottom part of Table 4.1 considers instead the case of two source domains. This setting

was used previously only in [65] where the information of the two sources was averaged before

proceeding with domain adaptation. Both Multi-Adapt and Multi-perclass-Adapt outperform

SGF in two cases out of three. When amazon is used as target, our domain adaptation methods

do not find any useful information in prior knowledge and perform as No Adapt.

By comparing Multi-Adapt and Multi-perclass-Adapt, we can see that the first is always slightly

better than the second, although the difference is not statistically significant considering the

standard deviation. This may be due to the different regularization imposed on the weights

assigned to the class models for the two methods. Multi-perclass-Adapt has separate regulariz-

ing conditions for each class and this can be not the right solution in case of few (one or two)

available sources.

4.4.2 Conclusion

The presented results show that our domain adaptation approaches are comparable with the

state of the art methods on visual object categorization problems. The existing techniques are

mostly based on deriving a new feature representation and usually consider the availability of

a single source set. Starting from KT, we perform instead domain adaptation by transferring

the model parameters. This on one side gives us the advantage of not requiring the storage of

source samples and on the other allows for a proper weighting of multiple source sets.
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4.5 Discussion

In this chapter we introduced several ways to extend out KT approach to domain adaptation

problems showing that the obtained algorithms are able to perform well on two realistic tasks.

This, apart from providing a further demonstration of the flexibility of KT, gives a new point of

view on domain adaptation that is generally tackled by defining ad hoc feature representations.

Pointing out the possible limitations, the presented adaptive approaches have the same

general constraints of the original KT. This means that both the source and the target problem

should share the same learning space in terms of feature descriptors (unless starting form

multiK-KT). Moreover, our domain adaptation methods need a minimum amount of labeled

target samples, which means that they are feasible in semi-supervised settings but not in

unsupervised ones where, on the other hand, feature learning techniques can perform.

The next chapter introduces a way to translates our model transfer approach into a feature

transfer method.
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5 Transfer Learning From Uncon-
strained Sources

In this chapter we present how to move from our original KT model transfer method to a feature

augmentation approach. By changing the form of the prior knowledge we free the target learning

process from the constraint of using the same learning system chosen for the sources. Moreover,

we can define a principled multiclass knowledge transfer method. We formulate the problem by

casting it into the multi-kernel learning framework and we discuss the relation of the obtained

approach to other existent state-of-the-art learning methods. Finally we assess the performance

of the defined technique with binary and multiclass experiments both in the domain adaptation

and knowledge transfer setting.

5.1 From Model Transfer to Feature Augmentation

When defining a transfer learning approach, the specific form of the knowledge to transfer

may affect the choice of the learning algorithm. A model transfer method assumes that both

the source and the target task are faced with the same learning approach, such that the

source model can be used as reference for the target. However this condition may be too strict

preventing the use of relevant information when it is coded in a way not directly accessible by

a new learning problem.

We start here from the KT method presented in chapter 3 for binary tasks and we show that

it is possible to reformulate it in a different and much more flexible way. In practice, instead

of relying directly on the source models we can use their prediction as extra features for the

target samples.

Let us start from

min
w ,b

1

2
‖w −βŵ‖2 + C

2

N∑
i=1

ξ2
i

subject to yi = w ·φ(x i )+b +ξi for i = 1, . . . , N , (5.1)

we already know that one of the optimality conditions on the corresponding Lagrangian is
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w =βŵ +v , where v =∑N
i=1 aiφ(x i ) . By substituting it back into (5.1) we get

min
v,b

1

2
‖v‖2 + C

2

N∑
i=1

ξ2
i

subject to yi = (βŵ +v) ·φ(x i )+b +ξi for i = 1, . . . , N . (5.2)

We can now apply a change of variables, augmenting the dimensionality of the vectors in the

following way

v̄ =
[

v

β

]
, (5.3)

φ̄(x i ) =
[

φ(x i )

ŵ ·φ(x i )

]
. (5.4)

With this trick the learning problem can be rewritten as

min
v̄,b

1

2
‖v̄‖2 + C

2

N∑
i=1

ξ2
i

subject to yi = v̄ · φ̄(x i )+b +ξi for i = 1, . . . , N , (5.5)

which is exactly the original LS-SVM problem.

The described steps can be repeated independently from the number of considered sources.

This demonstrates that our model transfer learning approach KT can be easily translated into

a feature transfer method. In more general terms, from what shown above we can conclude

that it is always possible to integrate some source knowledge by feature augmentation when

learning on a new target task. We extend this idea supposing to neglect the specific form of

the sources: regardless of the learning system used, we can always consider each source as a

classifier and transfer its confidence output on a new sample as an extra feature descriptor.

This frees the target learning process from the constraint of using the same source learning

approach. At the same time, it allows the use of any loss function with the possibility to obtain

a principled multiclass formulation.

5.2 Mathematical Framework

This section gives the formal definition of a transfer learning approach based on feature

augmentation, starting from the intuition presented above. We introduce here the notation

used in this chapter: matrices and vectors are again represented with small and capital bold

letters. We use the bar accent to indicate the vector formed by the concatenation of K vectors,

hence w̄ = [w 1, w 2, · · · , w K ]T .
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5.2.1 Prior Knowledge and Transfer Setting

Consider the scenario where we know F (F ≥ 2) categories, modeled via a classifier which is a

function f : X →Z , where X is the input feature space. In the binary case Z = {−1,+1} ,

while for multiclass problems Z = {1, . . . ,F } . Without loss of generality, we consider a function

f of the following form:

f (x) = argmax
z∈Z

s(x , z)

where s(x , z) is the value of the score function when the instance x is assigned to the class

z . The score function can be interpreted as a measure of how confident the source classifier is

about assigning the label z to the instance x . For binary classification, the function can be

further simplified as f (x) = sign(s(x)) . In the following, we will describe the multiclass case,

as its modification to the binary condition is straightforward.

We are interested in the task of learning a classifier for F ′ target categories, different from

the F source categories already known. Given the new training set {x i , yi }N
i=1 , we also gather

for each sample the source score ss(x i , z) , z = 1, . . . ,F predicted by the prior models, and

we propose to use them as auxiliary features. To this purpose we introduce the joint feature

mapping function φ(·)(·, ·) : X ×Y → H [173], which maps the samples into some high,

possibly infinite dimensional space. We define φ(0)(x , y) for the original input feature x ,

and φ(y,z)(ss(x , z), y) as the mapping of the prior score of class z to the new class y where

y = 1, . . . ,F ′ and z = 1, . . . ,F .

We focus on the standard linear model, thus when learning on the target task, by concatenating

all the mappings in φ̄(x , y) the score function results

s(x , y) = w̄ · φ̄(x , y) (5.6)

= w (0) ·φ(0)(x , y)+
z=F∑
z=1

w (y,z) ·φ(y,z) (ss (x , z) , y
)

here w (·) is a hyperplane, and w̄ contains all the parameters of the learning model. Finally,

the predicted label for the target task is the class achieving the highest score:

f (x) = argmax
y∈Y

s(x , y) ,

where Y = {1, . . . ,F ′} .

To have an intuitive understanding of the learning problem, let’s consider a multiclass (F

classes) source containing among the others the model of bicycle and dog, together with a

new multiclass (F ′ classes) target task where one of the classes is motorbike. On the basis

of the visual similarities, we can suppose that the scores produced by the prior knowledge

on a motorbike sample x are ss(x ,bicycle) > ss(x ,dog) . This suggests that the information

coming from the class bicycle is more relevant to recognize a motorbike with respect to that
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Figure 5.1 – A graphical representation of how to use the outputs from the prior models as
auxiliary features when computing the score of a new class. Here M stands for motorbike,
while {A,B, C, ...} indicates the source classes bicycle, dog, covered wagon, etc.

coming from the class dog. Thus in defining the motorbike target model we would expect to

give more weight to the first than to the second (see Figure 5.1).

5.2.2 The Learning Problem

Solving the learning problem described above consists in finding the best w̄ able to generalize

correctly on a new test sample. This can be defined by minimizing the structural risk on N

training samples. We formalize the problem starting from the generic objective function

already presented in chapter 3:

min
w̄

Ω(w̄ )+C
N∑

i=1
`

(
w̄ , x i , yi

)
, (5.7)

where Ω(w̄ ) is a regularizer which avoids overfitting, C is the coefficient that controls the

bias-variance trade-off, and ` is some convex, non negative loss function.

In defining the specific form of the regularizer, we must remember that each component

w (y,z) of w̄ corresponds to the weight given to one source knowledge and evaluates from

where and how much to transfer. We would like to impose sparsity on the prior models for

two reasons: (1) from a machine learning point of view, the more priors are considered, the

higher is the risk for overfitting, especially when the number of training samples is limited; (2)

among the F prior models, we expect only few to be relevant with respect to each specific new

class, while the rest can even add noise producing negative transfer. Thus a good choice for

the regularizer consists in the squared (2, p) group norm [184]:

Ω(w̄ ) = 1

2
‖w̄‖2

2,p (5.8)

= 1

2

∥∥∥[
‖w (0)‖2,‖w (1,1)‖2, · · · ,‖w (F ′,F )‖2

]∥∥∥2

p
,
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5.3. Multiple Kernel Learning

with p ∈ (1,2] . Each w (y,z) forms its own group, and minimizing Ω(w̄ ) corresponds to

minimize the norm of each w (·) jointly. The parameter p allows us to tune the level of

sparsity on the norms, increasing it if p is close to 1.

As loss we can use any convex Lipschitz function. For the binary case, we consider the most

popular hinge loss:

`H (
w̄ , x , y

)= max {0,1− y w̄ · φ̄(x)} , (5.9)

while for the multiclass case, we choose the convex multiclass loss [36, 173]:

`MC (
w̄ , x , y

)= max
y ′ 6=y

{0,1− w̄ · (φ̄(x , y)− φ̄(x , y ′))} . (5.10)

5.3 Multiple Kernel Learning

In the domain of Support Vector Machines, the problem of integrating multiple information

in learning corresponds to using multiple kernels and choosing how to properly weight them.

The Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) algorithm, proposed for the first time in [9], is based

on a principled strategy to jointly solve the learning problem and finding the optimal kernel

combination.

The mathematical formulation for this algorithm assumes the existence of a combined model

parameter vector w̄ = [w 1, w 2, · · · , w K ]T , where K is the number of kernels. The original

MKL uses a L1 norm regularization which has been recently extended to the Lp norm

version [83, 120]: this permits tuning the level of sparsity over the kernels and leads to better

performance when all the combined information are relevant. Hence, by using a generic group

norm and a generic convex function, the MKL optimization problem can be written as:

min
w̄

1

2
‖w̄‖2

2,p +C
N∑

i=1
`

(
w̄ , x i , yi

)
. (5.11)

When p = 1 , we recover the formulation proposed in [9] and the optimization problem is very

difficult to solve due to the non-smooth nature of the L1 norm. It has been shown that when

p is larger than 1, the optimization problem (5.11) becomes much easier [120], at the same

time when p tends to 1, the solution still gets extremely close to the sparse solution of p = 1 .

5.4 Multiple Kernel Transfer Learning

The transfer learning problem proposed in section 5.2.2, can be easily cast in the multi-kernel

learning framework. In particular, the Lp norm MKL algorithm can be used to solve it with any

off-the-shelf implementation. We name the final method Multiple Kernel Transfer Learning

(MKTL, [104]), and we give in the following all the details necessary to set it.
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First of all the full definition of the w̄ and φ̄(x , y) is

w̄ = [ w (0), w (1,1), · · · , w (y,z), · · · , w (F ′,F ) ]T ,

φ̄(x , y) = [ φ(0)(x , y), φ(1,1)(ss(x ,1),1), · · · , φ(y,z)(ss(x , z), y), · · · , φ(F ′,F )(ss(x ,F ),F ′) ]T .

Therefore, in total, we have (F ×F ′+1) feature mapping functions φ(·)(·, ·) , and the same

number of kernels K k ((x , y), (x ′, y ′)) =φk (x , y) ·φk (x ′, y ′) .

For a multiclass target problem, we suppose to have F ′ different hyperplanes, one for each

new class. Thus w (0) and w (y,z) are composed by F ′ blocks as well as φ(0) and φ(y,z) . We

define the joint mapping function for the original feature as

φ(0)(x , y) = [0, · · · ,0,ψ(0)(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
y

,0, · · · ,0]T , (5.12)

whereψ(0)(·) is a transformation that depends only on the data and occupies the y−th position

in the vector. The feature mapping function for the z-th prior model output is defined as:

φ(y ′,z)(x , y) =


[0, · · · ,ψ(ss(x , z))︸ ︷︷ ︸

y

, · · · ,0]T , if y = y ′

0 , otherwise ,

where y, y ′ ∈ Y = {1, . . . ,F ′} . With this construction, all the blocks of w (y ′,z) are 0 except for

the y ′-th block. Hence, w (y ′,z) only appears in the score functions s(x , y ′) predicting if x

belongs to the class y ′ .

5.4.1 MKL Solver and Efficient Implementations

We solve the MKTL problem using the online-batch strongly convex multi-kernel learning

(OBSCURE) approach [120]. OBSCURE 1 is a fast stochastic subgradient descent algorithm

which solves the Lp norm MKL problem in the primal. Its training complexity is linear in

the number of training examples. It has also been proven theoretically that OBSCURE has

a faster convergence rate as the number of kernels increases, which somehow mitigates the

problem that the number of kernels grows linearly with the number of prior knowledge models.

Moreover, this approach minimizes the primal objective function directly, even though it uses

Mercer kernels. It makes the learning algorithm more memory and computationally efficient,

when we can write the explicit form of feature mapping ψ(x) (e.g. a linear kernel or polynomial

kernel with a low degree).

Here, we only consider a linear mapping function ψ(ss(x , z)) = ss(x , z) (i.e. linear kernel) for

the scores of prior models. Therefore, the algorithm does not need to use kernel caching for

the extra (F ×F ′) kernels coming from the prior knowledge. Similarly, the algorithm can also

1. We used the implementation available in the DOGMA toolbox [119].
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store w (y,z) directly in its primal representation. Hence, compared to the original supervised

learning problem without prior knowledge, the algorithm uses O (F ×F ′) extra memory space,

and the additional computational complexity at each iteration is also O (F ×F ′) .

The value of the parameter p is usually defined through cross-validation, and its optimal value

depends on the sparseness of the data. According to the theorems in [120], it is also possible to

set p∗ = 2logK
2logK−1 to get a convergence rate that depends logarithmically on the total number

of kernels, which is denoted by K . With this setup we have only one free parameter C .

5.5 Comparison with Existing methods

In this section we discuss the relation of our MKTL to other standard learning and knowledge

transfer methods. We also consider the comparison with a domain adaptation technique.

Using model outputs as auxiliary features. The idea of using the output of other classifiers

as basic feature representation has been well-explored in various AI domains. It recently

gained popularity in the computer vision community, thanks to a large amount of annotated

object image datasets that became available on the web. Several papers demonstrated that

the output of visual attributes [56, 89] and semantic visual concepts [171, 177] can be used to

define a good feature representation and to improve recognition performance. In particular

Object Bank [96] uses the output of semantic part detectors (e.g., sky, tree) as features. Since

the information is extracted at different spatial pyramid levels and is associated to a localized

representation, this solution is particularly suited to recognize cluttered images composed of

many objects such as natural scenes.

Our transfer learning approach follows this general line of thought. The novelty lies in using

the outputs of object classifiers as additional feature representations combined with sample

features from the new target class. This makes it possible to exploit these ideas within the

transfer learning framework. By using the MKL machinery we can group freely information

from various sources, including the new training data, into different kernels. We consider ob-

ject categorization problems where features extracted from the whole image are the standard,

however the MKTL algorithm is general and can handle various representations, e.g., the same

used by Object Bank.

Binary KT. We have already briefly illustrated the relation of our KT binary approach and

the feature augmentation solution in section 5.1. Indeed, if we consider F binary sources, the

KT score function for a given sample x can be written as:

s(x) = v ·φ(x)+
F∑

z=1
βz ŵ z ·φ(x) .

This is similar to the binary version of the MKTL score function defined in (5.6). However,

our original KT is solved on the basis of two separate optimization problems: the first step

identifies the best weights βz while the second gives the optimal v . Instead MKTL finds
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both the best hyperplane parameters and the weights to be assigned to each prior knowledge

model in a single joint optimization process.

Moreover KT requires that the prior knowledge models are obtained with a kernel learning

approach i.e. by using the same type of classifier and hyperparameters of the new model. MKTL

does not have this constraint and it is capable of heterogeneous transfer from unconstrained

priors: we can freely combine different learning methods and different features to boost

performance.

Finally, KT can be used in multiclass settings on the basis of the 1-vs-All approach, as we have

seen in the previous chapter, but it cannot be extended to principled multiclass formulation.

On the other hand, this is possible for MKTL by using the loss function in (5.10).

Feature Replication. A very simple strategy for domain adaptation based on increasing the

feature representation was introduced in [43]. The proposed idea consists in augmenting the

feature vectors of both the target ( t ) and the source ( s ) samples by replication as follows:

φs(x) = [φ(x),φ(x),0]T (5.13)

φt (x) = [φ(x),0,φ(x)]T .

In practice each feature is repeated three times: the first block is related to a general represen-

tation and it is common for source and target, the second is instead specific for the source

and finally the third is specific for the target. If we indicate with K the kernel associated to

the feature representation φ(· ) , we know that K (x , x ′) =φ(x) ·φ(x ′) . In the expanded space

defined through (5.13) the kernel function is

K̃ (x , x ′) =
2K (x , x ′), if x , x ′ ∈ s or x , x ′ ∈ t

K (x , x ′), otherwise .
(5.14)

Intuitively, if we consider the kernel as a measure of data similarity, the chosen representation

is such that data points from the same domain are by default twice as similar as those from

different domains [43].

This strategy, although in some way related to our MKTL, is different in several aspects. First of

all the described feature replication method supposes that when training on the new target task

all the source samples are available: this corresponds to an instance transfer method. MKTL

instead does not need to store the source samples: the pre-existing prior models are directly

used to predict on the target and the obtained output is considered as source information.

Moreover, MKTL automatically assigns different weights to each source knowledge. This leads

to a proper combination of kernel functions, differently from the described case in (5.14)

which considers fixed weights equals for source and target.
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5.6 Experiments

We present here several experiments designed to study the behavior of MKTL in different

settings, each specified in one of the following subsections. We benchmark MKTL against the

following baselines:

no transfer or No-Adapt: they correspond to standard supervised learning without consider-

ing prior knowledge. The two names are used respectively in transfer learning and domain

adaptation experiments and correspond to train an SVM classifiers using the 1-vs-All scheme

or LS-SVM as in section 4.3.1.

prior-features: The output of all the prior models are used as feature descriptors, we con-

catenated them into a vector representation and applied a linear SVM classifier. This baseline

follows the “classemes” idea [171] and it is useful to understand the role of the prior models in

the final performance of MKTL. For example if the obtained recognition rate on the test set is

low in comparison to no transfer, we might expect to see a very small improvement of MKTL

over the performance of standard supervised learning, and vice-versa. This kind of baseline

has often been ignored in previous transfer learning literature. Here we argue that it should

be considered as an obligatory competitor, since sometimes using the prior knowledge alone

could lead already to high accuracy.

KT or Multi-perclass-Adapt: We also compared against our KT transfer learning algorithm or

the corresponding multiclass domain adaptation version presented in section 4.2.1. These

methods assume that both the prior models and the new model use the same feature descriptor

and the same type of learning method (SVM classifier).

average-TL: MKTL learns the weights to combine the outputs of each prior model with the

new knowledge representation. Thus, a natural baseline is to consider the information coming

from the sources and the target as equally relevant. This can be done by training an SVM

classifier using the average over all the available kernels. This method often performs as good

as many MKL algorithms [61].

feature-replication: This corresponds to the domain adaptation method presented [43].

For all of the transfer learning experiments the regularization parameter C of the considered

SVM-based methods is selected in {0.1,1,10,100,1000} , and the parameter p for MKTL is

chosen in {1.01,1.05,1.10,1.15,1.20,1.25,1.30,1.40,1.50} . We report the results obtained in

two settings. In one case we let no transfer choosing the best C on the target problem and we

fix that for all the other methods. In the other case we follow the strategy proposed in [50] and

let all the approaches free to select their parameter in the defined sets, showing then the best

result for each method. For p we considered both the best and the automatic value p∗ as

described in section 5.4. For no transfer, average-TL (in relation to the mapping φ(0) ) and KT,

we use the Gaussian kernel: γ is equal to the mean value of the pairwise distances among the

samples for the first two methods and is defined by cross validation on the source knowledge
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for KT.

For the domain adaptation experiments we reproduced the setup presented in section 4.3.1.

5.6.1 Binary Transfer Learning

In binary problems the task is to recognize if a test image belongs to the target object class or

not (i.e. belonging to a pre-defined background class). For these experiments we reproduced

the setup defined in chapter 3.

We selected 30 classes from the Caltech-256 dataset 2 and we considered the same four image

descriptors already used in section 3.4.2, combining here the features through concatenation.

In turns, one object class is used as target and all the 29 remaining classes are used as sources.

For each source we have two models both learned with LS-SVM and the Gaussian kernel: one

is based on a fixed pair (γ,C ) optimized over all the sources, while the other considers specific

pair of parameters different from source to source and evaluated as the best for each. The first

is used for KT while the second for prior-features and MKTL.

Each class contains 80 positive and 80 negative samples. When used as source, all the samples

of a class are considered together, while 50 positive and 50 negative images are randomly

selected to define the target test set. The target training set is defined by the remaining 30

background samples with an increasing number of positive object images from 1 to 30. This

means that in all the training steps except the last one we have an unbalanced problem and to

tackle it we modified MKTL giving different importance weights to the positive and negative

training examples, with a strategy analogous to that adopted for KT (see section 3.3.5). Here

the weights are defined as ζ+ = N−/N+ and ζ− = 1 , where N+ and N− are the number of

positive and negative samples. Both the plain version of MKTL ( ζ+ = ζ− = 1 ) and the weighted

one, indicated as MKTLw, are considered in the experiments.

The average results over all the 30 categories and 10 trials, as well as the average results for

each class, are shown in Figure 5.2. It can be observed that all the transfer learning methods

outperform the no transfer approach (p ≤ 0.01 , using the sign test). The weighted version of

MKTL achieves in general equal or better performance than KT ( p ≤ 0.02 ), while the plain

version is worse only at the beginning for less than 10 positive training samples. Since both

the source and the target problem are binary and consist of distinguishing different objects

from a common background class, we expect the prior-features to achieve high accuracy.

This is actually visible in the experimental results where prior-features is always better than

no transfer ( p ≤ 0.02 ). MKTL combines the source knowledge in prior-features with the

2. In particular we considered three classes from ten macro-categories following the ontology of the dataset.
“transportation, ground, motorized”:car-side, fire-truck, motorbike; “animal,land”: dog, horse, zebra; “ani-
mal,water”: goldfish, dolphin, killer-whale; “transportation, water”: canoe, kayak, speed-boat; “music, stringed”:
electric-guitar, harp, mandolin; “food, containers”: beer-mug, coffee-mug, teapot; “transportation, air”: airplanes,
helicopter, fighter-jet; “animals, air”’: duck, goose, swan; “plants”: bonsai, cactus, fern; “structures, buildings”:
light-house, windmill, smokestack.
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Figure 5.2 – Results obtained for binary transfer learning, when one out of 30 object categories
is used as target while all the remaining 29 classes are sources. The classification performance
is shown as a function of the number of object training images. For each class, we repeat
the experiment 10 times using different random permutations. Two different setting for the
parameter C are considered and indicated in the figure title, while always the best p is used.
From the left plot we also extracted the results class by class. For the sake of clarity, we only
report the results of no transfer, prior-feature, KT and MKTLw on these last figures.
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Figure 5.3 – Results obtained in the domain adaptation scenario on the Ninapro dataset [7].
Classification rate obtained averaging over all the subjects as a function of the number of
samples in the training set. The title of each figure indicates the the number of subjects and
hand postures considered.

new target information and it guarantees a performance as least as good as what has been

transferred. Finally average-TL performs almost as KT but it is worst for less than five positive

samples ( p ≤ 0.02 ). Compared to MKTL, the results of average-TL indicates that it is important

to properly weight the prior knowledge.

It is also interesting to look into the results obtained for each single class. In most cases

transferring gives a big advantage and this is particularly visible for the animals e.g. dog and

swan. For car-side it seems instead that the prior knowledge is not really relevant and all the

methods perform almost as no transfer. Finally fern is the only case in which prior features

and KT clearly fail to avoid negative transfer, while MKTL performs almost as no-transfer.

One possible explanation of this behavior may be that the clutter class of Caltech-256 used as

background contains many images of grass, lawn, leaves and trees which are easily confused

with fern.

5.6.2 Domain Adaptation

Our MKTL algorithm can be used directly on domain adaptation problems without any par-

ticular modification. To evaluate its behavior in this framework we re-ran the experiments

on the Ninapro data (see section 4.3.1). The prior knowledge models used as reference for

Multi-perclass-Adapt are now exploited as expert that predict on each target sample. The

outputs are then used to augment the original feature representation. We consider an increas-

ing target training set with 18 steps of 60 samples each, and for MKTL we chose the same

(γ,C ) parameters already used in the previous experiments, maintaining in this way a fair

comparison with No-Adapt and Multi-perclass-Adapt. We also fixed the sparsity parameter

according to the optimal automatic value p∗ (see section 5.4.1).

Figure 5.3 reports the results both for the case of 10 and 20 subjects performing the 6 hand
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movements plus the rest condition. The gain obtained by MKTL over the baselines is evident:

the sign test confirms that MKTL significantly outperform both Multi-perclass-Adapt (p ≤ 0.01)

and feature-replication (p ≤ 0.05). When 9 subjects are used as sources prior-features appear

to be not really informative. This changes when the number of sources increase to 19. Still the

weighted combination of prior-features and new knowledge show very high recognition rate

results, allowing to state the effectiveness of MKTL for domain adaptation problems.

5.6.3 Multiclass Transfer Learning

We consider here the case of multiclass transfer learning where the source and the target task

have different label sets. With respect to the domain adaptation setting where the correspon-

dence among the tasks could possibly guide a 1-vs-All approach (as for Multi-perclass-Adapt),

now there is no pre-defined rule in transferring. This is not a problem for a feature transfer

method as MKTL, but it is not clear how to perform model transfer for KT. In the experiments

we suppose to collect all the 1-vs-All models learned for each source set and provide them

as prior knowledge to KT that can consider a linear combination of all of them for each new

1-vs-All model on the target. We run the experiments on two different datasets.

Subset of Caltech-256. We selected nine classes as target: bonsai, sunflower, mushroom,

horse, skunk, gorilla, motorbike, snowmobile, segway. For each class we extracted a maximum

of 30 training samples and 50 testing samples. Twenty-three classes were chosen to form

four multiclass source sets with each class containing 80 samples: plants (palm-tree, cactus,

fern, hibiscus), animals (bat, bear, leopards, zebra, dolphin, killer-whale), vehicles (mountain-

bike,fire-truck, car-side, bulldozer) and mix (grapes, tomato, camel, dog, raccoon, chimp,

school-bus, touring-bike, covered-wagon).

We used different feature descriptors for each source: a combination of SIFT and LBP for both

plants and mix, SIFT for vehicles and the combination of REGCOV [174], SIFT and V1S+ [131]

for animals 3. For plants and vehicles, we concatenated the feature descriptors together, and

we used Multiclass AdaBoost [147] as learning method. For animals and mix, we computed

the Gaussian kernel for each feature descriptor, and trained SVM using the average kernel

with the 1-vs-All multiclass extension. On target samples we used the PHOG features together

with the Gaussian kernel.

For the experiments on this setting our choice of feature descriptors and source learning

methods is arbitrary as we want to show that the prior knowledge could be defined using

various cues and learning algorithms in an unconstrained way. We suppose to use the sources

as black boxes that take as input the target samples and give as output a confidence in

classification, used to augment their feature representation. Moreover, we also analyze here

what happens when the available source information increases starting with plants, animals

and vehicles and adding mix only in a second step.

3. We used the precalculated descriptors available from http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/~pgehler/projects/
iccv09/
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Figure 5.4 – Results obtained in the multiclass object categorization scenario on a subset
of Caltech-256. Classification performance is shown as a function of the number of object
training images. Each experiment is repeated for 10 times, and the average results are reported
with the corresponding standard deviation. (2 sources) indicates that we used plants and
animals as prior knowledge sets, while (3 sources) considers also mix.
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Figure 5.5 – Results obtained in the multiclass object categorization scenario on a subset
of Caltech-256. Same settings of Figure 5.4, here we show the comparison with the average
transfer solution.

The results are reported in Figure 5.4. They clearly show that MKTL has a gain in performance

with respect to no transfer and the other baseline methods, especially when the number of

training samples grows and the source knowledge increases. Here the expected higher start

effect (see section 2.2) with few training samples is not as significant as in the binary case. It

suggests that the multiclass problem is substantially more difficult compared to the binary

object categorization task. Thus, we could expect that we need more samples for each class

in order to learn the tasks. Moreover, although the performance of prior-features alone is

relatively low, MKTL still achieves significant improvement in performance by combining the

prior outputs with the new knowledge.

The results for MKTL using the p∗ parameter is comparable to the results we obtained

when choosing the best possible p . This suggests a way to eliminate one free parameter in
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Figure 5.6 – Results obtained in the multiclass object categorization scenario on the Animals
with Attributed dataset. Classification performance is shown as a function of the number of
object training images. Each experiment is repeated for 10 times, and the average results are
reported with the corresponding standard deviation. The title indicates which setting has been
chosen for the features and the parameter C .

practice. Regarding KT, it is evident that it does not improve over the no transfer baseline and

appears even worse when using the C best value chosen by no transfer (Figure 5.4 left). This

behavior might be expected considering the possible confusion among the classes created

when combining the source 1-vs-All results over the target.

By focusing on the case with all the three source sets (plants, vehicles and mix), Figure 5.5

shows the comparison of MKTL with respect to an average transfer approach. This is obtained

simply combining with equal weight the linear kernel on the prior-features and the Gaussian

kernel on the PHOG features extracted from the training samples (no transfer) and running

1-vs-All SVM. In both the two possible settings of the parameter C it is clear that MKTL

outperforms the average solution.

Animals with Attributes. We performed similar experiments on the AwA dataset. We consider

the same 10 test classes in [89] as new classes to learn 4, randomly extracting a maximum of

100 samples from each class for training and 50 samples for test. The remaining 40 classes

define a multiclass knowledge source.

We run this experiments with a specific focus on the feature choice, while keeping all the learn-

ing methods fixed and equal (SVM for source and target). We assume that for the full dataset

4. chimpanzee, giant panda, hippopotamus, humpback whale,leopard, persian cat, pig, raccoon, rat,seal.
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three feature descriptors are available: color histograms, SURF and PHOG 5. We indicate with

F1 the case in which both source and target use only PHOG. F2 is instead the case where the

prior knowledge is built with a combination of color histogram and SURF, but on the target

we consider only PHOG, again using the sources as black boxes to which the image samples

are given in input. Finally we indicate with F3 the hypothesis of all the samples in source and

target described by all the three features. Note that only for KT the source knowledge should

live in the same learning space of the target, thus for this method we built the prior models by

using the same descriptor chosen for the new target set.

The obtained results are reported in Figure 5.6. Regardless of the specific choice for the

learning parameter C , when the sources and the target are based on the same descriptor,

MKTL performs equally or only marginally better than no transfer. This is visible in the F1 and

F3 cases. Here the prior-features do not result very useful, by learning on them we obtain a

lower performance than learning from scratch. On the other hand, in case of heterogeneous

features across source and target (F2) the advantage obtained by MKTL over no transfer is

clear and it is significant even over prior-features. Here the improvement stays consistent

even after receiving 100 training samples per class. This demonstrates the higher asymptote

advantage for knowledge transfer (see section 2.2). In this particular case such an advantage is

also theoretically guaranteed by the fact that the knowledge transfer problem is solved in a

higher dimensional feature space than that used for no transfer. The same performance cannot

be expected for KT as already discussed in section 3.5.6. In all the plots MKTL outperforms the

average transfer even if the advantage is not always significative: this behavior is different with

respect to what observed in the previous set of experiments on the Caltech dataset, and it is

relevant to underline that the AwA dataset contains only animals.

Finally it is also worth mentioning that our learning algorithm, by relying on the OBSCURE

implementation, results very efficient and takes less than 1 minute to finish on the AwA dataset

with 100 training sample per categories and a 40 class source knowledge.

5.6.4 Mixing Old and New Classes

Knowledge transfer methods are usually evaluated considering disjoint source and target

problems. The source knowledge is used as reference when learning on the target, but the

final method is not challenged to distinguish the source from the target. Only few attempts

has been made in this sense, showing that if we want to exploit the similarity between old and

new knowledge, then it becomes difficult to discriminate among them [138].

Here we show that MKTL does not suffer from this drawback. We re-ran the experiment

presented in the previous section with the F2 setting and we added to the target task 5 and 10

classes randomly extracted from the source set of 40 categories. This means that in the target

task we have respectively 15 and 20 classes. Of course the samples used in the target where

not considered previously in the source.

5. We used the precalculated descriptors available from http://attributes.kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de/
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5.7. Discussion

The results shown in Figure 5.7 are coherent with that already discussed in the previous section:

MKTL still performs significantly better than no transfer and prior-features. Moreover, the

per-class results show that there is always a clear advantage in the recognition rate of the

classes already known from the source, while the new classes benefit in different extent from

the transferred knowledge.

5.7 Discussion

Despite the great variety of existing transfer learning methods in the computer vision and

machine learning literature, they all generally assume a strong control over the prior knowl-

edge, whether in the form of constraining how the models are built [59, 165], or in the way of

preserving the priors training samples [39, 43], or in the form of imposing the same feature

representation for all priors and for the new target class [43, 165]. Moreover, the vast majority

of knowledge transfer approaches are designed for binary problems discarding multiclass

tasks. However the use of source information might be beneficial especially in this setting

when the number of categories grows and it becomes harder to get enough annotated data for

training standard learning methods.

The MKTL algorithm proposed in this chapter covers these two issues: it is a multiclass

transfer learning algorithm based on unconstrained priors. We assume to have no control

on the features from which prior models are learned, nor on the learning methods used to

build the corresponding classifiers. This is achieved by using the prior knowledge as experts

evaluating the new incoming data and transferring their confidence output. These outputs

are used to augment the feature space of the new target data. The learning process is defined

by solving an optimization problem which considers both from where and how much to

transfer using a principled multiclass formulation. We modeled our learning algorithm using

the structural risk minimization principle, with a group norm regularization term which allows

us to tune the level of sparsity in the domain of the prior models. We showed that it is possible

to cast the problem within the multi-kernel learning framework, and to solve it efficiently with

off-the-shelf MKL solvers.

We showed experimentally the effectiveness of MKTL in the binary, domain adaptation and

multiclass transfer framework, even in case of partial superposition between the source and

the target task. The obtained results indicate that the best setting to use MKTL on multiclass

problems is when at least 5 training samples per class are available, in case of many prior

knowledge sources and if the source and the target features are heterogeneous.
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Figure 5.7 – Results on the Animals with Attributed dataset in case of a superposition between
the source and the target label set. Here we added samples of the source categories spider
monkey, lion, tiger, walrus, buffalo, bat, giraffe, deer, siamese cat and squirrel to the target in
two groups of five classes. We show first the average recognition rate over all the classes and
then the corresponding results per class (first the 10+5 and then the 10+10). The experiments
were run with the described F2 setting and with the C parameter chosen as the best on the
target by no transfer.
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6 Transfer Initialized Online Learning

Open ended learning is a dynamic process based on the continuous processing of new data,

guided by past experience. On one side it is helpful to take advantage of prior knowledge when

only few information on a new task is available (transfer learning). On the other, it is important

to continuously update an existing model so to exploit the new incoming data, especially if their

informative content is very different from what is already known (online learning). Generally

these two aspects of the learning process are tackled separately. In this chapter we propose a

strategy to take the best of both worlds. We present a theoretical analysis coupled with extensive

experiments on visual classification problems to show that our approach performs well in terms

of online number of training mistakes as well as in terms of performance on separate test sets.

6.1 Motivation

An efficient artificial intelligent system should be able to operate autonomously in the real

world. However, even the best system we can currently engineer is bound to fail whenever the

setting is not heavily constrained. This is because the real world is generally too nuanced, too

complicated and too unpredictable to be summarized within a limited set of specifications.

There will be inevitably novel situations and the system will always have gaps, conflicts or

ambiguities in its own knowledge and capabilities. This calls for algorithms able to support

open ended learning.

The ability to learn a new object class continuously over time has been typically addressed in

a fragmented fashion in the literature. A first component is that of transfer learning, i.e. the

ability to leverage over prior knowledge on different but related source classes when learning

a new one, especially in presence of few training data. A second component is that of being

able to update continuously the learned category, as new samples arrive sequentially. The

dominant approach in the literature here is that of online learning: predictions are made on

the fly and the model is progressively updated at each step, on the basis of the given true label.

Most of the existing transfer learning strategies are based on batch approaches and re-evaluate
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the relevance of the source knowledge for the new task every time a new target training sample

is available. This results in a considerable effort in terms of computational complexity. On the

other hand, online learning methods are usually evaluated in terms of total mistakes on the

progressively incoming samples, and data that are not in this sequence are considered irrele-

vant. However, this might result in shortsighted learning approaches with weak generalization

properties.

Here we propose to merge transfer and online learning such that each of them gets a benefit

from the other to overcome the described issues. The idea is to use prior knowledge sources

for initializing the online learning process on a new target task through transfer learning. This

has two main advantages: (1) by using a principled transfer learning process we can study

the relation between the old sources and the new target. Within this framework, few samples

might be sufficient to indicate in which part of the original space the correct solution (the best

in term of generalization capacity) should be sought; (2) it is possible to show theoretically

that a good initialization for the online learning process produces a tight mistake bound,

while empirically improving the recognition performance on an unseen test set. Globally an

expensive transfer learning approach is used only at the beginning, therefore limiting the

computational burden. Then, a fast and efficient online approach is applied.

Up to our knowledge, only [189] presents an online transfer learning method (OTL) and it is

based on ensemble learning. It builds online a prediction function on the data of the target

task and mixes it with the old prediction function learned on the source. The weights for the

combination are adjusted dynamically on the basis of a loss function which evaluates the

difference among the current prediction and the correct label of any new incoming sample.

This method does not consider the case of transfer from multiple sources and has been

analyzed only in terms of standard mistake rate.

Regarding the idea of exploiting a good initialization for online learning, it has been shown

that for recommender problems [1] and robotics applications [46] this solution is very helpful.

[144, 149] present active learning techniques which, by leveraging over different but related

source domains, get advantage on a new target, querying experts for more labeled data only

when necessary. Recently [71] introduced an online approach based on Gaussian process

regression for rapidly adapting pre-trained classifiers to a new test domain improving the

performance in face detection problems.

In the following we recap some basic elements of the online learning theory together with

the OTL approach proposed in [189], before presenting our method that we name TRansfer

initialized Online Learning (TROL, [167]).

6.2 Online Learning

We use here the notation and the general mathematical framework already introduced in the

previous chapters. We focus on binary problems in which each instance is represented by
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a vector x ∈ Rd associated to a unique label y ∈ {−1,1} and the prediction mechanism is

based on a hyperplane which divides the instance space into two parts. This hyperplane is

defined by its orthogonal vector w ∈Rd and the predicted label is given by sign(w ·x) . We will

assume without loss of generality that ‖x‖ ≤ 1 . We also consider the hinge loss `H (w ·x , y)

with margin 1 of a classifier w over an instance/label pair (x , y) .

In the online learning framework a learner is presented with a sequence of instances x t , t =
1, . . . ,T . After each instance x t , it generates the corresponding prediction. Then, the true

label yt is given to the learner, that uses this feedback to update its hypothesis for future trials.

The aim of an online algorithm is to minimize its cumulative loss on the sequence of data,

measured using an arbitrary loss function [30]. In the linear setting defined above, at each step

we estimate the hyperplane w t and predict with sign(w t ·x t ) , while the quantity w t ·x t ,

that corresponds to the distance between the instance and the hyperplane, can be roughly

seen as the confidence on the prediction.

6.2.1 The Passive Aggressive Algorithm

The Passive Aggressive algorithm (PA) was presented in [35]. It learns an online classifier

which is updated at each step minimizing an objective function that trades-off the maximum

closeness to the current classifier and the hinge loss on the most recent example 1. Starting

from an arbitrary hypothesis, w 1 , at the t−th round PA is updated solving the following

optimization problem

w t+1 = argmin
w

1

2
‖w −w t‖2 +Cξ (6.1)

subject to `H (w ·x t , yt ) ≤ ξ and ξ≥ 0 , (6.2)

that results in a simple closed form

w t+1 = w t +γt yt x t where γt = min

{
C ,
`H (w t ·x t , yt )

‖x t‖2

}
, (6.3)

and C is the aggressiveness parameter that trades-off the two quantities in (6.1). Hence the

hypothesis is updated each time there is a prediction error, or the prediction is correct but the

magnitude of the prediction is too low, i.e. the algorithm is not confident enough. When PA is

implemented in dual variables [35], each update requires the computation of γt which costs

O (t ) where t indicates the number of samples seen till that moment. Considering a full set of

T instances, the total computational complexity of PA is O (T 2) .

For PA initialized with the null vector w 1 = (0, . . . ,0) ∈Rd it is possible to prove the following

mistake bound

Theorem 1. [35] Let (x t , yt ), t = 1, . . . ,T be a sequence of examples where x t ∈ Rd , yt ∈
1. In particular we consider here the Passive Aggressive version defined as PA-I in [35] but we call it PA here for

simplicity.
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{+1,−1} and ‖x t‖ ≤ 1 for all t . Then, for any vector u ∈Rd the number of prediction mistakes

M made by PA on this sequence of examples is bounded from above by

M ≤ 2max

{
1,

1

C

}(
1

2
‖u‖2 +C

T∑
t=1

`H (u·x t , yt )

)
, (6.4)

where C is the aggressiveness parameter provided to PA.

Since u is arbitrary we can always define it as the solver of the SVM problem in batch mode

on the full set of samples seen by the online learner (the SVM objective function correspond

to the content of the round brackets in (6.4) [37]). Hence the performance of PA in terms of

mistakes over the data sequence is close to the one of a batch optimal classifier, measured

with respect to the hinge loss.

6.2.2 OTL: Online Transfer Learning

The OTL algorithm proposed in [189] is a two stages online learning approach which combines

a source classifier h(x) with a prediction function f (x) learned online on the target task.

Specifically in the first step f is learned from a sequence of samples (x t , yt ) t = 1, . . . ,T . At the

t−trial the learner receives an instance x t and the prediction function ft is updated to ft+1

according to the PA rule (6.3) with ft (x t ) = w t ·x t . Then the second step is the combination

of prior and new knowledge: the sample class label is predicted by the following ensemble

function [189]:

ŷt = sign

(
σtΠ(h(x t ))+τtΠ( ft (x t ))− 1

2

)
, (6.5)

where Π(x) = max
{
0,min

{
1, x+1

2

}}
is a normalization function. The weights are initialized as

σ1 = τ1 = 1
2 and at each step they are adjusted dynamically according to [189]

σt+1 = σt st (h)

σt st (h)+τt st ( ft )
, τt+1 = τt st ( ft )

σt st (h)+τt st ( ft )
, (6.6)

where st (g ) = exp
{−1

2`
S(Π(g (x t )),Π(yt )))

}
and `S(z, y) = (z − y)2 is the square loss function.

The proposed method originally assumes the existence of one unique source. In case of

multiple source tasks we suggest the naïve solution of averaging all the prior knowledge

models and use the mean classifier as h(x). A different possible solution consists in assigning

one weight to each source knowledge. In this case we start from σ1 =∑J
j=1σ j ,1 = τ1 = 1

2 with

σ j ,1 = 1
2J for j = 1, . . . , J and then we update the weights with

σ j ,t+1 =
σ j ,t st (h j )∑k

j=1σ j ,t st (h j )+τt st ( ft )
, τt+1 = τt st ( ft )∑k

j=1σ j ,t st (h j )+τt st ( ft )
. (6.7)

If we neglect the prior knowledge learning process, the total computational complexity of OTL
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matches the one of the online learning method used, since the cost of (6.6) (and (6.7)) is O (1) .

Thus we have O (T 2) as for PA.

Theoretical Analysis. In the particular case of one single source task the OTL algorithm

has a theoretical support given by the possibility to prove an upper bound on the number of

mistakes made during the online learning process.

Theorem 2. [189] Let us denote by M the number of mistakes made by the OTL algorithm, we

have then M bounded from above by :

M ≤ 4min
{
Σh ,Σ f

}+8ln2 , (6.8)

where Σh =∑T
t=1`

S(Π(h(x t )),Π(yt ))) and Σ f =
∑T

t=1`
S(Π( ft (x t )),Π(yt ))) .

Note that the first stage in OTL is based on the PA algorithm, that uses the hinge loss, while the

second stage uses the square loss. Hence in [189] the authors observe that, if we denote by

Mh and M f the mistake bound of the model h and ft respectively, and we assume that

`S(Π(h(x t )),Π(yt ))) ≈ 1
4 Mh and `S(Π( ft (x t )),Π(yt ))) ≈ 1

4 M f , then M ≤ min{Mh , M f }+8ln2 .

6.3 TRansfer initialized Online Learning

The main issue faced by OTL is how to combine online the source and the target knowledge

that are learned independently in an initial stage. We propose here an alternative solution for

online and transfer learning integration.

In chapter 3 we presented the KT algorithm that aims at learning the target task model w

from few examples, constraining it to be close to a linear combination of known ŵ j related

to source classes. For simplicity we report here the KT learning problem

min
w ,b

1

2

∥∥∥∥∥w −
J∑

j=1
β j ŵ j

∥∥∥∥∥
2

+ C

2

N∑
i=1

(yi −w · x i −b)2 . (6.9)

We recall that the weights β j assigned to each prior knowledge are found by minimizing∑N
i=1`

H (ỹi , yi ) subject to ‖β‖2 ≤ 1 and β j ≥ 0 , where ỹi is the leave-one-out prediction for

the i−th sample, and β= (β1, . . . ,βJ ) .

6.3.1 TROL : Fixed transfer weights

KT is a batch approach directly meant to minimize the generalization error of the obtained

target model. Since it operates in the small setting scenario, we can use it to define an hybrid

batch-online learning approach based on two phases: at the beginning N target training

samples are given as input to KT which outputs the corresponding target model, and as second
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step, this model is used to initialize the online learning process. Using PA, the updated solution

will be at each step close to the previous one: this helps keeping the advantage given by KT

together with the proper introduction of new information when necessary.

Formally, training KT on N target samples (typically N ≤ 10 ) consists in solving the optimiza-

tion problem in (6.9). The obtained model is then introduced in (6.1) as initialization ( w 1 )

when learning from the (N+1)−th training sample on. Hence the final cost is O (T 2+N 3+J N 2) ,

that for enough samples T is dominated by the complexity of PA. In other words the added

complexity of using KT on N samples is negligible.

Theoretical Analysis. With respect to PA, a good initialization model can improve the mis-

take bound. In fact we can generalize (6.4) to the case of using a w 1 different from the null

vector. In this way the number M of prediction mistakes satisfies

M ≤ 2max

{
1,

1

C

}(
1

2
‖u −w 1‖2 +C

T∑
t=1

`H (u · x t , yt )

)
. (6.10)

From this bound we have that it is possible to improve the performance of the PA algorithm,

at least in the worst case scenario, by initializing it with a classifier that is close to the optimal

one.

6.3.2 TROL+ : Update the transfer weights

The learning solution described above to integrate old and new knowledge is based on a proper

initialization of the online process. Still, the old knowledge is not directly reweighted during

the learning process. We show here that it is possible to use a simple feature augmentation

trick to have the same starting condition of TROL together with a progressive update of the

source and the target knowledge weights in time. We call this algorithm TROL+.

Given the model w 1 , we can evaluate its prediction on each new training samples as w 1·x t .

We crop the obtained value between -1 and 1 , similarly to OTL, to limit the norm of the

added dimension. The prediction is then used as the (d +1)-th element in the feature vector

descriptor of x t . So we define

x ′
t = (x t ,νt ) ∈Rd+1 where νt = max{−1,min{1, w 1·x t }} .

The samples with such a modified representation enter the PA algorithm initialized now with

w ′
1 = (0, . . . ,0,1) ∈Rd+1 . At t = 1 PA predicts with sign(w ′

1·x ′
1) = sign(ν1) while for any t the

updating rule in (6.3) results in

w ′
t+1 = w ′

t +γt yt x ′
t where γt = min

{
C ,
`H (w ′

t ·x ′
t , yt )

‖x ′
t‖2

}
, (6.11)
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and the predictions are

w ′
t · x ′

t =
t−1∑
i=1

γi yi (x i ·x t +νiνt ) . (6.12)

Hence the hyperplane w ′
t can be thought as composed of two parts, one for the old knowledge

and one for the knowledge coming from the new instances. Of course this approach can be

generalized to allow the use of J different prior models w j
1 , j = 1, . . . , J , expanding the input

vectors with J new dimensions

x ′
t = (x t ,ν1,t , . . . ,νJ ,t ) ∈Rd+J where ν j ,t = max{−1,min{1, w j

1·x t }} . (6.13)

Theoretical Analysis. From the bound (6.10), taking into account the increased dimension-

ality of the instances, we can derive directly the following

Theorem 3. [167] Let (x ′
t , yt ), t = 1, . . . ,T be a sequence of transformed instances as in (6.13),

yt ∈ {+1,−1} and ‖x t‖ ≤ 1 for all t . Then, for any vector u ∈Rd+J the number of prediction

mistakes made by TROL+ on this sequence of examples is bounded from above by

M ≤ 2max

{
(1+ J ),

1

C

}(
1

2
‖u −w ′

1‖2 +C
T∑

t=1
`H (u·x ′

t , yt )

)
, (6.14)

where C is the aggressiveness parameter provided to TROL+.

To compare this bound to the one of OTL, let us set C = 1 and use only one prior knowledge,

i.e. J = 1 . Given that the bound in (6.10) holds for any u, we can worsen (6.14) by setting

u to be the optimal one for the new knowledge alone or the prior knowledge alone. As a

consequence we have that

M ≤ 4min
{
Σh ,Σ f

}
where Σh =

T∑
t=1

`H (vt , yt ) ≤
T∑

t=1
`H (w1·x t , yt )

and Σ f = min
u

1

2
‖u‖2 +

T∑
t=1

`H (u·x t , yt ) . (6.15)

Hence, as in OTL, the performance of TROL+ is always close to the best between the perfor-

mance of the prior and the performance of the best batch classifier over the new knowledge.

However here we have the hinge loss `H and not the square loss `S as in OTL. It is known

that the first one approximates the real 0/1 loss better than the second [17, 140]. Moreover, as

discussed in section 6.2.2, the OTL bounds does not directly link the performance to the two

stages of the algorithm. On the other hand, TROL+ integrates the prior knowledge directly in

the target learning process in one unique layer. Another difference with OTL is that TROL+

will make only a finite number of mistakes if there is an hyperplane u that correctly classifies
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Figure 6.1 – Single source experiments: pairs of classes with increasing relatedness from
left to right, as empirically shown by the growing advantage of KT over no transfer. Top
line: recognition rate results on the test set plotted as a function of the number of training
samples. Bottom line: corresponding rate of mistakes for the online learning methods. Here
the performance of PA is always much worse than the considered methods so we neglect the
corresponding line in the plots for the sake of clarity.

all the samples. In the next section we will show that this theoretical advantage is also evident

in the empirical experiments.

6.4 Experiments

We performed experiments on visual object classification problems using the Caltech-256

dataset and following the setting already defined in chapter 3. Feature-wise, we used the

publicly available SIFT descriptors of [61]. The training/test set for each class consisted of

60/100 samples. Each set contains an equal number of positive (object class) and negative

(background) examples. We considered 10 random orderings of the samples for each class and

we present the average results on all these splits both in terms of the average error rate for the

online methods and of the recognition rate produced by the current training solution on the

test set. The training set is organized such that any positive sample is always followed by a

negative one and vice-versa. For all experiments we used the Gaussian kernel fixing γ to the

mean of the pairwise distances among the samples. For the particular feature augmentation

technique used in TROL+, we considered the linear combination of two kernels (K1 +K2)

where the first is Gaussian and deals with the SIFT feature descriptor, the second is a linear

kernel applied on the extra feature elements obtained by the prediction of the priors.
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Figure 6.2 – Four unrelated classes: airplanes, motorbikes, faces and leopards. Top left: recog-
nition rate results on the test set plotted as a function of the number of training samples. Top
right: corresponding rate of mistakes for the online learning methods. Second row: value of
the weights given to source (S) and target (T) knowledge by the OTL-related methods for one
split. The line “M-OTL (S)” corresponds to the sum of all the weights separately given to the
sources. The stars indicate the weight given to each of the source classes by KT and used in the
input model to TR-OTL.

We benchmarked TROL and TROL+ against PA trained on the target samples, KT and OTL,

where in case of multiple priors we considered the average of all the available models as source

classifier. We also defined other three baselines:

no transfer : this is a batch strategy corresponding to learning using only the target data.

LS-SVM is applied on the available set of training samples at each step.

M-OTL : this is our modified version of OTL able to assign a different weight to each prior

knowledge in case of multiple sources, with the update rule defined in (6.7).

TR-OTL : this method considers as source knowledge for OTL the same KT output that we use

as initialization in TROL and TROL+.

All the online techniques initialized with KT use its output model learned over N = 6 training

images, corresponding to three positive and three negative samples. All the source models

have been learned with LS-SVM. The value of the C parameter is chosen by cross validation on

the sources and we used the same for the batch methods ( KT and no transfer) applied on the

new task. The C value for all the online methods is instead fixed to 1.
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Figure 6.3 – Recognition rate results on the test set plotted as a function of the number of
training samples and corresponding average error rate for the online methods on the whole
Caltech-256 dataset. All the results are obtained as average over each of the classes considered
as target task with the remaining 255 used as sources.

6.4.1 Single source

We ran a first group of experiments considering the case of a single available source, the same

setting in which OTL was originally presented and evaluated. We considered different pairs

of classes chosen inside the macro categories defined by the dataset taxonomy (e.g. related

objects in food-containers) or extracted randomly. For all the pairs we considered one of the

classes as target task and the other as source knowledge, repeating the experiments twice

switching the role of the two classes. Three representative results are reported in Figure 6.1. For

the unrelated pair fireworks-treadmill (left column), TROL and TROL+ matches the recognition

performance of the corresponding no transfer online learning method PA, while OTL and

TR-OTL suffer from negative transfer. The case schoolbus-dog (middle column) represents

an intermediate condition, where transfer learning can be helpful. Here TROL and TROL+

present a small advantage over TR-OTL in terms of recognition on the test set, while TROL+

and TR-OTL show the best mistake rate performance. Finally for coffee-mugs and beer-mugs

(right column) all the transfer learning methods perform much better than learning from

scratch with a particular advantage of TROL+ in terms of online mistake rate.

In general we can state that initializing the online learning process with KT is always beneficial

and produces better results with respect to OTL and learning from scratch with PA. In terms

of recognition rate on a new test set the performance of TROL is always comparable or only

slightly worse than what can be gathered with the batch KT method.

6.4.2 Multiple sources

We focus here on the case where multiple priors are available. Figure 6.2 shows the results

on a group of four unrelated classes (originally used in [57]). Each of them is considered in

turn as target task while the remaining ones define three source knowledge sets. Despite the

difference among the object categories, KT is able to define a good combination of priors

and exploits it when learning on the target, obtaining extremely good results in classification.
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All the online methods initialized with KT (TROL, TROL+, TR-OTL) matche the recognition

performance of the batch transfer method after 10 training samples. OTL considering the

average source knowledge shows instead negative transfer. The corresponding M-OTL version,

based on different weights for each source classifier, does not have any advantage with respect

to learning from scratch (PA), but at least it is not worse. TROL, TROL+ and TR-OTL have the

best performance with respect to all the other baselines in terms of average rate of mistakes.

A special remark is necessary here for the method named TROL+(priors). This refers to the

case in which each prior knowledge model is considered as a separate source, so we are

augmenting the feature space with J = 3 new elements. This method outperforms OTL and

M-OTL both in terms of mistake rate and recognition on the test set, roughly matching the

batch performances of KT after 20 training samples.

The four plots on the second row in Figure 6.2 show how the weights given to source and target

knowledge change in the OTL-related methods. The information obtained as output from KT,

used as source in TR-OTL, maintains a high weight in time. This demonstrates its usefulness

for the learning process. We also see that the source knowledge loses its importance in time,

or show a small weight, for OTL and M-OTL.

Figure 6.3 presents the results for the full Caltech-256 dataset. Here the online method TROL

performs as the batch algorithm KT and shows the best results with respect to all the other

baselines in terms of mistake rate. Both OTL and TR-OTL do not seem able to use properly

the new information given by the incoming training samples, showing almost a flat perfor-

mance on the test set. We see again the good results of TROL+(priors) that, directly using and

reweighting multiple priors outperforms OTL and M-OTL, and matches TR-OTL in terms of

average error rate with 60 training samples.

6.5 Conclusion and Discussion

We addressed the issue of open ended learning of visual categories and we proposed an

approach based on the combination of our KT algorithm with online learning. It results into a

method where the available source knowledge is used in a principled manner to initialize the

online learning process. This allows us to use the potentiality of the transfer method without

paying the computational cost of a batch approach, possibly limited to an initial budget.

If TROL builds directly over KT, the variant TROL+, that considers a feature augmentation

approach, is actually related to MKTL as presented in chapter 5. The value of the proposed

solutions is demonstrated both theoretically by the derived mistake bounds, and empirically

by the experimental results both in terms of error rate on the training sequence and on an

unseen test set.

Although our online transfer approaches appear promising on visual object categorization

problems, to fully analyze their potential it would be interesting to consider an experimental

testbed where the data present a clear concept drift with gradual changes in time. One possible
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scenario could be that of video streams such as images from surveillance cameras.
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7 Multi-task Unaligned Shared Knowl-
edge Transfer

Many visual data resources have been created for research purposes in the last years. Each one

presents a specific focus which ranges from object classification, detection and segmentation to

scene categorization, and learning with captions or attributes. Despite the particular goal that

motivated their authors, all these collections aim at representing the real world and consequently

the distribution of the object categories depicted in the images is not uniform. Some classes are

frequent and usually shared across the datasets, others are rare and considered only in some

of them. Moreover the shared classes, although presenting some general aspect in common,

suffer from biases related to the collection process. Being able to use those existing resources for

real applications means facing a multi-task problem over data with unaligned label sets, and

combine domain adaptation with knowledge transfer to exploit the extracted information on

a new task. We propose here an image representation that decomposes orthogonally into two

subspaces: a part specific to each dataset and a part generic to, and therefore shared between,

all the considered source sets. Through experiments on five public datasets we show that our

approach allows cross-datasets generalization.

7.1 Motivation

The long standing ambition of the visual recognition community is to enable artificial visual

systems to recognize reliably not only specific instances of a category, such as my car, but

cars in general. Many visual databases (e.g. Caltech-101 [58], PASCAL VOC [53], Animals with

Attributes [89], ImageNet [47]) have been created to support such quest. However, recent

studies [169, 129] have questioned if the results obtained so far are a reliable indicator of real

generalization abilities. Indeed, it seems that high performance on a data collection often does

not reflect on the ability to classify correctly the same classes, imaged in another dataset.

One of the main reasons behind this problem is the data selection bias [169]: images con-

tained in two databases under the same category label can represent instead different related

subcategories, e.g. in ImageNet the class car has a strong preference for race cars. Conversely

(category label bias [169]), it might happen that different labels are used for the same type of
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.1 – (a) An example of the data selection bias; (b) An example of the category label bias
(AwA refers to Animal with Attributes).

object, e.g. the class dog in PASCAL VOC presents images of collie and german shepherd breed

dogs that correspond instead to two separate classes in Animals with Attributes (see Figure

7.1).

When looking at the disappointing cross-dataset generalization results reported in [169]

keeping in mind the biases described above, one could formulate an hypothesis: a classifier

trained on a specific dataset learns, for each object class, a model containing some generic

knowledge about the semantic categorical problem, and some specific knowledge about the

bias contained into that dataset. For example for the object category car, a classifier trained

on ImageNet would learn a racing car model. Still, the specific ability to classify correctly race

cars implies having some knowledge about the general category car.

Issues arise even when focusing only on common classes across multiple existing datasets, as

their label name is not sufficient to select and align them. It is necessary to inspect visually their

content or use a pre-defined hierarchical ontology (like Wordnet [153]). Moreover, analyzing

one class at a time implies the definition of binary problems where the negative class is

obtained by sampling from the remaining set of classes, specific to each database. Thus, the

definition of what an object is not is intrinsically biased (negative bias [169]).

In this chapter we propose a method to overcome these issues. We exploit existing visual

datasets preserving their multiclass structure and relying on the fact that they are many: each

of them presents specific characteristics, but all together they cover different nuances of

the real world. As the data are not uniformly distributed [145], it often happens that some

classes overlap across the datasets, giving us the possibility to learn on them decoupling

explicitly the generic and specific knowledge. Our Multi-task Unaligned Shared knowledge

Transfer (MUST, [168]) algorithm learns jointly a shared and a private image representation

from multiple datasets, and then transfers the common information when training on a new

dataset. Considering an heterogeneous learning condition, we show that it is even possible to

exploit features previously proposed, pre-computed and publicly available for download for
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Figure 7.2 – Schematic representation of the MUST algorithm [168]: shared and private infor-
mation are extracted from two existing datasets (AwA stands for Animals with Attributes). The
shared knowledge is then transferred to solve a new multiclass problem on a different dataset.
Notice that no explicit alignment is requested between dalmatian and dog classes.

each dataset.

This approach faces the dataset bias [169] without restricting it to binary problems, tackling

directly the realistic setting of multiclass tasks with heterogeneous features: often the biases

are induced by a specific research focus which turns in some features being more appropriate

for some databases. Moreover we define a leave-one-dataset-out experimental setup over five

existing datasets (Caltech-101, PASCAL VOC 07, MSRCORID, Animal with Attributes and CIFAR

100) that can be considered a valid test bed for any cross-dataset generalization method.

7.2 Problem Statement

Let’s consider the problem of learning a classifier on a target task t when J source tasks are

available, in the hypothesis of a domain shift across them and partial overlapping label sets.

The difference in the domains can be caused by both a distribution mismatch and by different

feature descriptors.

Our aim is to be able to extract general information from all the sources in multi-task fashion,

and to use it when learning on a new target. We expect a general advantage both on the known

categories, as in domain adaptation, and on new ones as in transfer learning. Thus we define

an approach that fits in the global framework of all the mentioned methods, while at the

same time covering issues orthogonal across all of them. With respect to classical multi-task

learning, we break the symmetry adding a transfer part to a target problem. At the same time,

we overcome the transfer learning issue of evaluating the task relatedness leveraging on the

possibility to extract a common useful knowledge from multiple sources. Finally, we go beyond
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domain adaptation which does not cover the case of completely new classes in the target

task. Moreover, considering multiple sources (with possibly different features) we show that

the hypothesis of relying on a flat average knowledge is not helpful in the case of tasks with

partially overlapping label sets.

We pursue our goal by defining a method that allows us to exploit existing visual resources with

a minimal effort every time we would like to learn on a new multiclass problem. The effort is

low in three aspects: (1) we do not need to know explicitly which classes are present in each

task and therefore, no manual alignment is necessary, (2) we do not need to keep the source

data when learning on the target, (3) we leverage over multiple sources regardless of their

feature space. MUST is inspired by recent research on finding shared and private projections

[146, 93, 72] for multi-view setting. In problems where multiple modalities or multiple views

of the same data are available, it has proven useful to factorize the information and learn

separate latent spaces for modeling the shared (correlated) and private (independent) parts of

the data. Recently, [125] exploited this notion in the context of multi-task learning.

7.3 Formulation

Starting from the availability of multiple visual object datasets, our goal is to use them to learn

a projection function that maps the data points into one shared and several private latent

spaces with an orthogonality constraint between them. We can then transfer the knowledge

encoded in the shared space to a new dataset and use the available training samples to learn

only the remaining private orthogonal part (see Figure 7.2). The new problem will benefit from

this approach only if the shared space captures generic, non-dataset-specific, information

which we will call common sense.

More formally, we are given J sets of N j observed data points, D j = {(x j
1, y j

1 ), . . . , (x j
N j

, y j
N j

)} ⊂
X j ×Y j for j = 1, . . . , J . Here we use X j and Y j to denote the input space and output

space of the j -th dataset. For the purpose of explaining the key idea, we assume that the

same representation is used for all the datasets, thus all of them have the same dimensionality,

X j = Rd for all j . We discuss the more general case of each dataset admitting its own

representation, and therefore living in a different dimensional space in section 7.4. We further

require some overlap in the output spaces, i.e. Y i ∩Y k 6= ; for all (i ,k) ∈ {1, . . . , J }. The

existence of such partial superposition in the label sets allows us to introduce the notion of

common sense as generic knowledge among the tasks. It is important to underline that we

want to define an approach which does not require explicit label correspondences among

datasets, and we are interested in models that do not build those correspondences as an

intermediate learning step.

We seek functions

g j :Rd →RD for j = 1, . . . , J , (7.1)
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which project the original space into a novel one with potentially much smaller dimension

D ¿ d . We assume a linear parametrization of the functions and an additive model for the

shared-private spaces. Thus, the projection functions admit the following form

g j (x j ) := (P j +Ps)x j (7.2)

for a private projection matrix over the j -th dataset P j ∈ RD×d , and a shared projection

matrix Ps ∈RD×d . We learn those matrices based on the folk-wisdom principle [63, 179] of

pulling objects or data samples together if they are of the same type (keeping your friends

close), and pushing them apart if they are not (keeping your enemies far away). This principle

is formalized by the regularized risk functional described in the following section.

7.3.1 Regularized Risk Functional

We want to learn a transformation over the data by minimizing a function which penalizes

large distances between samples of the same class, and small distances between samples with

non-matching class labels. We assume that for each sample, it is possible to identify a set of

genuine neighbors or friends. The notation i ∼ k is used to indicate that x i and xk are friends

as belonging to the same class, and the notation i 6∼ l describes that x i and x l are enemies as

associated to different class labels. Our optimization problem has the following form:

min
Ps

P1,...,J

ηΩ(P j )+γΩ(Ps)+
J∑

j=1

∑
i∼k

d 2
j (x j

i , x j
k )+ ∑

i∼k
i 6∼l

max
{

0,1+d 2
j (x j

i , x j
k )−d 2

j (x j
i , x j

l )
}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Loss(·)

(7.3)

subject to P>
s P j = 0 for all j = 1, . . . , J ,

where d 2
j (x j

i , x j
k ) := ‖(P j +Ps)(x j

i − x j
k )‖2 is the squared distance in the projected space. In

(7.3), Loss(·) is the loss function, Ω(·) is a regularizer on the projection matrices, and the

trade-off variables η and λ control the relative influence of loss and regularization terms.

For Ω(·) , one typically chooses the L2 norm, or the L1 norm if one wants to induce sparsity

in the projection matrices. The loss function consists of two terms: the first requires small

distances among friend samples, while the second asks that the distance between each sample

and its enemies is a unit greater than the corresponding distance to the friends. Finally, the

constraints ensure that the inferred shared space is orthogonal to each of the private spaces.

Given a new dataset of Nt observed data points Dt = {(x t
1, y t

1), . . . , (x t
Nt

, y t
Nt

)} ⊂Rd ×Y t with

Y t ∩ ( ∪
j=1,...,J

Y j ) 6= ; we want to learn its specific representation while enforcing it to be

orthogonal to the common sense obtained from the previous J datasets.

This corresponds to finding a private projection matrix Pt given the shared projection matrix
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Ps , and can be expressed with the following optimization problem:

min
Pt

ηΩ(Pt )+ ∑
i∼k

d 2
t (x t

i , x t
k )+ ∑

i∼k
i 6∼l

max
{
0,1+d 2

t (x t
i , x t

k )−d 2
t (x t

i , x t
l )

}
(7.4)

subject to P>
s Pt = 0,

where d 2
t (x t

i , x t
k ) := ‖(Pt +Ps)(x t

i −x t
k )‖2. Intuitively, whenever the common sense knowledge

given by Ps is sufficient to enforce the folk-wisdom principle, there is no penalty incurred

in (7.4). The learning capacity of the private projection matrix Pt can thus be focused on

those hard cases specific to this new dataset. In the following section, we go on describing the

methods to optimize problems (7.3) and (7.4).

7.3.2 Optimization

The optimization problem (7.3) (and (7.4) likewise) is non-convex with respect to the projec-

tion matrices Ps ,P1, . . . ,J , thus it is hard to optimize. However, [179] and more recently

[125] presented two ideas to turn a problem analogous to (7.3) into a convex optimiza-

tion problem through semi-definite programming (SDP). The first idea is to replace the

second term of the loss function, with a soft margin constraint. This is achieved by intro-

ducing a non-negative slack variable ξi kl for every pair of friends and enemies such that

d 2
j (x j

i , x j
l )−d 2

j (x j
i , x j

k ) ≥ 1−ξi kl . In this way we allow the samples to have the distance to their

enemies less than a unit greater than the distance to their friends. To prevent this behavior

from occurring often, there is a budget on the slack variables
∑

i∼k
i 6∼l

ξi kl that needs to be

minimized. The second intuition is to substitute the optimization over the projection matrix

P with the optimization over the corresponding metric M := P>P , therefore imposing a

semi-definite constraint on M º 0 .

Weinberger and Saul [179] described a convex solver based on alternating sub-gradient descent

methods for their learning problem re-formulated according to the introduced tricks. Recently,

Kleiner, Rahimi, and Jordan [82] devised an approach to tackle SDPs by repeatedly solving

randomly generated optimization problems over two-dimensional subcones of the PSD cone.

This approach produces only approximate solutions due to randomization, but it scales to

number of samples orders of magnitude larger than have previously been possible. Here, we

show that the same solvers can still be used for our constrained problem as the linearity and

additive model assumptions allow us to write

d 2
j (x j

i , x j
k ) = ‖(P j +Ps)(x j

i −x j
k )‖2 (7.5)

= ‖P j (x j
i −x j

k )‖2 +‖Ps(x j
i −x j

k )‖2 ,

and its analogous for d 2
t (x t

i , x t
k ) . The last equality follows directly from our orthogonality

assumptions. Note that ‖Ps(x t
i −x t

j )‖2 is fixed for each set of neighbors and thus can be pre-

computed. Here, we use the solver presented in [179]. The full method MUST is summarized
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in Appendix in Algorithm 6.

7.4 Heterogeneous Features for Multiple Datasets

We now consider the case where each of the given J datasets lies in its own feature space,

that is X j =Rd j for j = 1, . . . , J . This setting easily appears since most of the visual datasets

are released together with their own pre-extracted features. For this heterogeneous problem,

we seek additional projection functions f j : Rd j → Rd that map all inputs from different

databases to an intermediate space in addition to finding the shared and private metrics. We

assume a linear parametrization for these functions f j := W j x j
i where W j ∈ Rd×d j is the

projection matrix for the j -th dataset. Our heterogeneous distance with the orthogonality

constraint between shared and private spaces made explicit is:

d̂ 2
j (x j

i , x j
k ) = (W j (x j

i −x j
k ))>(P>

j P j +P>
s Ps)(W j (x j

i −x j
k )) (7.6)

= trace(MsW j v j
i k v j>

i k W >
j )+ trace(M j W j v j

i k v j>
i k W >

j )

with Ms º 0 and M j º 0,

where v j
i k = (x j

i − x j
k ) . We use the above distance function as a drop-in replacement to the

problem in (7.3). Thus the optimization will be over the projection matrices W j s and over

the metrics Ms , M j s. Similarly to the homogeneous case, given a new dataset, we will solve

the optimization problem in (7.4), but now an additional projection matrix ft :Rdt →Rd that

brings the new datasets to the same intermediate space of the old training datasets has also to

be found.

Optimization. The optimization problem in (7.3) with the modified distance function

d̂ 2
j (x j

i , x j
k ) is convex with respect to the metrics given all the projection matrices W j s, and

is non-convex with respect to the projection matrices given the shared and private metrics

Ms and M j . We pursue an alternating approach: fix all the projection matrices and solve

the shared and private metrics Ms and M j with [179]; subsequently, fix the metrics and

optimize all the projection matrices W j s with fast sub-gradient descent algorithm. Here we

use nonsmooth BFGS [95]. The heterogeneous version of our method (MUST-HET [168]) is

summarized in Appendix in Algorithm 7.

7.5 Experiments

We present here two groups of experiments designed to study how MUST performs on cross-

database generalization problems both in the case with all sets having the same feature

representation (homogeneous setting, Section 7.5.1) and when each of the datasets lies in its

own feature space (heterogeneous setting, Section 7.5.2). To this purpose, we selected five

visual object databases which are actively used in present computer vision research and have

some partial overlap in the label space: Caltech-101 [58] with 101 class labels, PASCAL VOC 07
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Classes
Caltech PASCAL

MSRCORID AwA
CIFAR

101 VOC 07 100

car X X X
elephant X X X

bottle X X
butterfly X X

cloud X X
dalmatian X X

horse X X X
bicycle X X
sheep X X X

motorbike X X X
chandelier X

grand piano X
potted plant X

boat X
chimneys X

doors X
walrus X
giraffe X

mushrooms X
wardrobe X
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Figure 7.3 – Visual object classification across different datasets using the same feature. Top:
(left) the table describing the experimental setup, (right) plot of the average results on five
datasets. Bottom: separate results on each target dataset. Results over 10 repetitions for all
methods except Union with 5 repetitions due to high computational demand.

[53] with 20 class labels, MSRCORID [114] with 20 class labels, Animals with Attributes (AwA)

[89] with 50 class labels, and CIFAR 100 [85] with 100 class labels. We applied a one-dataset-out

strategy, extracting the general knowledge from four datasets and giving the chance to each

database in turn to be used as a new problem.

7.5.1 Homogeneous setting

For the homogeneous experiments we extracted Gist features [118] (descriptor vector dimen-

sion d j = dt = 320 ) from the images converted to grayscale and ran metric learning on the

sources with 15 genuine neighbors, both considering the multi-task approach (using [125])

and keeping the task separated (using [179]). We considered D = d j and we fixed the maxi-

mum number of enemies to a very high value (106), letting the algorithm almost free to find

all the active neighbors belonging to a different class. A first set of experiments was run on a

subset of the listed datasets described in Figure 7.3 (top, left): each dataset has a partial class

overlapping with the others and two completely new categories. Here for each source database

we have randomly chosen 90/30/30 samples per class for training, validation and test. For the

new target database we fixed a test set of 50 samples and considered an increasing number

of available training samples N = {10,20,30,40,50} . Only for Caltech-101 we reduced the

described sets respectively to 30/10/10 and we used 10 samples as test set, due to the smaller
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number of available data per class. We repeated the experiments with 10 random splits of the

data.

The performance of MUST is compared to four baselines, two corresponding to learning from

scratch and two exploiting the shared knowledge with naïve transfer approaches:

scratch : we used the Identity as projection matrix (Euclidean metric);

scratch+metric : we learn a metric from the available new training data (with [179]);

Ps : the shared projection matrix Ps learned on multiple datasets is applied on the new one;

Average : private projection matrices P j are learned separately (with [179]) on each database

supposing no sharing, they are then averaged and the obtained mean matrix is applied on the

new dataset.

We can in principle combine all the samples from the visual datasets. This simple solution,

apart from suffering for an explosion in the number of data, requires an explicit alignment

procedure to be sure that all the samples with the same label in different datasets are combined

together to form a unique final class. Moreover, as pointed out by [169], the dataset bias is an

inherent problem that cannot be solved by simply mixing the available samples. However, as a

reference to the results that could be obtained in this setting, we ran metric learning [179] on

the Union of all the training data. All the final classification are performed using K-Nearest

Neighbor with K = 15 (K = 8 used only for the experiments with 10 training samples).

From the results in Figure 7.3 we can state that averaging over all the sources does not directly

provide a good solution for the target problem. On the other hand, when only few training

samples are available (10-20), by learning on them we get just slightly better performance

with respect to using directly the general knowledge in Ps . However, when the number of

samples increases, Ps is no longer enough by itself to solve the learning problem on the

new task. Finally, inferring the specific private knowledge on the new dataset and combining

it with the shared common sense with our MUST algorithm always improves the average

classification performance. By looking closely at the results on each new dataset, MUST mostly

improves but never degrades the performance in comparison to not utilizing the available

sources (scratch+metric in the plot).

Figure 7.4 shows some examples of the images in the target set of the described experiments.

The visual appearance of objects misclassified by Ps but correctly recognized by MUST,

indicates that MUST captures the bias of the specific target dataset. In particular, when using

as source the dataset Caltech-101 and MSRCORID, the obtained general knowledge helps if

the depicted target object is in the center of the image and fully visible. Specific knowledge is

instead necessary in case of objects with very small dimensions, cluttered scenes and partial

views, typical of the PASCAL VOC 07 and AwA datasets.

We also performed a second set of experiments considering all the available classes in each

dataset. We defined 10 splits randomly extracting 20/10 train/test samples from each class
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Ps , MUST MUST

PASCAL
VOC 07

AwA

Figure 7.4 – Some examples of the images from the target test set of PASCAL VOC 07 class car
and AwA class dalmatian. The second column of the table contains images classified correctly
both when using only the shared projection matrix Ps and MUST. Instead the third column
contains images that are misclassified with Ps but correctly recognized when the specific
representation is combined to the common sense with MUST. Red circles have been drawn
around the objects only for the sake of clarity to indicate their position: more than one instance
can be present in each image.

of the target task dataset, 15 genuine neighbors and 100 enemies. The obtained results are

reported in Table 7.1. Since the test set changes at each run, the standard deviations are only

barely indicative. We evaluated the difference between scratch+metric and MUST separately

for all the splits: the sign test [62] on the obtained output confirms that MUST significantly

outperforms scratch+metric with p ≤ 0.05. There is only one exception for AwA, the animals

are highly confused among each other and in this case it is probably necessary to increase the

number of enemies in the method to reach significant results.

target scratch+metric (%) Ps(%) Average (%) MUST (%)
Caltech 101 65.69±0.99 70.66±1.87 75.35±1.56 62.55±1.08

Pascal VOC07 84.94±3.14 84.50±2.15 85.38±3.42 80.66±2.12
MSRCORID 45.80±4.26 51.79±2.73 52.59±2.93 40.24±3.11

AwA 94.02±1.20 93.98±0.84 94.24±1.11 92.32±1.18
CIFAR 100 90.91±0.97 87.84±1.06 92.76±0.80 87.48±0.78

overall 76.27 77.75 80.06 72.65

Table 7.1 – Error rate results obtained on the single-view experiments considering all the
classes of each dataset: the lower the better. The last row reports the average result over all the
datasets.
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7.5. Experiments

7.5.2 Heterogeneous setting

In the heterogeneous setting we considered different features for each dataset. We used bag of

words SIFT features 1 for Caltech-101 ( d j = 300 ), Hue color histogram 2 for PASCAL VOC07

( d j = 300 ), the already calculated Gist for MSRCORID ( d j = 320 ) and PHOG features 3 for

AwA ( d j = 252 ). Finally we calculated PHOG for CIFAR ( d j = 600 ) but choosing different

parameters with respect to the features used for AwA. We ran the experiments on the same

data subset described above (Figure 7.3 (top, left)): we applied PCA separately on the multiple

tasks to project all of them in the same dimensional space with d = {10,50} before running

the metric learning process (we keep D = d ) to define the shared knowledge. On the novel

dataset, we can again use PCA and proceed with MUST to learn the specific metric, or we can

activate the optimization for the projection matrix W . We consider the first approach as a

reference baseline and compare with MUST-HET.

The number of genuine neighbors and enemies for these experiments are fixed to 3 to infer

the general and specific knowledge on each task and to 5 for learning the projections from

the heterogeneous features to the common space. These choices are done on the basis of

two considerations. First, we want a good balance between computational cost and accuracy

performance. Further, we aim to put a little more emphasis on retaining dataset-specific

characteristics before inferring the shared knowledge in successive iterations. The last point

lead us also to observe that for the heterogeneous problem, it is beneficial to have a dataset

specific constant in (7.3) and (7.4) when enforcing the large difference between friends and

enemies. Thus we substituted the value 1 in the second term of the loss function with the

median of the squared pairwise distances in each dataset own feature space.

The results reported in Figure 7.5 show that on average MUST-HET is more suitable for the

heterogeneous problem than the original MUST. Looking at the single target results, the

advantage given by learning the projection matrix Wt is more evident the smaller is the

dimension D . We also notice that MUST-HET performs always better (or at least equal) than

MUST with one only exception when CIFAR 100 is used as target task with D = 50 . We believe

that in this particular case the combination of general and specific knowledge should be better

weighted giving more importance to the common sense. This explanation is corroborated

by the single-view CIFAR 100 results (Figure 7.3, bottom right) that show an initial abnormal

increasing behavior for the scratch+metric baseline when the number of available training

samples grows, while exploiting the common knowledge together with the specific one we get

the best results.

1. available from http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/~pgehler/projects/iccv09/
2. DenseHueV3H1 available from http://lear.inrialpes.fr/people/guillaumin/data.php
3. available from http://attributes.kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de/
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Figure 7.5 – Top: average error rate results on the five datasets considering the projection of
all the different features to a space of dimension D = 10 (left) and D = 50 (right). Middle:
separate results on each target datasets over 10 repetitions for D = 10 . Bottom: separate
results on each target datasets over 10 repetitions for D = 50 . All the reported error rates
for MUST-HET correspond to the best results obtained over the multiple iterations of the
alternating optimization process.

7.6 Conclusion and Discussion

Exploiting existing resources in terms of pre-collected visual datasets when learning on a new

multiclass problem should be a must. This asks for learning algorithms able to overcome the

dataset bias problem and at the same time suggests an alternative solution to the need of

building a unique large scale dataset.

We presented here our MUST algorithm: it decomposes each datasets into two orthogonal

subspaces, one specific and one shared between all of them. Then the common information

is transferred to help on a new task. On average, MUST always demonstrates cross-dataset

generalization, assessed via a one-dataset-out strategy.

The proposed idea has been fully analyzed in the metric learning framework by using KNN.

To assess its generality, it would be interesting to cast it into state-of-the-art kernel learning

methods. In this respect we can make some preliminary considerations.

The first is about the comparison of MUST with the well known multi-task SVM method
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7.6. Conclusion and Discussion

presented in [54] and a very recent approach for the dataset bias problem proposed in [80].

Both the strategies consider the combination of a specific and a common discriminative

model across several tasks: in [54] the common model is only used to share information while

in [80] it is also constrained to perform well on any task on its own. However, being based

on SVM, they both present a direct correspondence between one class and one model which

makes them intrinsically limited to binary problems. Any multiclass extension would need

tasks with identical sets of classes or would anyway require side-information about the label

correspondence. By relying on metric learning, MUST overcomes the constraints of the SVM

multiclass solutions, taking at the same time advantage of the max-margin framework by

exploiting a formulation similar to that proposed in [179].

As second remark, we notice that the final outputs of MUST are a generic and a specific

metric that can be used in a second stage for any method that requires distance computations

between the samples, including kernel learning approaches. However it must be noticed

that the first and the second phase in such a solution would have different goals: optimizing

the distances among samples for KNN in the first case, and optimizing the margin for linear

classification in the second. This drawback could be possibly overcome by establishing a

theoretical link between the learned metric and its performance in classification by following

the idea in [13].

Finally we presented MUST restricting the formulation to linear projection functions. However,

the full method may be kernelized by building on the solutions already presented in [179] and

[109].

A general comment is also necessary about the difference of MUST and our MKTL method

presented in chapter 5. Both can be defined as feature transfer methods and are able to

exploit heterogeneous sources of information. However the form of the sources is different.

For MKTL the prior knowledge actually consists in black box experts declaring their opinion

on any new sample. In this sense, the target learning process relies on the confidence of

each expert, independently from how its knowledge was built and considering all the experts

separately. MUST instead, exploits the consensus of multiple experts in the definition of

the shared source knowledge and store details about their different opinions in the specific

metric, by relying directly on the available samples. An experimental comparison on the

presented homogeneous setup showed a rough equivalence of the results produced by MKTL

and MUST, but a more detailed analysis is necessary to evaluate their relative positive and

negative aspects.

To conclude, we stress that the aim of the work described in this chapter was mainly to present

an efficient idea to attack the dataset bias problem and allow cross-database generalization.

We didn’t target the next state of the art accuracy on any of the considered databases, but

rather we wanted to show that, in spite of the bias afflicting each of them, they do all carry a

useful knowledge which is learnable and exploitable. Besides showing encouraging results, we

have clearly only touched the surface of possibilities to be explored.
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8 Conclusion and Perspective

This chapter summarizes the main results and contributions presented in this thesis, discusses

the open issues and sketches possible future directions of research.

8.1 Summary

The ability to transfer information from one context to another that shares similar characteris-

tics is a hallmark of human intelligence. We rapidly learn many kind of regularities and we

recognize them when facing new problems. As a consequence we are able to re-use relevant

knowledge from previous learning experience and make reliable inductive inferences even

after a brief exposure to a single example. This indicates that we learn to learn, progressively

finding out how to generalize across many learning tasks.

By analyzing the current state-of-the-art categorization methods, it is clear that many machine

learning approaches based on a large amount of samples reach impressive results on difficult

datasets [53, 128]. However, most of them traditionally address each learning task in isolation

and provide very few guarantees when only a small amount of training samples is available,

or more in general, if there is a mismatch between the training and the testing distribution

[169, 129].

The purpose of this thesis has been to start closing the gap between human and artificial

intelligence systems by developing principled methods able to exploit prior knowledge and

boost the learning process. Our main contribution consists in defining adaptive methods that

determine automatically on which known information to rely (from where to transfer), the

degree of adaptation (how much to transfer) and if it is worth transferring something at all.

Thanks to these properties all the resulting algorithms autonomously evaluate the relation

between old and new knowledge and show a clear advantage in performance with respect to

learning from scratch.

We started proposing a transfer learning method for binary classification problems based

on Least Square Support Vector Machine (chapter 3). Prior knowledge is represented in the
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Chapter 8. Conclusion and Perspective

form of pre-trained models: for any new target problem we learn a model close to the linear

combination of the sources. The weights assigned to each prior model is found by solving a

convex optimization problem which guarantees to have the minimal leave-one-out error on

the training set of the target task. Extensive experiments on visual object categories were run

to analyze the properties of our KT method and show its effectiveness in different learning

conditions.

The same approach can be extended to multiclass domain adaptation problems (chapter

4). We considered different variants of the prior knowledge weighting technique and we

performed experiments on classification and regression tasks that indicate their strength and

weaknesses.

Exploiting source information in terms of pre-trained models means having access to the

source learning process and it constrains to use the same approach on the target problem. To

overcome these limits and be able to leverage over existing knowledge regardless of how it was

defined, we proposed a feature transfer learning approach (chapter 5). Instead of relying on

the prior learning models we just consider their output on the new target samples and use

them as extra descriptors. By casting the problem in the multi-kernel learning framework we

obtained the MKTL method which performs as well as the original model transfer approach

on binary problems and is able of principled multiclass transfer learning.

The long term goal of this work is to enable autonomous systems to learn continuously from

experience in an open-ended fashion (life long learning). To this end we addressed two issues.

First of all the existing knowledge must be continuously updated in time whenever new

samples arrive. We showed that previous experience can be used to initialize an online learning

process (chapter 6). Prior knowledge indicates which part of the original space the correct

solution (the best in term of generalization capacity) should be sought and the relevance of

each source information is progressively adapted with a computationally cheap solution. The

obtained learning technique TROL has a theoretical support in terms of mistake bound and

shows promising experimental results.

A second problem is that of finding reliable sources of information for an artificial intelligent

agent, avoiding expensive human supervision. In the last years many visual data resources

have been collected for different purposes and publicly released through the world wide web.

Despite this constitutes a huge, useful and free knowledge repository, an artificial learner

would not be directly able to use it to solve a new situated classification task. Indeed recent

studies have demonstrated that the cross-dataset domain mismatch prevent any real advan-

tage in the learning performance [169, 129]. We propose the algorithm MUST to overcome

this problem (chapter 7): the great variety of available information covers different aspects

of the real world and it is always possible to decompose it into a specific and a general part.

By transferring only the last one to a new learning problem we get a clear advantage in the

cross-database performance.
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8.2. Open Issues

In conclusion our work demonstrated that properly exploiting pre-existing knowledge brings

a real benefit to different aspects of the learning process. Principled techniques enabling

knowledge transfer represent a progress towards making machine learning as efficient as

human learning.

8.2 Open Issues

All the proposed algorithmic solutions for transfer learning and domain adaptation have been

presented together with an analysis of their properties, discussing which is the best setting to

apply them and evaluating their limits. We briefly describe in the following a few aspects of

this work that might be somehow improved and remain relevant for future work.

Regarding the KT algorithm (chapter 3), a possible computational benefit could be obtained

by imposing [191, 145], or trying to learn, a structure among the source knowledge set. If a

defined source hierarchy is available, the target task can evaluate in a first step how much each

parent node is relevant before passing to the leaf nodes. This would cut off the less relevant

part of the hierarchy and let the target problem rely only on the most useful source knowledge

set. Moreover, in our classification experiments we used only features extracted from the

whole images and the semantic similarity among the source and the target task can be due to

the context around the object as well as to the specific object itself. Combining segmentation

[86, 81] and classification could restrict the transfer process to the object of interest and can

give a relevant learning advantage in case of object detection problems. Finally, the weight

assigned to each source task changes in time when the number of training samples increases.

The stability of the weight vector can give some insight about how different the target task is

with respect to the previous knowledge. A first analysis of this aspect has been proposed in

[162], but a thorough evaluation could led to the proper definition of a rareness measure.

Regarding the MKTL algorithm (chapter 5), it would be interesting to analyze weights assigned

to each source in transferring to see if for this method there is a correspondence between the

evaluated task relatedness and the semantic similarity, as seen for the KT approach. Moreover,

in our experiments the considered number of classes in the target set is limited to a maximum

of 10 (20 considering the possibility of an overlapping among the source and target label

set). The behavior of MKTL in a larger scale setting (102 classes) is a further and valuable

direction to investigate. We have seen that MKTL can be directly applied to domain adaptation

problems (section 5.6.2). In this setting, the known relation between the source and the target

task label set could be used to reduce the number of considered feature mapping functions

and corresponding kernels. An experimental analysis on this point would be worthwhile.

Regarding the TROL algorithm (chapter 6), although we have seen its performance on object

category detection tasks, there is still space for an extensive evaluation on different classifi-

cation conditions. A possible case is that of target concept drift. In this setting the statistical

properties of the target samples, change over time in unforeseen ways and it is necessary to

progressively follow it. Moreover TROL relies on the label of each incoming training sample,
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but it would be interesting to consider a selective sampling solution [121]. In this condition,

the algorithm would evaluate autonomously if it wants to receive or not the true label, possibly

reducing the number of explicit training annotations.

Finally, to fully evaluate the strength of the MUST algorithm (chapter 7), it would be interesting

to cast it in the kernel learning framework. This would allow an immediate comparison with

MKTL and a direct benchmark with other existing algorithms can be obtained by reducing the

classification problem to the standard domain adaptation setting.

Considering a more general vision over all the tackled problems, it is possible to identify

two major challenges related to the dynamism of the learning process, and to some extent

connected to each other: how to start and stop transferring and how to distinguish a new class

from what is already known.

In all our work we supposed the existence of some difference between the source problems

faced in the past and the target problem to be tackled in the future. Instead, standard machine

learning methods consider only the case of uniform sources and targets. These actually

represent two extreme cases in learning. An intelligent system should be able to modulate

among them, it should recognize autonomously if an input is really new or if it can be classified

as something already known. At the same time, it should exploit prior related knowledge till

when enough information on the new concept is available and then stop the transfer process.

Quantifying the necessary information in these terms is an open problem and asks for a proper

integration of novelty detection and transfer learning.

Moreover, knowledge transfer leverages on prior experience exploiting at the maximum the

similarity with the new target task. However it is important to underline that if a task is new, it

also presents some distinctive aspect with respect to what is already known. Both the positive

and negative components in analogical reasoning are relevant to define a concept. By relying

only on the similarities we might end up with an over-generalizing learning system. Although

obtaining optimal performance in learning something new when it is considered in isolation,

such a system would be completely unable to distinguish it from the past knowledge. This

makes impossible to properly memorize the new concept and use it as source of information in

the future. An effective learning system should not only be able to exploit previous experience

but also to progressively enlarge its knowledge.
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Appendix A. An appendix

Algorithm 1 MultiSourceTrAdaBoost [183]

Input: the source DS1 , . . . ,DS J and target DT training samples, a base learning algorithm
Learner, and the maximum number of iterations M .

Set αS = 1
2 ln

(
1+

√
2ln nS

M

)
, where nS =∑

j nS j and nS j = |DS j | , nT = |DT | .

Initialize the weight vector (w S1 , . . . , w S J , w T ) to the desired distribution, with

w S j = (w
S j

1 , . . . , w
S j
nS j

) and w T = (wT
1 , . . . , wT

nT
)

for m = 1, . . . , M do
Empty the set of candidate weak classifiers, F ←;
Normalize to 1 the weight vector (w S1 , . . . , w S J , w T )
for j = 1, . . . , J do

Call Learner, providing it the combined training set DS j ∪DT with the distribution
given by the weights (w S j , w T ).

Get back an hypothesis h j
m : X →Y .

Calculate the error on the target training samples DT : ε
j
m =∑

i
w T

i [yT
i 6=h j

m (xT
i )]∑

k w T
k

F ←F ∪ (h j
m ,ε j

m)
end for
Find the weak classifier hm : X →Y such that (hm ,εm) = argmin(h,ε)∈F ε

Set αm = 1
2 ln 1−εm

εm
, where εm < 0.5

Update the weight vector

w
S j

i ← w
S j

i exp{−αS |hm(x
S j

i )− y
S j

i |}
wT

i ← wT
i exp{αm |hm(xT

i )− yT
i |}

end for

Output: the target classifier function fM (x) = sign
(∑

mαmhm(x)
)

This algorithm reduces to TrAdaBoost as presented in [41] for a single source J = 1 . For the ex-
periments we chose the Learner algorithm following [183] and other technical details obtained
by personal comunication from the authors of the same paper. In particular we considered
linear SVM by using the SVMlight [76] implementation which allows for an automatic choice
of the C parameter.
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Algorithm 2 Phase I - TaskTrAdaBoost [183]

Input: the source DS1 , . . . ,DS J , a base learning algorithm Learner, the maximum number of
iterations M and the regularization threshold τ.
Empty the set of candidate weak classifiers, H ←;

for j = 1, . . . , J do

Initialize the weight vector w S j = (w
S j

1 , . . . , w
S j
nS j

) to the desired distribution

for m = 1, . . . , M do
Normalize to 1 the weight vector w S j

Find the candidate weak classifier h j
m : X →Y that minimizes the classification error

over the set DS j , weighted according to w S j

Get back an hypothesis h j
m : X →Y .

Compute the error ε j
m =∑

i w
S j

i [y
S j

i 6= h j
m(x

S j

i )]
α= 1

2 ln 1−ε
ε , where ε< 0.5

if α> τ then
H ←H ∪h j

m

end if
Update the weights w

S j

i ← w
S j

i exp{−αy
S j

i h j
m(x

S j

i )}
end for

end for

Output: the set of candidate weak classifiers H

Algorithm 3 Phase II - TaskTrAdaBoost [183]

Input: the target training data DT , a base learning algorithm Learner, the maximum number
of iterations M and the set of weak classifiers H .
Initialize the weight vector w T = (wT

1 , . . . , wT
nT

) to the desired distribution

for m = 1, . . . , M do
Normalize to 1 the weight vector w T

Empty the current weak classifier set F ←;
for all h = 1 ∈H do

Compute the error h on DT : ε=∑
i wT

i [yT
i 6= h(xT

i )]
if ε> 0.5 then

h ←−h
Update ε

end if
F ←F ∪ (h,ε)

end for
Find the weak classifier hm : X →Y such that (hm ,εm) = argmin(h,ε)∈F ε

H ←H \hm

Set αm = 1
2 ln 1−εm

εm

Update the weights wT
i ← wT

i exp−αm yT
i h j

m(xT
i )

end for

Output: the target classifier function fM (x) = sign
(∑

mαmhm(x)
)
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Algorithm 4 Projected Sub-gradient Descent Algorithm [165]

Input: calculate a ′ and a ′′
j according to Proposition 1 .

Initialize β← 0 and t ← 1 .

repeat

ỹi ← yi − a ′
i

Pi i
+∑J

j=1β j
a ′′

i j

Pi i
∀ i = 1, . . . , N

di ← 1{yi ỹi > 0} , ∀ i = 1, . . . , N

β j ←β j − 1p
t

∑N
i=1 di yi

a′′
i j

Pi i
, ∀ j = 1, . . . , J

if ‖β‖2 > 1 then

β←β/‖β‖2

end if

β j ← max(β j , 0), ∀ j = 1, . . . , J

t ← t +1

until convergence

Output: β

Algorithm 5 Projected Sub-gradient Descent Algorithm – Multiclass [166]

Input: calculate A′ according to (4.3) and A′′ j according to (4.4) .
Initialize β= [β1 . . .βJ ] ← 0 and t ← 1 .

repeat

Ỹ i ← Y i − A′
i

Pi i
+∑J

j=1β j
A′′ j

i
Pi i

∀ i = 1, . . . , N

g∗
i ← argmaxg 6=yi

{Ỹg i } , ∀ i = 1, . . . , N

di ← 1{1− Ỹyi i + Ỹg∗
i i > 0} , ∀ i = 1, . . . , N

β j ←β j − 1p
t

∑N
i=1 di

(A′′ j
g∗

i
i
−A′′ j

yi i )

Pi i
, ∀ j = 1, . . . , J

if ‖β‖2 > 1 then

β←β/‖β‖2

end if

β j ← max(β j , 0), ∀ j = 1, . . . , J

t ← t +1

until convergence

Output: β

Here 1{·} denotes the indicator function.
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Algorithm 6 MUST [168]

Input: J source datasets D j = {(x j
1, y j

1 ), . . . , (x j
N j

, y j
N j

)} ⊂ Rd ×Y j and a target dataset

Dt = {(x t
1, y t

1), . . . , (x t
Nt

, y t
Nt

)} ⊂Rd ×Y t

Solve the following optimization problem in for shared Ps and private P1,...,J

min ηΩ(P j )+γΩ(Ps)+
J∑

j=1

∑
i∼k

d 2
j (x j

i , x j
k )+ ∑

i∼k
i 6∼l

max
{

0,1+d 2
j (x j

i , x j
k )−d 2

j (x j
i , x j

l )
}
(A.1)

subject to P>
s P j = 0 for all j = 1, . . . , J ,

where d 2
j (x j

i , x j
k ) := ‖(P j +Ps)(x j

i −x j
k )‖2 .

Transfer the common sense as captured by Ps to the target dataset and find Pt by solving

min ηΩ(Pt )+ ∑
i∼k

d 2
t (x t

i , x t
k )+ ∑

i∼k
i 6∼l

max{0,1+d 2
t (x t

i , x t
k )−d 2

t (x t
i , x t

l } (A.2)

subject to P>
s Pt = 0,

where d 2
t (x t

i , x t
k ) := ‖(Pt +Ps)(x t

i −x t
k )‖2 .

Output: Ps , P1,...,J , Pt

Algorithm 7 MUST-HET [168]

Input: J source datasets D j = {(x j
1, y j

1 ), . . . , (x j
N j

, y j
N j

)} ⊂ Rd ×Y j and a target dataset

Dt = {(x t
1, y t

1), . . . , (x t
Nt

, y t
Nt

)} ⊂Rd ×Y t . The number of alternations A .

Define d 2
j (x j

i , x j
k ) = (W j (x j

i −x j
k ))>(P>

j P j +P>
s Ps)(W j (x j

i −x j
k ))

Initialize W
d j

j ←W PCA
j for all j = 1, . . . , J

a = 0
repeat

a ← a +1
Solve the optimization problem in (A.1) for Ps and P1,...,J and fixed W j

Solve the optimization problem in (A.1) for W j and fixed Ps , P1,...,J

until a = A
Initialize W dt

t =W PCA
t

Transfer the common sense as captured by Ps to the target and find Pt with
a = 0
repeat

a ← a +1
Solve the optimization problem in (A.2) for Pt and fixed Wt

Solve the optimization problem in (A.2) for Wt and fixed Pt

until a = A

Output: Ps , P1,...,J , Pt , W
d j

j and W dt
t ∈Rdt×d
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